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  Note from the Editor 

  The Islamic world is home to a vast body of literary production 
in multiple languages over the last 1,400 years. To be sure, long 
before the advent of Islam, multiple sites of significant liter-

ary and cultural productions existed from India to Iran to the Fertile 
Crescent to North Africa. After the advent of Islam in the mid-seventh 
century CE, Arabic, Persian, Urdu, and Turkish authors in particular 
produced some of the most glorious manifestations of world literature. 
From prose to poetry, modern to medieval, elitist to popular, oral to lit-
erary, this body of literature is in much need of a wide range of renewed 
scholarly investigation and lucid presentation. 

 The purpose of this series is to take advantage of the most recent 
advances in literary studies, textual hermeneutics, critical theory, femi-
nism, postcolonialism, and comparative literature to bring the spectrum 
of literatures and cultures of the Islamic world to a wider audience and 
appreciation. Usually the study of these literatures and cultures is divided 
between classical and modern periods. A central objective of this series is 
to cross over this artificial and inapplicable bifurcation and abandon the 
anxiety of periodization altogether. Much of what we understand today 
from this rich body of literary and cultural production is still under the 
influence of old-fashioned orientalism or post–World War II area studies 
perspectives. Our hope is to bring together a body of scholarship that 
connects the vast arena of literary and cultural production in the Islamic 
world without the prejudices of outmoded perspectives. Toward this 
end, we are committed to pathbreaking strategies of reading that collec-
tively renew our awareness of the literary cosmopolitanism and cultural 
criticism in which these works of creative imagination were conceived in 
the first place. 

 Hamid Dabashi 
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     Introduction   

   Many of the great poets of the Arabic tradition have not received 
sufficient critical and scholarly attention. While this is partly 
due to logistical and practical hurdles, ideological factors 

involving a particular view of the cultural past are also at play. Classical 
Arabic poetry holds immense symbolic capital in Arab collective mem-
ory. Poetry, after all, is “the archive of the Arabs.” It attains an added sig-
nificance as an alibi for a variety of discourses, foreign and indigenous, 
sympathetic and not so sympathetic, about the cultural and civilizational 
past and how it should be remembered to serve the present, or mobilized 
as a prism to justify it. 

 Not unlike all grand narratives of history, narratives of literary and 
cultural history too should be subject to critical revisions whereby omis-
sions are highlighted, examined, and remedied. Forced absences and 
silences are accounted for and, hopefully, a once great figure or unique 
text is no more exiled in near oblivion. 

 It is within this context that this book was conceived. Its focus is the 
premodern Arab poet Ibn al- � ajj ā j (330–391/941–1001)  1   and  sukhf ,  2   
the mode of poetry he established and popularized in the fourth/tenth 
century. 

 Ibn al- � ajj ā j was by all premodern accounts, and some modern ones 
too, a unique poet who changed the trajectory of premodern Arabic 
poetry, or at least influenced it in a significant way. He enjoyed tremen-
dous success and popularity with the ruling elite of the time, among 
whom he found many a generous patron. He was also well-respected and 
admired by most of his contemporaries, poets and critics, as well as by 
those of later periods. He was emulated and excerpted in anthologies and 
compendia. Manuscripts of his collected poems sold very well. Numerous 
selections of his poetry were compiled and, long after his death, his verses 
would still be committed to memory and copied time and again. His 
fame and name were proverbial. There were, of course, a few detractors 
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who objected to the extreme vulgarity, obscenity, and irreverence of his 
poetry, which defied all conventions as never before. But those detrac-
tors were too few to belittle his status and were eclipsed by admirers of 
all sorts whose valued opinions helped secure Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s position in 
the premodern canon. 

 It is in the modern period that Ibn al- � ajj ā j and his  sukhf   have almost 
“disappeared.” He makes very few appearances and on very rare occasions, 
but only to be condemned and discredited for his extreme obscenity and 
scatology. Or he is mentioned,  en passant , to exemplify the decadence of 
the B ū yid age (320–454/932–1062) and the “morally-challenged” soci-
ety that tolerated and celebrated him and his poetry. 

 What made Ibn al- � ajj ā j and his  sukhf  so successful, accepted, and 
popular in premodern times, yet virtually unknown nowadays? This 
book will attempt to answer this and other related questions. 

  Chapter 1  (“Genealogies”) traces the genealogy of  sukhf  and of Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j in the Arabic tradition. It starts out with a review of the extant 
premodern literature in order to reconstruct the literary persona and 
status of Ibn al- � ajj ā j in the canon and the ways in which his contempo-
raries, peers, critics, and poets of later periods evaluated and responded 
to him. Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s appearance in the various compendia, anthologies, 
and selections made by other poets are surveyed, as well as his influence 
on later periods. This is followed by an exploration into the lexical spec-
trum of the term  sukhf  and its evolution into a term representing this 
specific mode of poetry. Its intricate relationship and overlap with its 
sister mode  muj   ū   n  is also addressed, as well as its overlap with other cat-
egories such as  hazl  (jest). Potential suggestions for an English equivalent 
are offered with the most appropriate one being “obscene and scatologi-
cal parody.” This is followed by a review of the extant literature on Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j in the modern period and the available edited material. While 
certainly unique in his own right, Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf  was also the cul-
mination of a parodic and ribald trend whose roots preceded his time. 
Thus, the chapter ends with an examination of three poets whose poetry 
may be considered tributaries to Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf . 

  Chapter 2  focuses on the parodic function of  sukhf  and how Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j, a master parodist, launched a systematic parody of the entire 
tradition and declared his intentions in his poetry. Chief among his 
many targets were a few of the tradition’s icons, the  mu  ʿ  allaq   ā   t . A close 
reading of a parody of the  mu  ʿ  allaqa  of  ʿ Amr b. Kulth ū m shows how the 
model poem is appropriated, its meanings and values inverted to serve 
an entirely different function, and how Ibn al- � ajj ā j establishes himself 
as the ultimate antihero. 
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  Chapter 3  examines  sukhf  ’s interaction with(in) one of the most 
important and enduring forms of the Arabic tradition, the panegy-
ric  qa   	    ī   da  (polythematic ode). The chapter analyzes six representative 
panegyric poems by Ibn al- � ajj ā j to demonstrate how he employed a 
number of different strategies to incorporate a seemingly incongruous 
theme—scatology—into a form whose function was to reproduce politi-
cal legitimacy. 

  Chapter 4  approaches  sukhf  as an independent mode. In order to do 
so, the porous boundaries between  muj   ū   n  and  sukhf , which are briefly 
touched upon in  chapter 1 , are further scrutinized here. Ab ū  Nuw ā s’s 
clear influence on Ibn al- � ajj ā j and  sukhf  is addressed by examining the 
major tropes that the latter appropriated and developed. This is followed 
by a reading of seven representative  sukhf  poems. 

  Chapter 5  attempts to situate Ibn al- � ajj ā j and  sukhf  within the socio-
political context of the B ū yid period. Moving beyond the usual reductive 
statements about the function of  sukhf  and scatology as shocking vulgar-
ity, the chapter avails recent works on the function of scatology in litera-
ture to suggest a more complex interaction between this type of poetry 
and its material surroundings. The chapter concludes with a few remarks 
on the still resilient taboo on scatology and the assumptions behind it. 

 A  complete  edition of all of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s poetry is not available to 
date. I have relied on the following partial editions: Hashem Manna’s edi-
tion of the final section of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  d   ī   w   ā   n  (collected poems), which 
includes all the poems ending in rhymes  m   ī   m  to  y   ā  ʾ ,  3   and Abdelghafur 
El-Aswad’s partial edition, which includes all of the poems ending in 
the rhyme  n   ū   n .  4   I have also relied on two premodern anthologies: Ibn 
Nub ā ta’s  Tal   �    ī   f al-miz   ā   j min shi  ʿ  r Ibn al-   �   ajj   ā   j   5   (Livening the Mood 
with Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s Poetry), and al-As � url ā b ī ’s  Durrat al-t   ā   j min shi  ʿ   r Ibn 
al-   �   ajj   ā   j   6   (The Crown’s Pearl from Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s Poetry). 

 The poems and excerpts translated and discussed in the book are pro-
vided in appendix A. 

 Before plunging into Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s world, a few disclaimers are in 
order. Considering his fame, popularity, and importance, there is rel-
atively little biographical material on Ibn al- � ajj ā j.  7   A brief core of 
information and anecdotes is repeated in the standard biographical dic-
tionaries. One such biographical dictionary combines all of the extant 
material into one long entry and its translation is included as appen-
dix B. Appendix C is a translation of an excerpt from al-T ī f ā sh ī ’s  Nuzhat 
al-alb   ā   b  (The Promenade of the Hearts), which is an amusing and typi-
cally  � ajj ā jian anecdote involving a scatological mishap narrated by Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j himself. The significance of this excerpt is further proof of Ibn 
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al- � ajj ā j’s canonical status and his transformation into a topos in classi-
cal Arabic literature. 

 While Ibn al- � ajj ā j is synonymous with  sukhf , he did compose a 
great deal in other modes as well. The focus of this book, however, is 
 sukhf  and thus it will not address Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s “traditional” poetry. The 
latter, however, is indeed worthy of scholarly attention—a closer look 
will debunk what some modern scholars have called “conventional” and 
“mediocre” poems.      



     CHAPTER 1 

 Ibn al- � ajjā  j and  Sukhf : Genealogies    

  I saw that the fruits of poets’ thoughts are [like] offspring, akin to each 
other, and like nations, their poems are scattered upon the earth. Except 
for the poems of the unique litt é rateur Ab ū   ʿ Abdull ā h Ibn al- � ajj ā j, for 
they are a strange nation that spreads on its own and a wondrous off-
spring . . . no one’s mind was able to master their likeness. 

 —Ibn Nub ā ta al-Mi � r ī  (686–768/1287–1366)  1      

  If I die, by God, you will not see 
 anyone who can rival me in my style 

 The people of poetry have all concurred 
 that those who write are not my equals  2   

 [I]    

  I am the one and only in my style 
 It is impossible that there be another  3   

 [II]    

   . . .  
 Were it not for me,  sukhf  would never 
 have been read, nor ever written in a book  4   

 [III]    

   . . .  
 [I am] A man who claims prophethood in  sukhf  
 Who dares to doubt prophets?  5   

 [IV]    

  Such is my poetry, its leaves 
 are spread and turned over again 
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 There is not a noble man on earth 
 without a book of them 

 He acknowledged that I am the prophet 
 of  sukhf  and he is merely a poet  6   

 [V]   

 Poets, especially premodern Arab poets, were never at a loss when it 
came to literary boast and self-aggrandizement. So much so that that 
itself is a common topos. However, only few leave a mark on their age. 
Even fewer are those whose poetry outlives them and remains influential 
in later ages. One is reminded of al-Mutanabb ī  ’ s (303–354/915–965) 
oft-quoted line:

  I am the one whose eloquence the blind could see 
 and whose words forced the deaf to hear  7   

 [VI]   

 Hyperbole aside, al-Mutanabb ī  ’ s fame and influence are truly prover-
bial both in the realm of scholarship as well as in contemporary Arab 
culture (both literary and popular). For he had secured his permanent 
spot in the canon and the cultural archive of the Arabs. The same can-
not be said of his contemporary, erstwhile enemy and ultimate “other,” 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j (330–391/941–1001).  8   The latter’s boasts about literary 
immortality and about pioneering a new mode of poetry (hence the 
repeated boast of being the prophet of  sukhf   )  9   rang true in his time 
and for centuries after his death, but seem to have almost expired in the 
modern period. Canons, as well as the cultural archives to which they 
belong, are, of course, not fixed entities. They reflect and are shaped by 
dominant ideologies and sociohistorical contexts and forces.  10   Many a 
poet is often consigned to oblivion and “disappeared” under layers of 
amnesia into a dark and distant corner of the archive. While the num-
ber of premodern Arab poets who eagerly await, and are deserving of, 
scholarly attention is not negligible, it would not be an exaggeration to 
say that Ibn al- � ajj ā j and  sukhf  represent one of the most serious cases 
of cultural amnesia and academic neglect. Matters were not so a mil-
lennium ago.  

  Premodern Views: The Lightheartedness of the Age 

 When Ibn al- � ajj ā j died in  Jum   ā   d   ā    al-Th   ā   niya  ( al-   ā   khira ) 391 AH, May 
of 1001 CE,  11   his friend, the famous poet and  naq   ī   b  of the  	  ā libids, 
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al-Shar ī f al-Ra �  ī  (359–406/970–1015) composed a moving elegy, some 
of whose lines are as follows:

  I cried over you for the extraordinary famous verses 
 Their words perfumed with [elegant] meanings 
  . . .  
 Never did I think that death 
 could blunt the edges of that tongue 
  . . .  
 Be gone just like tender youth [did] 
 when it let you down the day you met the women 

 Let the age cry for you 
 For you were its lightheartedness  12   

 [VII]   

 Beyond the social conventions that occasion the composition of 
such elegies and the literary conventions that predetermine, to a large 
extent, their content, this one bears an added significance. That a highly 
respected religious figure and major poet such as al-Ra �  ī  would accord 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j and his poetry such honor underscores the positive approach 
and appreciative attitude toward Ibn al- � ajj ā j and  sukhf  in his own time, 
one that contrasts sharply with the negative and neo-Victorian man-
ner in which Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s legacy was largely dealt with in the modern 
period. 

 Another contemporary, the great essayist and master of  adab  Ab ū  
 � ayy ā n al-Taw �  ī d ī  (315–411/927–1023) wrote the following in his  Kit   ā   b 
al-Imt   āʿ    walmu   ʾ     ā   nasa  (The Book of Enjoyment and Conviviality):

  As for Ibn al- � ajj ā j . . . he is of a frivolous style, far from seriousness, 
exquisite in jest ( hazl  ). Reason has neither share nor counterpart in his 
poetry. But his wording is sound and his speech flowing. His qualities 
are far removed, in their dignity, from his harmful habits. He and Ibn 
Sukkara share this obsession [with  sukhf   ]. When he composes in serious-
ness ( jidd  ), he squats like a dog and when he composes in jest ( hazl  ), he 
is like a snake.  13     

 Considering al-Taw �  ī d ī  ’ s legendary bitterness, jealousy, and cantanker-
ousness, this is a very generous evaluation. He does sound deceptively con-
servative in his characterization of  sukhf  in this passage, but his own works 
abound with numerous obscene and scatological anecdotes and excerpts 
of poetry that would fall under the  sukhf  category. One need only leaf 
through  al-Ba   	    āʾ   ir wal-dhakh   āʾ   ir  (Insights and Treasures) for example, 
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or  Math   ā   lib al-waz   ī   rayn  (The Faults of the Two Viziers) to find some 
of the most obscene passages ever written in Arabic letters.  14   Moreover, 
 al-Ris   ā   la al-baghd   ā   diyya  (The Baghdad Epistle), previously thought to 
have been penned by Ab ū  ‘l-Mu � ahhar al-Azd ī , but recently attributed 
to al-Taw �  ī d ī ,  15   is the  sukhf  prose text par excellence.  16   Its narrator and 
main character Ab ū  ‘l-Q ā sim al-Baghd ā d ī  appears to have been modeled 
after Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s persona. The latter’s poetry is excerpted therein as well. 
I emphasize persona because the sources tell us that unlike the extreme 
obscenity and shocking all-out irreverence of his poetry, Ibn al- � ajj ā j was 
nothing like that in his social conduct and “private” life as far as we know. 
In  al-Imt   ā ʿ    wal-mu  ʾ ā   nasa ,  17   al-Taw �  ī d ī  preserved an intriguing and telling 
account of the first encounter between Ibn al- � ajj ā j and the vizier, patron, 
and famous  ad   ī   b  Ibn al- ʿ Am ī d (d. 360/970), one of the great figures of the 
B ū yid age  18   and a recipient of many of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s panegyrics:

  by God I am amazed by you. As for my liking of you, it is not recent. For 
I used to comb your  d   ī   w   ā   n  and yearn to meet you and say: What kind 
of man says these words? [He must be] the most reckless, frivolous and 
obsessed of all . . . You are indeed one of the miracles of God’s creatures 
and the marvels of his worshippers. By God none will believe that you are 
the very same man who composed your  d   ī   w   ā   n  and that it is yours with all 
this contradiction which exists between your poetry and the seriousness 
of your person.  19     

 This speaks volumes about Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s fame and the respect he 
enjoyed, but also the “buzz” that he had created among the cultural elite. 
In another standard work and the major anthology of the second half of 
the fourth/tenth century, al-Tha ʿā lib ī  ’ s (350–429/961–1038)  Yat   ī   mat al-
dahr  (The Solitaire of the Age), Ibn al- � ajj ā j and his poetry are accorded 
ample space and a glowing preface:

  Although he, in most of his poetry, does not hide under the veil of rea-
son and bases most of his sayings on  sukhf , he is one of the magicians of 
poetry and the marvels of the age. All those insightful in literature and 
knowledgeable in poetry agree that he is unique and unprecedented in 
the style for which he has become famed. No one has competed with his 
way, nor has anyone in command of the meanings which are found in his 
style been seen, with the smoothness and sweetness of his words . . . even if 
they express frivolity [ sakh   ā   fa ] and are tainted with the speech of beggars 
and street gangs. Were it not that the seriousness of  adab  is serious and its 
jest is jest, as Ibr ā h ī m b. al-Mahd ī  said, I would have guarded this book of 
mine from much speech of one who extends the hand of  muj   ū   n  and twists 
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the ear of the sacred [  �   aram ] with it. And he opens the sack of  sukhf  and 
smacks the neck of reason with it . . . he has composed panegyrics to kings, 
princes, ministers and his  d   ī   w   ā   n  travels faster than a proverb and quicker 
than a shadow across the horizons.  20     

 Al-Tha ʿā lib ī  makes extensive use of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s poetry in his other 
works as well, especially  Thim   ā   r al-qul   ū   b  ( The Fruit of Hearts).  21   A � mad 
b. Mu � ammad Al-Jurj ā n ī , in  Kin   ā   y   ā   t al-udab   āʾ    wa ish   ā   r   ā   t al-bulagh   āʾ   
(The Metonymies of the Literati and the Allusions of the Eloquent) 
also adduces many examples from Ibn al- � ajj ā j.  22   That Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
had massive institutional success during his lifetime is well-known and 
attested by the numerous panegyrics he composed for the B ū yid elite as 
well as by various extant accounts.  23   What further distinguishes him, 
however, is that he was equally famous among his peers, the critics, and 
even the “masses” of later times as we shall see later. In addition to the 
unique and original character of his poetry and its comic content, this 
was probably due to the relative simplicity of some of his diction and his 
deliberate use of vulgar street language.  24   A   �   isba  (market inspection) 
manual composed in the eighth/fourteenth century (three centuries after 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s death)  25   instructs teachers to prohibit boys from reading 
or memorizing any of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s poems (or those of  
 ar īʿ  al-Dil āʾ  
(d. 412/921)  26   for his  d   ī   w   ā   n  is “of no value”) and to be beaten if they 
are found doing so:

  He [the teacher] must forbid boys from memorizing anything of the 
poetry of Ibn al- � ajj ā j and reading it and he must beat them for that. The 
same goes for the  d   ī   w   ā   n  of  
 ar īʿ  al-Dil āʾ , for it is no good and he should 
chastise them for that.  27     

 This, undoubtedly, illustrates Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s lasting popularity and 
fame. In an ironic twist of history, Ibn al- � ajj ā j was himself the erstwhile 
 mu   �   tasib  (market inspector) of Baghdad for three years during the reign 
of Mu ʿ izz al-Dawla (945–967).  28   

 Another measure of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s importance and lasting influence 
is the number of selections of his poetry that were made by other poets. 
 Al-Na   
    ī   f min al-sakh   ī   f  (That which is Purged of Sakh ī f  )  29   was made by 
the aforementioned al-Ra �  ī , but is, alas, not extant.  30   This manuscript 
would have helped to shed much needed light on what was considered 
non- sukhf  by one of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s contemporaries. 

 Al-Bad īʿ  al-As � url ā b ī  (d. 534/1139–1140) made his own selection 
based on poetic motifs ( aghr   ā    �  ) and divided into 141 chapters under 
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the title  Durrat al-t   ā   j min shi   ʿ    r Ibn al-   �   ajj   ā   j  (The Crown’s Jewel from 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s Verse).  31   Ibn Nub ā ta al-Mi � r ī  (d. 768/1366) composed 
 Tal   �    ī   f al-miz   ā   j min shi   ʿ    r Ibn al-   �   ajj   ā   j  (Livening the Mood with Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j’s Poetry).  32   Ab ū  ‘l-Q ā sim Ibn  � alab ā t composed  Mula   �    min 
shi   ʿ    r Ibn al-   �   ajj   ā   j  (Fine Selections from Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s Poetry).  33   Finally, 
Ibn  � ijja al- � amaw ī  (767–837/1366–1434) composed  La   �    āʾ   if al-tal   �    ī   f  
(Selections from Livening the Mood).  34   

 Writing more than three centuries following Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s death, 
al- 
 afad ī  (d. 764/1363) echoes al-Tha ʿā lib ī  in  al-W   ā   f   ī    bil-wafay   ā   t :

  In his style he was unique in his time and the  im   ā   m  of poetry in its [various] 
modes ( k   ā   na farda zam   ā   nihi f   ī    b   ā   bihi wa-im   ā   ma al-shi   ʿ    ri f   ī    a   �   r   ā   bihi ) . . . the 
first to open that door was Ab ū  Nuw ā s and Ibn al- � ajj ā j came with plenty 
more afterwards. He was prolific and distinguished . . . I regard him as one 
who can [rightly] be called a poet, because he mastered panegyric, invective, 
love, description, adab and all types of poetry, but in  muj   ū   n  he is an  im   ā   m , 
and all who composed it after him were merely his servants [ l   ā   kinnahu f   ī    ’   l-
muj   ū   ni im   ā   m wakullu man at   ā    ba   ʿ    dahu bishay   ʾ   in min dh   ā   lika fa-huwa lahu 
ghul   ā   m ].  35     

 Of these emulators, or servants, to use al- 
 afad ī  ’ s term, Ibn al-
Habb ā riyya (d. 509/1115–1116) was the most famous to come after Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j.  36   The shadow plays of Ibn D ā niy ā l (d. 1311) were probably 
influenced, at least indirectly, by Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf .  37   

 In his manual on  muwashsha   �    ā   t , the strophic poetic form that origi-
nated in al-Andalus, Ibn San āʾ  al-Mulk  38   (550–608/1155–1211) stated 
that the  kharja  (the parting final line of the poem) must be “�ajj ā jian in 
its  sukhf  and Quzm ā nian  39   in its use of colloquial Arabic, scorching hot, 
and well-done and spicy.” 

 In  Shar   �    al-k   ā   fiya al-bad   īʿ   iyya ,  40    
 af ī  al-D ī n al- � ill ī  (677–750/1278–), 
who himself dabbled in shades of  muj   ū   n  and  sukhf  (although he does not 
employ these terms explicitly),  41   uses a few of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s lines as 
examples of rhetorical devices.  42   

 Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s proverbial status has him later appearing, for example, 
in  Nuzhat al-alb   ā   b  (The Promenade of Hearts) to narrate, at length, a 
very humorous scatological anecdote about himself.  43   In   �   ub   �    al-a   ʿ    sh   ā    f   ī   
  	   in   āʿ   at al-insh   ā   (The Nightblind’s Morn in the Craft of Composition) by 
al-Qalqashand ī  (d. 821/1418), Ibn al- � ajj ā j appears under the heading 
(Those who were [so] unique in their time as to become exemplary [pro-
verbial]) ( man k   ā   na fardan f   ī    zam   ā   nihi bi   �   aythu yu   �   rabu bihi ‘ l-mathalu 
f   ī    amth   ā   lihi ): “ Ab   ū    Nuw   ā   s f   ī    ‘ l-muj   ū   n wal-khal   āʿ   a wa Ibn al-   �   ajjaj f   ī   
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 sukhf al-alf   ā    
   ”  (Ab ū  Nuw ā s in ribaldry and debauchery and Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
in the frivolity/obscenity of words).  44   I shall return later to this impor-
tant distribution of  muj   ū   n / sukhf  between Ab ū  Nuw ā s and Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
and to the latter’s debt to the former. 

 There were, of course, those whom Ibn al- � ajj ā j did not impress at 
all. In the famous  al-   ʿ   Umda  (The Pillar) as part of a discussion of poets 
who refrained from responding to invective from those they deemed 
inferior ( b   ā   b man raghiba min al-shu   ʿ   ar   āʾ     ʿ   an mul   ā    �    ā   t ghayr al-akf   āʾ  ), 
Ibn Rash ī q (390–463/1000–1071) includes, as one of a few examples, 
al-Mutanabb ī  ’ s non-response to Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s invectives  

  And so did al-Mutanabb ī  when he was plagued with Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
al-Baghd ā d ī  ’ s foolishness [  �   am   ā   q   ā   t ]; he did not respond out of contempt 
and disdain. For had he responded [to him] he would not have been where 
he is in his haughtiness, because he [Ibn al- � ajj ā j] is not his counterpart, 
nor is he of his class.  45      

  What Is  Sukhf ? 

 Be it as a signifier or a poetic mode,  sukhf  is not easy to pin down.  46   Not 
unlike many other literary terms, its semantic boundaries are porous and 
shifting. The term was not used uniformly, nor did it even have the same 
referential field within one type of discourse or usage. There is, to start 
with, much overlap with  muj   ū   n  (again both as a literary term, but also a 
social attitude) and, to a lesser extent  hazl . Montgomery points out that 
“the medieval Arab literati appear not to have used  sukhf  as a designa-
tion of a poetic genre, preferring  mudj   ū   n .” Rowson maintains that “ sukhf  
is distinguished from it [ muj   ū   n ] in referring less to hedonistic behavior 
offensive to the prudish than to gross language and comportment upset-
ting to the squeamish.”  47   Van Gelder provides the following synonyms for 
 muj   ū   n : shamelessness, indecent poetry (sex, alcohol, scatology); for  sukhf  : 
foolishness, obscene, or nonsensical poetry.  48   Ibn al- � ajj ā j himself couples 
 sukhf  with  muj   ū   n  and  hazl  in referring to his own poetry (see later). This 
instability is part and parcel of the slippage of language itself as a system 
and is not uncommon when dealing with literary terminology  49   (a central 
strand of  sukhf  itself, as will be illustrated later, is an incessant breaching 
and violation of boundaries of all sorts). Moreover, premodern Arabic 
literary criticism and terminology present their own added difficulties in 
this respect.  50   Not being a major or “official” mode,  sukhf  was bound to 
receive very little critical attention. One might add that  sukhf   ’s intricacy 
and complexity as, ultimately, a dialogue, even if a dissonant one, with 
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the entire tradition, renders it even more challenging than other terms 
for classificatory or taxonomic purposes. Nevertheless, an exploration of 
its genealogy or polygenesis is sine qua non, especially since it becomes 
linked to, and almost synonymous with, Ibn al-  � ajj ā j and his poetry, 
during and after the fourth/tenth century when it begins to influence the 
trajectory of Arabic poetry. It is with, and after, Ibn al- � ajj ā j that  sukhf  
is more often than not linked specifically to obscenity and scatology. Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j punctuates many of his poems with references to “my  sukhf   ”:

  The demons of poetry 
 kneel before mine when it comes to  sukhf     51   

 [VIII]    

  O Minister, [hear] a plea from your servant 
 who has become an exemplar in  sukhf  

 [IX]   

 The same line appears elsewhere in a slightly different version:

  O Sir, [hear] a plea from a poet 
 whose style of poetry is not fake  52   

 [X]    

  When I compose  sukhf  I am Imru ʾ  al-Qays  53   
 even though my father is not  � ujr 

 I bring many a poem that has 
 made my style of  sukhf  odd 

 Had I wanted to write serious poetry 
 It would not be difficult for me 

 But then I would merely be like 
 all those who write poetry in our age 

 Were it not for me,  sukhf  would never 
 have been written down or read 
  . . .  
 And to him who faults me for my  sukhf  I say: 
 You most foolish of all people!  54   

 [XI]    

  Has it ever happened that when you were amazed by my poetry 
 Its  sukhf  did not make you laugh? 

 [XII]    
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   Sukhf  is a must in my poetry 
 If we are to unwind and let go 

 Can there be a house with no privy 
 and can a sane man live in it?  55   

 [XIII]   

 At other times, however, he refers to his poetry as  muj   ū   n  or  hazl :

  If my poetry were to be serious you would see 
 the night stars flowing therein 
 But its jest is a ribaldry 
 to make my ends meet  56   

 [XIV]   

  ʿ A � ud al-Dawla’s (324–963/372–983) scribe wrote a poem to Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j asking him to tone down his  sukhf , and his response was:

  [Do you blame me] for the  sukhf  and  muj   ū   n  in my poetry 
 or the wine, singing and slave girls ?   57   

 [XV]   

 And in a panegyric  58   to Ibn al- ʿ Am ī d (d. 366/977) he wrote:

  Did you not see the Prophet at Badr 
 fighting with  � ass ā n’s poetry?  59   

  � ass ā n with Jar ī r and al-Akh � al  60   
 would not even be close to [being] my servants 

 If they were present with me so that I may fight them with my  sukhf  
 Their muses would pray to mine 

 [XVI]   

 And elsewhere:

  O you who fault my 
 blatant admission of debauchery 

 And a foolishness which soils 
 my style of composition 

 It is with  sukhf   ’s precious commodities 
 that my market flourishes amongst people  61   

 [XVII]   
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 While most of these “punctuations” and references to  sukhf  were 
practical responses to literary slander, they can and should be read as 
“authorial statements” to use Fowler’s term;  62   a branding or conscious 
poetic labeling of sorts. There is also sufficient evidence to prove that Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j’s impact anchors  sukhf  and links it more specifically to what he 
himself does in his poetry and thus stabilizes its meaning as obscenity 
and scatology.  63   

 In the standard lexicons,  sukhf  is mostly related antithetically to the 
realm of the intellect and, thus,  sakh   ī   f  is “shallow-minded,” “foolish,” 
“frivolous,” or “silly.”  64   These could be functioning as euphemisms for 
“obscene,” which is the primary realm in which  sukhf  operates. It is not 
always easy to discern clearly which is meant. An important definition 
for our purposes is the one offered by Bad īʿ  al-Zam ā n al-Hamadh ā n ī  
(d. 398/1008) in his  ras   āʾ   il  about the  sakh   ī   f  being “one who is heedless 
about the consequences to him of what he does” . . . a definition similar 
to that offered of  m   ā   djin  by Ibn Man �  ū r.”  65   

 In  D   ī   w   ā   n al-ma   ʿā   n   ī  , al- ʿ Askar ī  writes the following in commenting 
on the misuse of diction and the use of  ghar   ī   b  words by some poets: 
“ dalla    ʿ   al   ā    sakh   ā   fati    ʿ   aqlih  ” ([it] indicates his shallow-mindedness).  66   
But he also uses the verb  sakhufa  to describe meaning ( ma   ʿ    n   ā  ): “ wa l   ā   
 khayra f   ī    m   ā    uj   ī   da laf   
   uhu idh   ā    sakhufa ma   ʿ   n   ā   h  ” (There is no good in 
having sound wording, but frivolous meaning).  67   In the section deal-
ing with  hij   āʾ   (invective) in  D   ī   w   ā   n al-ma   ʿā   n   ī  ,  68   obscene lines by Ibn 
al-R ū m ī  (221–283/836–896) are described as “ sakh   ī   fa .”  69   The designa-
tion is used again in commenting on lines also by Ibn al-R ū m ī  describing 
a singing-girl ( qayna ):

  So stinky, she is like a [clove of ] garlic 
 although her color is that of a citron 

 Her anus is like a [piece of ] coal 
 on which a frivolous man sprinkled his snow  70   

 [XVIII]   

 He adds: “ . . . and they are obscene verses, most of which I have left 
out due to their obscenity ( wa-hiya aby   ā   t sakh   ī   fa taraktu aktharah   ā   
 lisukhfih ).  71   Al- ʿ Askar ī  justifies his inclusion of such obscenities as 
follows:

  Were it not for my intention to collect the choicest motifs I would have 
left out these outrageous utterances in poetry and prose, but if schol-
ars were to refrain from quoting obscene poetry, they would lose many 
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benefits and advantages like [the ones in] the poetry of al-Farazdaq, Jar ī r, 
al-Ba ʿī th, al-Akh � al and others. Were it not acceptable to mention genitalia 
explicitly [ al-fur   ū   j bita   	   r   ī    �    asm   āʾ   ih   ā  ], then the lexicographers doing so 
would have been wrong and that is impossible.  72     

  Muj   ū   n  and  sukhf  were allotted some space in anthologies and adab 
works. The eighteenth night of al-Taw �  ī d ī  ’ s  al-Imt   āʿ    wal-mu   ʾā   nasa  is 
devoted to  muj   ū   n  as its opening section informs us:

  He [Ibn Sa ʿ d ā n] once said: come let us make this night of ours one of 
 muj   ū   n  and indulge in much jest [ na   ʾ    khudhu min al-hazli bina   	    ī   bin w   ā   fir ], 
for seriousness has tired us, beaten our energies and filled us with sadness. 
Give us what you have.  73     

 The overlap with both  sukhf  and  hazl  is evident.  Hazl  is invoked in 
the previous excerpt and most of the  akhb   ā   r  (narratives) and excerpts of 
poetry included in this chapter can justly be categorized as  sukhf  mate-
rial. They range from anecdotes about cross-dressers ( mukhannath   ū   n ) 
to anal intercourse, sodomy, scatology,  kudya  (begging), and Rama �  ā n 
bashing. Here are a few examples: 

 A man asked Ru ʾ ba [Ibn al- ʿ Ajj ā j] (d. 145/762): do you place a  hamza  on 
 khur   ʾ   [shit]? He said: [yes] with your finger, you son of a wicked one.  74   

 “al-Sha ʿ b ī   75   was asked: Is it permissible to pray in a church? He said: 
Yes, and [permissible] to shit [there] too.”  76   

 “Na � la [?] said: I entered a public water stop in al-Karkh and I per-
formed the ablutions. When I came out its attendant latched on to me 
and said: Give us something, so I farted and said: Let me go, for I have 
annulled my ablutions. He laughed and let me go.”  77     

 The following is an example of  kudya  (begging poetry) where in lieu 
of the traditional ruins of encampments, the poets address pots, and 
rather than the usual reunion with the beloved, he desires a meal:

  Salute the immovable pots! 
 Even if they be too mute to speak 

 And [salute] their large bowls when they 
 come to you brimful of food 

 My heart goes out to vinegar-stewed meat 
 That heals hearts from their malady  78   

 [XIX]   
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 Another  kudya  excerpt by Ab ū  Fir ʿ awn [al-S ā s ī ], a famous  kudya  
poet,  79   is also included. In this one, the misery of the poet (or his per-
sona) is expressed by resorting to scatology:

  For some time now lice have made a pact with my beard 
 I am so emaciated my fart is weakened 

 My testicles feed on my trousers 
 God damn my kind of life  80   

 [XX]   

 The importance of these examples for our purposes is that such themes 
were the threads that  sukhf  weaves together in various combinations. 
We have a parody of classical motifs (in the  kudya  excerpt), mockery of 
religion and religious practices, and sexual and scatological themes. The 
chapter in  al-Imt   āʿ   ends with a nod of approval by the vizier Ibn Sa ʿ d ā n, 
who tells his interlocutor al-Taw �  ī d ī : give preference to this style over 
others [ qaddim h   ā   dh   ā    l-fanna    ʿ    al   ā    ghayrih ]. 

 Almost a century later, we find  muj   ū   n  and  sukhf  coupled in the title 
of the sixteenth chapter of al-R ā ghib al-I � fah ā n ī  ’ s  Mu   �    ā    �   ar   ā   t al-udab   āʾ   
(The Apt Quotables of the Literati).  81   Some of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s lines are 
included. Al- Ā b ī  ’ s (d. 421/1030)  Nathr al-durr  (Scattering Pearls)  82   has 
 muj   ū   n / sukhf  sections as well. 

 In his  al-Was   ā    �   a bayna al-Mutanabb   ī    wa khu   	    ū   mih  (The Mediation 
between Al-Mutanabb ī  and His Opponents), al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Jurj ā n ī   83   (d. 391/
1001) exemplifies one other use of  sukhf  as a negative term for bad or weak 
wording or wording that is incongruous with the topic or theme it is meant 
to convey. This is a corollary to his advice to poets earlier in this work to  

  spread the wording according to motifs/topics, so that your love poetry 
must not be like your boast, nor your praise like your threatening 
[ wa   ʿ ī   d  ] . . . nor your jest like your seriousness . . . describing warfare and 
weapons is not like describing a boon session or wine. Each of the two 
has a path to which it is more appropriate and a way which the other does 
not share.  84     

 This, in a way, serves as a perfect, albeit reversed, definition of one central 
dimension of  sukhf . For it is precisely what al-Jurj ā n ī  is advising poets not 
to do that Ibn al- � ajj ā j revels in doing time and again. Namely, injecting 
“disorder into the [literary] system” to use Kilito’s phrase, by intentionally 
confusing registers and dictions so that it becomes difficult to distinguish 
between modes. There are subsections of examples in  al-Was   ā    �   a  where Ab ū  
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Nuw ā s, Ab ū  Tamm ā m, and al-Mutanabb ī  are all shown to have misused 
the appropriate diction or wording.  Sukhf  is mostly attributed to  alf   ā    
   
(words or wording) and seems to mean “frivolous” or “shallow” and is not 
related to obscenity or scatology.  85   Thus, the various shades of meanings 
of  sukhf  and its adjectival forms seem to be apt designations for what Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j does in and with his poetry. In addition to the obvious “obscene” 
and “scatological,” we have “unreasonable,” “silly,” “heedless,” “frivolous,” 
and “shallow-minded.” All of these are interrelated, for explicit mention 
of scatological and very obscene matters is universally foolish and reckless, 
but so is using inappropriate wording, jumbling and mixing high and low 
diction, and violating literary and social conventions and expectations. 
While accurately describing  sukhf  and its effects, perhaps one can suggest 
that exteriorizing  sukhf  to the realm of the “frivolous” was a strategy on 
the part of some critics to deem it unworthy in order to not have to deal 
with it at length. While more often applied to  alf   ā    
   (words and wording), 
at times the designation is used for  ma   ʿā   n   ī   (meanings, topics, or motifs). 
It is interesting to note the tendency to couple  muj   ū   n  with Ab ū  Nuw ā s 
and  sukhf  with Ibn al- � ajj ā j (as both al- 
 afad ī  and al-Qalqashand ī  did for 
example). This is reflective of a difference in degree in terms of the use of 
obscene and scatological themes and diction, with Ibn al- � ajj ā j going to 
the extreme, whereas Ab ū  Nuw ā s toyed with them without obsessing as 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j did. Ab ū  Nuw ā s was ultimately mainstreamed by modern 
critics and successive Arab publishers who excised much of his extremely 
obscene poetry, at least until very recently  86   and tried to project and attach 
a repentance of sorts to his biography. To sum up,  sukhf  is obscene and 
scatological parody that also encompasses frivolous, intentionally irratio-
nal, and blasphemous elements. 

  Hazl 

 In addition to its frequent mention in Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s poetry,  hazl  (jest) 
is an important literary category under which  sukhf  is at times subsumed 
and with which it often overlaps. Like  sukhf ,  hazl  is  

  not easily defined . . . it is not identical with “humour” “joking,” or “the 
comical,” nor with “nonsense,” “folly” or “playfulness,” even though there 
is considerable overlap with all these.  Hazl  is a concept with fuzzy edges, 
and any attempt to  define it is doomed to fail.   87     

 Often coupled with  jidd  (seriousness) to form a topos, the concept 
has roots in the tradition and even appears in the Qur ʾā n, but was 
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established and perfected in  adab  early on by al-J ā  � i �  (160–255/776–
868).  88   He expounds on it in his  Ris   ā   la f   ī    ‘ l-jidd wal-hazl and al-Tarb   īʿ   
 wal-tadw   ī   r . Some detractors notwithstanding, the predominant con-
sensus was that “a judicious mixture” of both was desirable in  adab .  89   
There seems to have been a general tendency favoring minimum over-
lap between, and confusion of,  jidd  and  hazl  and that, ideally, they 
should be juxtaposed and neatly separated.  90   While largely adhered to in 
 adab , these prescriptions are often violated and blurred “in the lighter 
forms of poetry and especially in invective or satirical poetry.”  91   Even 
al-J ā  � i �  himself condemned combining low subjects with high diction 
and stressed that “silly ( sakh   ī   f  ) words are fitting for silly thoughts,” but 
he flouted this rule in his own writings.  92   Al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Jurj ā n ī  ’ s warning 
against mixing modes was already mentioned earlier. At the outset of 
his  al-Ba   	    āʾ   ir wal-dhakh   āʾ   ir  (Insights and Treasures), al-Taw �  ī d ī  high-
lights the importance of  hazl  and warns against discarding it altogether: 
Beware not to refrain from listening to these things that are full of  hazl  
and  sukhf , for if you were to reject them entirely, your understanding 
would be lacking.  93   

 Al-Taft ā z ā n ī  ’ s (d. 791–797/1389–1395) definition of  hazl  as “some-
thing employed in a sense contrary to convention ( an yur   ā   d bi-l-shay   ʾ   
 m   ā    lam y   ū    �   a   ʿ     lahu )”  94   is the most interesting for our purposes. This is, 
by and large, what Ibn al- � ajj ā j does to literary conventions, motifs, 
and diction by redeploying them for entirely different and novel ends. 
The parasitical function of  hazl  here seems to be very close and almost 
identical to parody.  Jidd  and  hazl  are not addressed seriously and exten-
sively until  �  ā zim al-Qar �  ā jann ī  (608–84/1211–1285).  95   His views on 
this issue are aptly summarized by van Gelder.  96   The most important 
points are his general division of styles into  jidd  and  hazl  with the latter 
linked, of course, to  muj   ū   n  and  sukhf  ( wa amm   ā     �   ar   ī   qat al-hazl fa   ʾ    innah   ā   
 madhhab f   ī    ‘ l-kal   ā   m ta   	   dur al-aq   ā   w   ī   l f   ī   h    ʿ   an muj   ū   n wa sukhf biniz   āʿ    al-
himmah wal-haw   ā    il   ā    dh   ā   lik )  97   and his recognition of  hazl  ’s parasitical 
relationship to and effects on  jidd . Particularly significant is the topic of 
diction where the characteristics are a “low style, employing the vocabu-
lary of vagabonds, wanton people, those of humble occupations, women 
and children.”  98   While cautioning against using words in modes that are 
inappropriate for them, he makes an exception for  sukhf  and  hazl  and 
mentions Ibn al- � ajj ā j as an example:

  When it occurs in the poetry of Ibn al- � ajj ā j and his kind, those who 
specialize in jesting and bawdiness, it is approvable and praiseworthy in 
relation to its style.  99     
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 Van Gelder concludes that al-Qar �  ā jann ī  ’ s tolerant view must have 
been derived from Ibn Sin ā n al-Khaf ā j ī  (422–466/1031–1074) who had 
a similarly positive view of Ibn al- � ajj ā j:

  Ab ū   ʿ Abdull ā h Ibn al- � ajj ā j, although his poetry contains many words not 
fitting in a serious context, used them in a filthy context; therefore they 
are good, not ugly.  100     

 A passage referenced in van Gelder, but not quoted or translated, is the 
following:

  The poetry of Ibn al- � ajj ā j has been faulted for its inclusion of obscene 
motifs and it is not so for me. For composition in an obscene motif is like 
composing in a beautiful ( jam   ī   l  ) motif. What is required in each of them 
is the soundness of the motif and that of the wording. The fact that the 
motif ( ma   ʿ    n   ā  ) is, in and of itself, obscene or beautiful has no bearing on 
composition.  101     

 Thus, this premodern critic who lived more than a millennium ago 
reminds us, like many premodern critics before him, that irrespective of 
the content, what matters in evaluating poetry is craftsmanship.  102     

  Modern Views 

 A few exceptions notwithstanding, modern critics have been neither 
as generous nor as sober as most of their premodern predecessors in 
dealing with Ibn al- � ajj ā j and  sukhf . In reviewing al-Taw �  ī d ī  ’ s  al-Ris   ā   la 
al-baghd   ā   diyya  whose narrator, as already mentioned, was probably 
modeled after Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s poetic persona, Margoliouth questioned the 
worth of such content for scholarly attention. This Pavlovian reaction 
was to be repeated by most of the scholars, Arabs and non-Arabs alike, 
who even bothered to mention Ibn al- � ajj ā j. 

 Adam Mez, however, stands out as the first, and one of the very few, 
to recognize Ibn al- � ajj ā j as a major poet and accord him his rightful 
place among his contemporaries and in the canon as a unique parodist. 
He quotes excerpts from al-Tha ʿā lib ī  ’ s  Yat   ī   ma  and translates some of Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j’s verses observing: 

 Like one freed from some unwelcome restraint, Ibn al- � ajj ā j rejoices in 
and boasts of his license . . . but his filth never worried his contempo-
raries . . . He calls everything by its right name . . . his  diwan  brings together 
a whole heap of expressions from the colloquial language of the Baghdad 
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of the 4th/10th century. For him the traditional poetic model exists only 
to be parodied . . . and through the mist of filth shine here and there the 
stars of the night which manifestly made his contemporaries regard this 
utterer of obscenities as a poet of great distinction.  103   

 Thus in the fourth/tenth century Sanaubari [ sic ] and Mutanabb ī , Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j’s and ar-Ri �  ā  [ sic ] stand side by side—each at the very height of 
his own sphere, gazing from one high, at the unfolding centuries of Arabic 
literature.  104     

 Indeed, we have seen how Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf  was to become a trend 
in the centuries following his death. This is confirmed by  ʿ Al ī  Jaw ā d 
al- 	  ā hir in his comprehensive study of Arabic poetry in the Salj ū q 
period (429–590/1038–1194).  105    In addition to his more famous disciple 
Ibn al-Habb   ā   riyya, Ibn al-   �   ajj   ā   j had significant influence on al-B   ā   ri   ʿ    
 (443–524/1041–1130) ,  106    Murajj   ā  ,  107    Ibn al-Qa   ��    ā   n   108   (477–548/1085–
1163), and Shay �  ā n al- ʿ Ir ā q (sixth/twelfth century).  109   Al- 	  ā hir included 
a paragraph on  sukhf  in this book:

  The most salient features of  sukhf  are mentioning all manner of sexual and 
scatological matters that are unacceptable in general morals and also toy-
ing with the sacred and religions. Laughter is one of its objectives. This fri-
volity of topics is coupled with a frivolity in style, for it intentionally uses 
lowliness [ rak   ā   ka ] which brings it closer to the vulgar language of daily 
life. It also makes intentional use of all types of vocabulary including non-
poetic, colloquial and even foreign, at times. This  sukhf  had precedents in 
the pre-B ū yid periods, but there is almost a consensus that Ibn al- � ajj ā j is 
the leader of this school, if not its originator.  110     

 As a prelude to this work, which was the culmination of his graduate 
studies at the Sorbonne, al- 	  ā hir edited al-As � url ā b ī  ’ s  Durrat al-t   ā   j min 
sh   ʿ    ir Ibn al-    �   ajj   ā   j .  111   

 Al- 	  ā hir’s positive and nuanced view of  sukhf  is obvious, but return-
ing to work in Iraq in the 1950s, he probably knew that the stakes would 
be too high for his career if he were to associate his name with this risky 
topic. Moreover, he feared that even if he published this work it might 
be censored and face obstacles in distribution in most Arab countries. A 
number of publishers accepted and promised to publish  Durrat al-t   ā   j , but 
later reneged.  112   In Chapter Six titled “ al-Sukhf wal-hij   āʾ    wal-ghazal bil-
mudhakkar wal-khamr ” ( sukhf , invective, male to male love poems and 
wine poems), al- 	  ā hir wrote, “while we now have enough examples of this 
 sukhf  poetry to devote a separate chapter to them, we do not dare study 
them, but prefer to point to them without mentioning any examples.”  113   
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 Of the same generation as al- 	  ā hir but of a very different approach is 
Shawq ī   � ayf, whose attitude is typical of the great majority of Arab schol-
ars when dealing with the cultural past, especially if the subject of sex is 
involved. A disfigured understanding of the Arab-Islamic past produced 
a desire to cleanse and purify the cultural past from all that is deemed 
unproductive and unedifying. In his history of Arabic literature,  114   he 
attributes the appearance of  muj   ū   n  to the social decadence caused by 
foreign (Persian) influence and devotes two pages to a stern condemna-
tion of both Ibn al- � ajj ā j and Ibn Sukkara. While he acknowledges their 
talent and importance, he is at a loss as to why they composed in the 
 sukhf  style:

  This libertinism caused there to appear poems whose composers were not 
embarrassed to mention genitalia . . . and we are amazed today that that 
would be taken as a way of jest and entertainment for people, as if they 
had no other means to entertain themselves . . . This poetry was chock-full 
of  sukhf  and this  sukhf  was not due to mentioning wine, but also descrip-
tions of debauchery and the unabashed mention of sins. Those who were 
behind this were Ibn Sukkara and Ibn al- � ajj ā j in the fourth century.  115     

 C. E. Bosworth ends up reaching the same conclusion on similarly 
nonliterary, but rather moral, grounds (“pornography” is grossly inac-
curate in categorizing Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s poetry): 

 It is in the Islamic world of the 3rd/9th century that a definite interest 
in low life and in the vulgar, even criminal, elements of the population 
appears. The new trend was undoubtedly related to the progress of urban-
ization and sophistication of life in this period . . . The reverse of these 
qualities was now exemplified in  sukhf , scurrilousness and shamelessness, 
and  muj   ū   n , levity and scoffing, which begin to intrude into the themes 
of Arabic literature. In the field of poetry, this development is particu-
larly associated with Waliba b. al- � ubāb (d. 170/786–7) and his pupil 
Ab ū  Nuw ā s (d. 198–813) . . . and reaches its peak in such a figure as Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j.  116   

 The supreme pornographer of the   �   ā hib’s age and arch-exponent of 
 sukhf , scurrilousness and shamelessness in literature, and  muj   ū   n , lev-
ity and scoffing, was the notorious Ab ū   ʿ Abdall ā h al- � usain b. al- � ajj ā j 
(d. 391/1001). There had always been a vein of earthiness and obscenity in 
Arabic literature from the earliest of known times. The Bedouin poets of 
J ā hiliyya and the Umayyad period used scabrous enough language in their 
satires against rival poets and tribes, as the  Naq   āʾ   i   �   [of ] Jar ī r and Farazdaq 
amply demonstrate, but this coarseness seems of a piece with the harsh 
life of the desert environment, untempered by any of the refinements of 
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civilized life. As such it does not grate intolerably, but seems the natural 
corollary of a way of existence that was often nasty, brutish and short. 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j, on the other hand, used the language of the dregs of urban 
society, the Baghdad slums, and he appears to us as a pure pornographer, 
delighting in his filth and his ability to shock; his poems are acres of 
dreary obscenity, eulogies of unnatural vice, unredeemed by what would 
appear to us as stylishness or wit. 

 He boasts outright of his impudence and scatology as being positive 
virtues and as embodying a salutary reaction against the bland and coarse-
less sentimentality of other poets.  117     

 What is interesting about Bosworth’s take is that he recognizes that 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf  was a “culmination” of a trend already discernible in 
earlier periods and that it is responding to certain fossilized forms and 
topics, but he nevertheless fails to appreciate the importance of parody 
and deems Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s obscenity “unnatural.” Of al-Tha ʿā lib ī  ’ s oft-
quoted line about Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s popularity and the rewards his poetry 
brought him, Bosworth says that “this seems to be regrettably true.”  118   

 Abdelfattah Kilito, in  al-Maq   ā   m   ā   t: al-sard wal-ans   ā   q al-thaq   ā   fiyya  
(The Maq ā m ā t: Narration and Cultural Patterns) was the first scholar to 
publicly lament the absence of any studies dealing with  hazl , especially 
in poetry, and to call for remedying this state of affairs. “The ancients 
were less strict than us,” he says of the scholars and critics of Arabic lit-
erature writing today.  119   He observes that the current cultural climate in 
the Arabic-speaking world has no use for Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s irreverence and 
lightheartedness:

  If Ibn al- � ajj ā j is forgotten, it is because his poems do not reproduce that 
image of Arab culture desired today. No textbook, on the other hand, can 
afford to ignore the likes of Ab ū  Fir ā s [al- � amd ā n ī ](320–357/932–968) 
and al-Mutanabb ī , who glorify war and represent a reverent image of the 
past.  120     

 Kilito praises Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s masterful manipulation and parody of the 
tradition to “contradict or change its meaning . . . what distinguishes him, 
first and foremost, is irreverence and unexpected reactions . . . He calmly 
injects disorder into the heart of the literary system. Tradition is indeed 
reflected in his verses, but it appears disfigured, deconstructed, barely 
discernible.”  121   Elsewhere, Kilito stresses that studying Ibn al- � ajj ā j and 
other  hazl  poets “would shed much light not only on  hazl  itself, but also 
on  jidd  and transform our view of classical literature.”  122   
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 The Egyptian scholar Abdelghafur El-Aswad wrote a thesis at 
the University of Giessen in 1977, providing a partial edition of Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j’s poems ending in the rhyme-letter  n   ū   n  and a concise introduc-
tion about the meager extant biographical information.  123   

 The first and only lengthy study of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s poetry was com-
pleted in 1986 and submitted to SOAS at the University of London by 
Hashim Manna.  124   The unpublished thesis falls into two parts, the first 
of which is a study of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s “life and verse.” The second (which 
occupies volumes two and three) is a critical edition of the last part of 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  d   ī   w   ā   n  (6,116 lines from  m   ī   m  to  y   āʾ  ). The latter part of 
Manna is a most important and welcome contribution to the field (if it 
can be called so). It provides, for the first time, a large number of Ibn al- 
 � ajj ā j’s poems, especially the longer panegyrics, and thus enables future 
scholars to closely examine his techniques. While informative in certain 
parts, Manna’s own study leaves much to be desired. The first chapter, 
“Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s life and times,” dwells on the sociopolitical atmosphere 
of the B ū yid period, a topic already saturated by many studies. It does, 
however, collect the surprisingly few details we have about Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s 
life. The main thrust of the remainder of the thesis is to demonstrate that 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j far from being only a poet who engaged in “pornographic” 
themes, as Manna calls them, was able to compose in all of the genres. 
Manna, in effect, restates the case already made by the premodern crit-
ics and chooses examples to show Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s mastery of rhetorical 
devices. It is understandable that Manna would want to show that Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j was fluent and comfortable in other modes. However, while 
not Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s only style,  sukhf  was his great achievement and mas-
terpiece; however, Manna does not focus sufficiently on it and tiptoes 
around the topic. The choice of terminology and unconscious accep-
tance of the “pornographic” label causes him to miss the parodic dimen-
sion at the heart of  sukhf , leading him, at times, to miss the jokes in the 
poems. Finally, while the molecular approach has its benefits, there is no 
discussion whatsoever of the unique manipulation of the structure of the 
traditional  qa   	    ī   da  by Ibn al- � ajj ā j and how he was able, for example, to 
integrate  sukhf  into  mad   ī    �  . 

 Aside from Manna, there is no study focusing on Ibn al- � ajj ā j or 
 sukhf , except for a short article by Julie Scott Meisami titled “Arabic 
Muj ū n Poetry: The Literary Dimension.”  125   Meisami laments the gross 
neglect suffered by  muj   ū   n  and its treatment as light entertainment by 
most scholars and calls for approaching it from literary perspectives 
rather than sociohistorical ones that end up short-shrifting the literary 
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games involved. She then notes the importance of the antiheroic persona 
of the  muj   ū   n  poet and how that leads to  muj   ū   n  being a counter-genre 
that inverts literary conventions.  126   The article concludes with a par-
tial reading of a  mad   ī    �   (panegyric) Ibn al- � ajj ā j composed for Bah āʾ  
al-Dawla (379–403/989–1012) and shows how it parodies and vulgar-
izes traditional literary conventions. While an important contribution 
and a reminder of how grossly under-researched parody is in the field 
of Arabic literature, what is a bit disappointing, but perhaps unsurpris-
ing, is that Meisami chooses to gloss over the scatological section in the 
poem. Moreover, one cannot but object to her disdain for the sugges-
tion that sociopolitical forces might have had any influence on poetic 
production, in the case of  muj   ū   n/sukhf.  It is true that viewing cultural 
production as entirely conditioned by sociopolitical forces is faulty, but 
so is viewing it as a literary game immune from these very forces. Perhaps 
the most productive approach is to view poetic production, like all cul-
tural production, as an interface of sorts, reflecting, simultaneously, its 
own internal evolution but also being constantly influenced by social 
and political institutions. Mu �� af ā  al-Taw ā t ī  provides a more nuanced 
approach to the sociology of cultural production in the B ū yid period.  127   
Al-Taw ā t ī  adopts a Gramscian approach to cultural production and is 
keen on exploring the socioeconomic milieu of the period and the class 
conditions of “intellectuals.” His survey examines the various ways in 
which the makers of culture responded to the political climate of the 
day. While this is certainly much more promising than most previous 
approaches, it nevertheless ends up, at times, falling into the old trap. 
The prevalence of  sukhf , for example, and of its use of colloquial and 
vulgar expressions is attributed to a general cultural decline, not only 
in socioeconomic conditions but in taste as well, caused by the fact that 
the B ū yids were themselves of modest origins. While the few pages he 
devotes to Ibn al- � ajj ā j and  sukhf  are a refreshing departure from the 
usual moral verdicts, he, alas, ends up misreading  sukhf  and underesti-
mating its complexity as parody. Its excesses and approach end up being 
comparable to “pornographic film.”  128    

   Hij   ā ʾ  (Invective) 

 There is no doubt the  hij   āʾ   mode is one of the main tributaries of 
 sukhf .  129   However, the few who have alluded to  hij   āʾ   ’ s influence have 
only mentioned the coarse and obscene language and grotesque imagery 
that is redeployed in  sukhf . While true, there is more to it. Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
and Ibn Sukkara traded first-rate invectives, which drew comparisons 
to the  naq   āʾ   i   �   (flytings) of Jar ī r (ca. 33–111/653–729) and al-Farazdaq 
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(ca. 20–110/640–728).  130   However, the most important precedent set by 
 hij   āʾ  , especially from the  mu   �   dath   ū   n  (modern poets) period, is probably 
the incongruous combination of  nas   ī   b  and  hij   āʾ   and the abrupt transi-
tions within one poem from the former to the latter.  131   The cohabita-
tion of these two modes in particular provided a model for someone 
like Ibn al- � ajj ā j to try even more daring and jarring combinations of 
 aghr   ā    �   (motifs), as this study will show. So much so that in many of his 
panegyrics, the typical diction and topoi of  hij   āʾ   spill over entirely into 
the  nas   ī   b . Moreover, one of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s most important innovations 
is reshuffling the grotesque imagery of a  hij   āʾ   ’ s victim(s) or subject(s) 
and applying it instead to the figure of the beloved in the  nas   ī   b  sec-
tion of many of his poems. Yet another innovative shift was exploiting 
this same repertoire in the  ra   �    ī   l  section of his panegyrics whereby the 
symbolic arrival at the feet of the  mamd   ū    �   (patron) comes not after the 
poetic persona’s arduous journey through a barren valley, but rather after 
encountering a hyperbolically disfigured and grotesque female body. 
This innovation earned him an appearance as one of the most unique 
poets in  bar   āʿ   at al-takhallu   	  ; moving seamlessly from the opening motif 
to the poem’s telos.  132   Aside from the longer panegyrics and  sukhf  poems, 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s extant poetry boasts a large number of well-crafted invec-
tives, the most famous of which are the ones he composed against Ibn 
Sukkara and al-Mutanabb ī .  133   As stated earlier, Ibn al- � ajj ā j mined the 
established repertoire of  hij   āʾ   and the influence of its masters Jar ī r and 
al-Farazdaq is easily discernible in his poetry. Another direct influence is 
that of Ibn al-R ū m ī  ’ s own style of hij āʾ  with its microscopic focus on and 
relish in exposing physical defects.  134    

  Phallegy: Abū    � ukayma’s  Rith   āʾ    al-mat   āʿ   

 The extant poetry of Ab ū   � ukayma (R ā shid b. Is �  ā q b. R ā shid al-K ā tib, 
d. 239–240/854)  135   represents a significant phase in the development of 
parodic modes and, thus, of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s putative literary genealogy. 
His  d   ī   w   ā   n  is indeed “the link we were missing between the  muj   ū   n  of Ab ū  
Nuw ā s and the  sukhf  of Ibn al- � ajj ā j.”  136   One quickly recognizes a num-
ber of parallels and important strategies from which Ibn al- � ajj ā j later 
benefited, as well as tropes he further developed in his own poetry.  137   

 Although not a major poet, Ab ū   � ukayma’s poetry is excerpted in 
many an anthology and has secured him his rightful place in the stan-
dard biographical dictionaries.  138   His claim to fame in the tradition is 
for devoting his entire career and oeuvre as a poet (he was, as his name 
informs us, a  k   ā   tib  and this is reflected in his frequent use of metaphors 
related to writing and manuscripts)  139   to “elegizing his cock,” or rather its 
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lost virility ( rath   ā    mat   āʿ   ahu bim   ā    lam yaji   ʾ     a   �   adun bimithlih)  [he elegized 
his cock in such a way none other had] . So much so that  in al-Tha ʿā lib ī  ’ s 
 Thim   ā   r al-qul   ū   b , his cock is proverbial “because of how much he praised 
its past and dispraised its aftermath, describing its weakness, limpness 
and failure . . . he spent his poetry on that.”  140   Ibn al-Mu ʿ tazz includes an 
anecdote that shows Ab ū   � ukayma’s consciousness and sense of owner-
ship of this mode,  141   like Ibn al- � ajj ā j with  sukhf . When A � mad b. Ab ī  
 	  ā hir recited a phallegy  142   of his own to Ab ū   � ukayma,  143   the latter is 
said to have responded as follows:

  By God, I have no counterpart in this style, and I have distinguished 
myself in it amongst all people. I hereby pledge to God and he shall hold 
me accountable if I ever compose anything in this style again.  144     

 In referring to impotence we are, of course, speaking of the poetic 
persona, but there is a tendency among premodern critics and even con-
temporary scholars to conflate the poetic persona with the poet himself. 
There is no consensus in the sources over whether Ab ū   � ukayma’s phal-
legies were merely a clever move to establish a new mode, or indeed a 
reflection of actual impotence. There is no way to ascertain this beyond 
doubt, but it is of no bearing on the poetry itself. However, it is worth 
pointing out as this is almost a recurring “default” attitude toward other 
poets who write in similar modes (the “clinical” approach to Ab ū  Nuw ā s 
and also Ibn al- � ajj ā j being a case in point; i.e, seeing the poetry as a 
symptom of the poet’s personal life and producing studies that attempt 
to subject Abu Nuw ā s to psychology (al-Nuwayh ī ) and Pellat’s sugges-
tion that Ibn al- � ajj ā j had a split personality, being at once a family man, 
yet capable of writing such obscene poetry).  145   

 Some of the sources suggest that Ab ū   � ukayma resorted to this mode 
to counter an accusation of  liw   ā    �   (homosexuality). Al-A ʿ raj ī  points out 
that this alone “cannot explain why he would compose forty poems and 
that one or two would have sufficed. It is rather that  muj   ū   n  was part of 
the zeitgeist.”  146   Moreover, the stiff competition dictated by the pres-
ence of such major poets such as Ab ū  Tamm ā m (189–232/805–845) and 
al-Bu � tur ī  (206–284/821–897) precluded finding a profitable market 
by following the  jidd  style. These factors and Ab ū   � ukayma’s desire to 
produce something utterly different and even bizarre  ighr   ā   b  (use of rare 
and uncommon words or style) must have led him to come up, so to 
speak, with his  ayriyy   ā   t . 

 Ab ū   � ukayma did compose a few poems in  jidd  (serious) modes (three 
“proper” elegies for the vizier al-Fa � l b. Marw ā n (d. 250/864) and for a 
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servant, one poem on old age, three  dhamm  (dispraise) poems on Egypt, 
and an invective on his servant).  147   

 The  ʿ Abb ā sid age, especially its initial phases, was one of specializa-
tion par excellence and it witnessed the rise and development of vari-
ous minor modes.  148   There were, to be sure, already many variations 
on  rith   āʾ   in which the elegized was a nonhuman entity.  149   However, the 
great majority of these were composed in the  jidd  mode and were not 
meant to be parodies of  rith   āʾ   proper.  150   What interests us here are paro-
dies of  rith   āʾ   with sexual and scatological overtones that are of relevance 
to  sukhf . 

 Ab ū   � ukayma’s particular way of parodying  rith   āʾ   introduced an 
important subversion by personifying the phallus and making it both the 
subject and object of the  marthiya .  151   This move, in and of itself, opened 
the way for potential fusion of hitherto uncommon groupings of motifs 
and also produced a number of other “inverted” tropes that were highly 
productive for Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf . This serves as a perfect example of 
“topics and motifs wrenched out of context to supply material for a new 
type of poetry.”  152   

 First, it combined for the first time two traditionally incongruous top-
ics ( muj   ū   n  and  rith   āʾ  ) in a single context (and also  mad   ī    �   in one instance 
discussed in the following).  153   This meant appropriating the diction and 
repertoire of  rith   āʾ   for sexual themes and turning its serious and sombre 
tone and function into a comical one by making it a topic for  muj   ū   n :

  1. O ye cock, many a tear of mine 
 shed over you can be seen trickling down 

 2. I bemoaned you while you were still alive 
 and penned elegies like strung pearls 
  . . .  

 3. When people remember their dead 
 I remember you sad and frowning 

 4. I rise up with the wailing women 
 striking my cheeks and tearing my garments over you  154   

 5. Recounting your good days 
 Crying over your bygone life 

 6. I see you hiding from time submissively 
 Subdued like one who’s been oppressed 

 7. No spot left in you for a pleasure seeker 
 to be lucky in 
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 8. You’ve been crushed after me, but has there ever been 
 a cock that wasn’t crushed? 

 9. Where are your good stances? 
 Have they been swept away by a fateful event?  155   

 [XXI]   

 The  rith   āʾ   repertoire is almost perfect for this type of parody. So much 
so that in most of the poems, one or two lines of explicit mention of the 
“ ayr ” (cock) are sufficient to shift the entire tone and produce a subtle 
extended allusion ( kin   ā   ya ) and many puns. In the quoted example, line 1 
starts with a very comical direct address to the  ayr  (in lieu of the elegized 
human), which sets the parody in motion. The stock metaphor of poetry 
as strung pearls in line 2 is probably also an allusion to the image of “ejac-
ulation.” Lines 3 and 4 are typical, except for the fact that a male would 
never join the public display of mourning and wailing, nor the striking 
of the cheeks, usually reserved for women. The use of “ qumtu ” (I rise up) 
and later “ maw   ā   qifuka ” (your stances) highlights the “dead” cock. 

 The diction and entire repertoire of the fallen warrior and battle imag-
ery fits perfectly for the impotent cock as we shall see later. The discourse 
of warfare, being phallocentric and penetrative, allows for extensive pun-
ning:  w   ā   qi   ʿ    a , battle;  w   ā   qa   ʿ    a , to copulate with;   �   i   	   n , fortress;  mu   �	   an   ā   t : 
chaste women;  man   īʿ   i , fortified;  tamannu   ʿ   , rejection in erotic parlance; 
 iqb   ā   l wa-   ʾ   idb   ā   r , charging forth and retreating;  dubr  (back)   �   a   ʿ    n , stabbing 
and so on.  

  Phallus as   �   alal  

 The   �   alal  (Trace) motif is handled in a novel way in Ab ū   � ukayma’s poetry. 
The poetic persona has no desire to cry over the  a   �   l   ā   l  of olden times, 
because he has experienced the ravages of fate and time in a much more 
personal and immediate way that is visible in his own body. Hence, some 
of Ab ū   � ukayma’s phallegies start with an anti- a   �   l   ā   l  (in the Nuw ā sian 
sense) or anti- nas   ī   b  motif, but instead of turning to a bacchic scene as in 
the  khamriyya  (wine poem) or to a  ra   �    ī   l  (journey) (which is out of the 
question for an ex-hero or antihero) as in the other types and variations of 
 qa   	    ī   da , there is a parody of the  ubi sunt  imbued with the  rith   āʾ   mode. 

 Here is one example:

  1. Cry not for the departing caravans leaving in the evening or early morning 
 And do not keep asking the departing women: whereto? 

 2. Halt not at abodes where no human is left 
  . . .  
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 3. Let your eye cry for an unstirring cock instead 
 One whose main [body] is arched, parts loose 

 4. He loves beautiful women so its parts loosen 
 As if it is a piece of leather touched by rain 

 5. The beautiful woman gets up angry 
 Having neither desire nor wish fulfilled 

 6. Salm ā  kept moving it for a desire [she had] 
 But it was neither of harm nor benefit 

 7. When it bent/became crooked, she said as she squeezed it: 
 Why is this bow without a string? 

 8. Then she started to wail for its paralysis 
 Just as one wails for those whom the graves hide 

 9. She did not forgive it its sleep and neglect of her 
 Never! Such a crime is unforgivable 

 10. When it crouches on its testicle it is like 
 An old man whose every part bespeaks old age 

 11. Diminishing, almost invisible to the eye 
 When yesterday it was huge and not inconspicuous  156   

 [XXII]   

 The first two lines are typical anti- a   �   l   ā   l / nas   ī   b , but line 3 triggers the 
parody which will invite other motifs as well. Instead of the Nuw ā sian 
“ wa-’shrab  ” (drink!), for example, we have “ wa-l-tabki  ” (cry!) typically 
employed in  the rith   āʾ  , but over a “dead” cock in this instance. Line 
6 introduces Salm ā  (one of the stock names often used in the tradi-
tion) who, at first, seems to resemble the teasing beloved (reminiscent 
of the dialogues of  � ij ā z ī   ghazal  ). “ Taghmizuh   ū   ”  can be read both as 
“winking,” but also “squeezing.” The next line will reinforce the second 
meaning. Upon discovering the limpness, she assumes the persona of the 
wailing woman of  rith   āʾ  . 

 Like the   �   alal  itself, the cock, too, is a victim of fate and the ravages of 
time. It is often likened to a  shaykh  (old man) or an effaced script. The 
  �   alal  simile often comes toward the end of the poem, either ending it or 
preceding a line of   �   ikma  (wisdom):

  I cry over you, not over a trace 
 at al-Ruqmat ā ni or Dh ū  Salam  157   

 [XXIII]    
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  Invisible to the eye [so much so] that I compare it 
 to the script of an effaced book 

 Like a camp’s trace whose features are effaced 
 Wear and tear have left nothing of it  158   

 [XXIV]   

 The following is another poem where an anti- a   �   l   ā   l  section precedes 
the phallegy:

  1. The tribe’s loss should not make you feel lonesome, if they leave 
 Let them go, for each lost one you will find another 

 2. Cry not over a trace at Dh ī  Salam 
 Let not your boredom remind you of your youth days 

 3. Do not halt among traces of encampments inquiring 
 For traces will never answer 

 4. Let your eye, instead, cry over an unstirring cock 
 Neither aroused by touching, nor by kisses 
  . . .  

 5. Nothing left of it but worn-out skin folds 
 Like traces effaced by bygone times 

  . . .  
 6. They turned his fortunes around after they had been straight 
 And the fortunes of kingdoms might turn 
  . . .  

 7. Recount his deeds of yesteryear and cry 
 For that is your worry and not saddles (she camels) and camels!  159   

 [XXV]   

 There is a pun in the last line:  man   ā   qibahu  means “virtues, memorable 
and generous actions,” but is also a plural of  naqb  and  nuqba : “hole, per-
foration, or road between two mountains.” Taking into consideration the 
martial diction appropriated for sexual allusions, the meaning is clearer: 
the orifices conquered by the cock in its heyday. 

 In addition to adopting Ab ū   � ukayma’s impotence motif and using 
it extensively, Ibn al- � ajj ā j added another unique twist to the parody of 
 a   �   l   ā   l . Instead of the phallus, the   �   alal  is the anus of the parodied beloved 
and it is the poet’s cock, rather than his eyes, that sheds the tears:

  Peace be upon you O  ʿĀ tika’s two farting places 
 Rest assured that you are the reason for [my] misfortune 
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 My cock cries tears for you, startled 
 Its testicles lacerated and bloodied from them [farting places]  160   

 [XXVI]   

 Ibn al- � ajj ā j extends Ab ū   � ukayma’s motifs and takes them to their 
(il)logical ends, if one may use such a term. Two of the salient motifs 
fused together by Ibn al- � ajj ā j are the “cock as warrior” and “woman’s 
body as arduous terrain”; they come together in many of his poems. In 
the excerpt above, for example, the cock is wounded because of its skir-
mishes and the afflictions and misfortunes caused by  ʿĀ tika’s grotesque 
body. 

 Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s style will be discussed at length in the following chap-
ters, but suffice it to say here that, in general, the motifs used by Ab ū  
 � ukayma are often expanded and made much more complex, irreverent, 
and extreme, especially in terms of their scatological content. In Ab ū  
 � ukayma’s poems there are scant references in one or two lines at the 
most and they revolve mainly around describing the cock as having only 
retained its urinary function after losing the sexual. Ibn al- � ajj ā j, on the 
other hand, dwells on scatological matters. 

 The following are excerpts from Ab ū   � ukayma:

  You were a fucking spear 
 [But] now you have become a pissing down spout  161   

 [XXVII]    

  It sleeps when its dream comes true 
 [But] is erect in the bathroom when none is there but me  162   

 [XXVIII]    

  You are perplexed when thrown into battle 
 [But] erect and never soft in the bathroom 

 You combine limpness and softness 
 As if you were a wrung rag 

 Were it not for pissing I wouldn’t shelter you 
 and would hasten to rid the earth of a eunuch  163   

 [XXIX]   

 By contrast, the following is an example from Ibn al- � ajj ā j:

  1. She said, as my cock, with its waistwrapper loose, 
 was like a shroudless dead man: 
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 2. There you go struggling, old man, 
 to get this decrepit cripple to rise up 

 3. Never! Leave it, perhaps you can piss with it 
 like the billy-goats piss on the dung heaps 

 4. I said: how long can a man of sixty go on fucking? 
 And how long will the water of intercourse trickle from my body? 

 5. Even the waters of the Euphrates would vanish 
 If, for six years, they were bled into a jug 

 6. [It was] an excuse I needed, out of humiliation 
 I could have done without it, were it not for that uncircumcised 

woman  164   
 [XXX]   

 The cock as a shroudless dead man in the second line is a direct 
appropriation from Ab ū   � ukayma. So is the mild scatological tidbit in 
the third line. This excerpt brings us to another traditional motif that is 
parodied in  sukhf  and that is traditional  ghazal  dialogues. These conver-
sations hark back to the classical amorous and erotic conversations pre-
served in the tradition such as, for example, the one in the  mu   ʿ   allaqa  of 
Imru ʾ  al-Qays (6th century) or those that punctuate the poetry of  ʿ Umar 
b. Ab ī  Rab īʿ a (23–93/644–712). In  sukhf , however, all is topsy-turvy. 
Even if the female beloved is young and desirable as she traditionally is, 
the poetic persona is impotent and/or a very old man. The poetic per-
sona invokes the topos of time and decay. In lines 4–6, he replies to the 
woman’s ridicule by saying that even the Euphrates would eventually dry 
if it were to be milked for 60 years. The other topos employed is that of 
a  shaykh  and his old wife who are incapable of having intercourse:

  1. Sulaym ā  says: Why is your cock invisible? 
 Did a bird fly off your testicles with it? 

 2. Or has the hand of death pierced its body 
 and it became one of those made to disappear in the cemeteries? 

 3. I said to her: My cock is still in its place, 
 But is limp and thin 
  . . .  

 4. Has your eye ever seen before me and it 
 a man whose cock disappears yet he remains present? 

 5. As if he never came to aid when war buckles down 
 and warriors would chase away with spearheads? 
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 6. And his spear never pierced through shielded ones 
 to be sharpened in their sides, while it is bareheaded? 

 7. If you were amazed that he is weak after [being so] potent 
 Many a warrior was overtaken by calamities 

 8. When a defect appeared in him you heap scorn 
 as if you never saw him plentiful? 

 9. Days may obliterate the standing of the young man 
 and vigorous branches may dwindle away  165   

 [XXXI]   

 The question posed by the beloved, Sulaym ā , in the first line is a hilari-
ous  taj   ā   hul al-   ʿā   rif  (feigned ignorance). Again, after introducing the 
parodic context, the second line is typical of  rith   āʾ  . In the third line, the 
poet speaks explicitly telling the woman that his cock is still there, but 
admits his impotence. The remainder continues using the typical diction 
of  rith   āʾ  , but the allusion is obvious. Martial imagery is employed to 
lament a once potent and penetrating warrior, who is no longer so. The 
poet reminds the woman of the days of glory and ends with a gnomic 
line about the vagaries of time.  

  1. I am an old man and my wife is a hag 
 She tries to seduce me into what cannot be 

 2. She wants me to fuck her every day 
 and that, for the likes of me, is difficult 

 3. If it passes her by she is angered and, away she turns 
 like a recalcitrant woman 

 4. She said: Your dick has become smaller since we’ve aged 
 I said: it is rather that the measure is bigger  166   

 [XXXII]   

 Ibn al- � ajj ā j will always takes things a step or two further and have 
the dialogues be, for example, between the cock and the anus:

  1. An anus passed by my cock 
 as if it were night prayer and the road empty 

 2. And said to it: Until when will you keep despising me 
 and shamefully exposing my thoughts? 

 3. How long will you choose to fuck the pussy over me? 
 To hate me and turn away from me? 
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 4. Don’t you see that I have the shape of the full moon 
 and the pussy is the opposite of the crescent? 

 5. Look at my waistband! 
 How can one compare the ravines to the hills and highlands? 

 6. So my cock bent its head for a long time 
 Thinking of an answer to this question  167   

 [XXXIII]   

 The frivolous tone of  muj   ū   n  and  sukhf  allows for a higher degree of 
blasphemous statements. Ab ū   � ukayma has a famous poem parodying 
the   �   ajj  (annual pilgrimage)  168   but more relevant to our discussion here 
is his constant depiction of the cock as a minaret, or a signal tower:

  How often did you glisten like a fire atop a tower 
 So that all eyes look up to it?  169   

 [XXXIV]   

 And:

  I knew you at a time when you 
 stood like a minaret 

 People saw you as if 
 made of steel and stone  170   

 [XXXV]   

 Elsewhere, the impotent cock is likened to a pious man who has taken 
a vow:

  As if he’s sworn by God 
 never to rise for a male or female  171   

 [XXXVI]   

 And in another poem, in remembering the past exploits of the elegized 
cock, the poet compares its previous heroic deeds to those of the rightly 
guided caliphs Ab ū  Bakr (r. 10–12/632–634) and  ʿ Umar (12–23/634–
644), who ruled after Mu � ammad’s death:

  And how many fortified forts did you penetrate? 
 Ones not even conquered by Ab ū  Bakr or  ʿ Umar?  172   

 [XXXVII]   
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 Again, with Ibn al- � ajj ā j things are always taken a few steps further. 
The excerpt below is one of numerous examples that can be found in his 
poetry. Note the fusion of (anal) sexual intercourse with prayer. Although 
  	   al   ā   t  (prayer) is not explicitly mentioned, it is inferred from the context 
and from the use of the verb “ aq   ā   ma ” (to hold [prayer]). What adds to 
the debauchery of this excerpt is that this type of prayer is not an official 
prayer, but one that the more pious believers pray and without an  adh   ā   n  
(call for prayer). This is probably intended by Ibn al-  � ajj ā j’s as it accen-
tuates the blasphemous atmosphere:

  My cock calls for the forenoon prayer inside her ass 
 and prays at noon 

 The winds of her tail-bone storm northward 
 Is there a wind more tender than the north wind?  173   

 [XXXVIII]   

 The following poem by Ab ū   � ukayma is one where many of the 
inversions/subversions later adopted and expanded by Ibn al- � ajj ā j can 
be found:

  1. [A woman] of lethal gazes and magic looks 
 [Of ] an appearance that fell short due to a bad reputation 

 2. She hunts hearts with her eyes and with her words 
 takes prisoner any man she approaches 

 3. Some are deceived by [the sweetness of ] her words 
 Others carried away on ships of deception 

 4. Like a green colocynth whose color pleases you 
 But whose taste and trace are reprehensible 

 5. Her face’s beauty compelled me to marry her 
 I had no knowledge of the signs under the garments 

 6. When I hoped for the good life alone with her 
 and said to myself: Good tidings! You have won your prize! 

 7. I saw the wall of Gog and Magog around her/it 
 and a valley which evil filled with thorns and stones 

 8. He who crosses her passes by a narrow strait 
 as if tiptoeing on the edges of knives and needles 

 9. Onto a great expanse to which [even] the sea 
 with its vehement waves would seem small 
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 10. Terrifying and of many mischievous afflictions 
 If I enter her I will be endangered 

 11. Many, before me, have visited her 
 No eye can see them, no trace have they left 

 12. If eyes were to see [inside her] they would 
 see wonders, unheard and unseen 

 13. I turned and fled away chastising her 
 She is one of whom fear and caution is worthy 

 14. Just as those in war would run away from the catapult 
 when onlookers scream: [beware] the stones! 

 15. And my cock is wounded as if its head 
 has cuts inflicted by the Turks and the Khazars 

 16. If the hands of young women complain of its limpness 
 It will complain to them of what she caused and apologize 

 17. Let no man of ardent love after me fall for her 
 For there is a sign, in me and in her, for those willing to learn  174   

 [XXXIX]   

 The first hemistich is traditional (the femme fatale of  ghazal  whose 
lethal gazes overpower men), but the second is unusual and gives us a 
foreshadowing of what might follow later in the poem  azr   ā    bihi s   ūʾ   u 
mukhtabar  (fell short due to a bad reputation). Lines 2–3 continue in 
the serious mode, but line 4, again, gives a second hint of the parodic 
shift that is about to come (this is probably a teasing of sorts, since it was 
expected on the part of the audience that sooner or later Ab ū   � ukayma 
would turn to the  muj   ū   n ). In this poem, the phallegical statement (the 
impotent cock) is delayed until the very end. The woman described, like 
the poem itself, is of a deceptive exterior. In the next line (5), again, 
the face (exterior) is contrasted to what lies under the garments. Line 6 
marks the climax ( abshir   ī  , good tidings;   
   afar , prize) before switching to 
full-fledged parody. The much-awaited joy of  wi   	    ā   l  (union) by marriage 
leads not to anticipated joys and beauty. For under the garments there is a 
calamity of Qur ʾā nic proportions, because the Gog and Magog are about 
to storm the scene. 

 They are hordes of people mentioned in the Qur’ān, as well as in the 
Bible (Ezekiel 38:2). Alexander the Great is believed to have built a bar-
rier between two mountains to hold them back. They will burst through 
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this barrier at the end of time to take part in an eschatological battle.  175   
The woman has no smooth skin, but shrubs and thorns and a path lead-
ing to a grotesquely loose vagina.  176   The obvious inversion here is of the 
traditional young, supple, and virginal woman. 

 The climax of this section is  al-   �   ajar al-   �   ajar . The impotent cock, 
usually introduced early on, is left till the very end and followed with 
a parody of a gnomic line. This section, which later became a hallmark 
of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf , is probably adopted from and influenced by the 
classical  ra   �    ī   l  (journey) section. 

 Ab ū   � ukayma was emulated by contemporaries and later poets, but 
none managed to surpass him in his style. As mentioned earlier, he rep-
resents an important parodic juncture in premodern Arabic poetry and 
especially in parodic subgenres. He was successful in reorienting the dic-
tion and topoi of traditional  rith   āʾ   and deploying them in a new func-
tion and context. Moreover, he represents one of the most important 
links between Ab ū  Nuw ā s and his  muj   ū   n , and Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf .  

  Abū   ‘l- ʿ Ibar al-Hā  shim ī  

 The number of poets who composed and engaged in what falls under 
 sukhf  is admittedly large. A comprehensive literary and cultural history 
of  muj   ū   n  and  sukhf  is sorely missing, but it is beyond the scope of this 
chapter.  177   However, not many of those  muj   ū   n  poets shared, as far as 
we know, the parallels that Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar  178   (ca. 175–250/791–864 or 
865) shares with Ibn al- � ajj ā j. Although very little of his poetry has 
survived,  179   a few illuminating  akhb   ā   r  about his career and style have, 
and they yield important precedents for our purposes. Let us first exam-
ine a few biographical excerpts. In  al-Agh   ā   n   ī  , which devotes a separate 
entry to him, we read that Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar was  

  born five years after al-Rash ī d became caliph and survived until the 
caliphate of al-Mutawakkil . . . He is said to have abandoned  jidd  in al-
Mutawakkil’s time and turned to   �   umq  (foolishness) and became famous 
for it ( taraka al-jidda wa    ʿ    adala il   ā    al-   �   umqi wal-shuhra bihi ) From it, 
he gained scores more than what any contemporary poet made from 
 jidd  . . . He made much wealth during the reign of al-Mutawakkil and 
composed praiseworthy poems to him, writing  mad   ī    �   [to him] and  wa   	   f  
[description] poems about his palace, his bird cage and the pool, poems 
with much absurdity ( mu   �    ā   l  ) and excessive in lowliness. There is no sense 
in mentioning them here as they are very famous amongst people.  180     
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 In      abaq   ā   t al-shu   ʿ    ar   āʾ  , Ibn al-Mu ʿ tazz adduces the following evaluation:

  He was the most lettered of people “ ādab al-n   ā   s ,” but when he saw that 
folly and  hazl  were more profitable for the people of his time, he resorted 
to them and abandoned “ ʿaql ,” becoming a master in foolishness ( fa   	    ā   ra 
f   ī    al-raq   āʿ   ati ra   ʾ   san ).  181     

 This  jidd  to  hazl  conversion became a topos in its own right and Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j, too, never tires of justifying his conversion in marketability 
terms. Not many poets, however, were able to distinguish themselves 
in both realms of  jidd  and  hazl . From the earlier excerpts and the ones 
to follow, it seems that Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar did. I doubt that his conversion is 
simply attributable to his inability to compete in  jidd . That gesture, on 
the part of authors, is more of a rationalization of  muj   ū   n  and  sukhf . 
Ibn al-Mu ʿ tazz does say that he was   ā   dab al-n   ā   s  before converting. In 
addition to this  takha   		   u   	   (specialization) and the conscious career move 
to   �   umq  (foolishness), what is common to both Ibn al- � ajj ā j and Ab ū  
‘l- ʿ Ibar is that both injected  hazl  into traditional modes,  mad   ī    �   (panegy-
ric) specifically. 

 While we do not posses examples from Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar, we read in      abaq   ā   t 
al-shu   ʿ    ar   āʾ   that “he used to write panegyrics to caliphs and invectives 
against kings [using] this feebleness/lowliness ( rak   ā   ka ).”  182   This last sen-
tence is extremely important as it proves that Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar was already 
using  sukhf  ( rak   ā   ka ) in  mad   ī    �   — something done by Ab ū   � ukayma and 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j. Knowing the type of  rak   ā   ka  Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar was interested 
in, we can assume that it was of the scatological or the almost surreal 
type to use contemporary, albeit anachronistic, terminology.  183   Perhaps a 
glimpse into Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar’s style can be gleaned from the following narra-
tive in  al-Agh   ā   n   ī  . When Ab ū  l- ʿ Ayn āʾ  (d. 283/869) misquoted a few lines 
of his, Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar responded as follows:

  The catamite lied and [by doing that] ate two and one quarter weights of 
my shit, for he has erred and offended [me] by not quoting me correctly:    

  Love has laid eggs in my heart 
 Woe unto me if they hatch! 

 What good will my love be 
 If i don’t sweep the drain 

 And if the bald one [penis] does not 
 throw his two saddle bags [testicles] on the hearth  184   

 [XL]   
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 Both the scatological and the irrational strands of  sukhf  are present in these 
three lines (as well as the quotation that prefaces them). Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar’s status 
as a master with followers and students of his style is evident in the anec-
dotes about his  sukhf  sessions, such as this one from 	abaqāt al-Shuʿarāʾ:

  I betook myself one day to Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar and upon reaching him I saw him 
sitting on [top of ] a ladder with a sewage-pipe ( b   ā   l   ūʿ   a ) full of hot water. 
There was a fur garment on his head, and he was surrounded by a group 
of people to whom he was dictating. The consultations amongst the group 
commenced, so I sat to listen. One of them said to him: O Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar, 
why is the Tigris wider than the Euphrates and cotton whiter than truffles? 
Upon which he said: Because sheep have no beaks and the peacock’s tail is 
four hand spans. Another said: Why does the perfume-seller sell wool and 
the nick-nack seller sell milk? He said: Because it rains in winter and the 
sieve cannot hold water. Another said: Why is every eunuch beardless and 
why is the water never cold in June? He said: because the ship inclines and 
the donkey strikes with his hinds.  185     

 A slightly different version of this narrative is quoted in  al-Agh   ā   n   ī  :

  Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar was sitting at an assembly in Samarra where the libertines 
( mujj   ā   n ) had gathered to write down what he dictated. He was sitting on a 
ladder and there was a sewage pipe between his hands with water and black 
mud in it. The duct was shut. He had a long reed ( qa   	   aba ) in his hands, a 
boot atop his head and wore two caps on his feet. The one to which he was 
dictating was inside the well. There were three men around him banging 
on pots until there was great noise and not much could be heard . . . Then 
he would start dictating to them and if anyone present laughed, they got 
up and poured water on his head from the well if he was of humble back-
ground. If he was honorable, they would sprinkle water on him from the 
tube. Then he would be locked up in the privy until the assembly disbanded 
and he was not allowed to leave unless he paid a fine of two  dirhams.   186     

 It is obvious that Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar’s buffoonery had become a much-sought 
after art to be taught and learned (we read elsewhere that Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar 
himself used to go to a  hazl  master who taught him and others the secrets 
of the trade).  187   This spectacle in itself must also be read as a parody-
in-performance of those sessions devoted to  jidd  and   ʿ    aql  where serious 
knowledge was transmitted. Aside from the content and the scatological 
setting (proximity to the privy), the rest is identical. The noise and the 
banging is an inversion of the quietness and attentiveness of serious ses-
sions. This cacophony and transgression of all norms and conventions 
seems to have been practiced continuously by Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar. I would like 
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to suggest that Ibn al- � ajj ā j enacted a similar transgression, but limited 
it to textual realms. The master clown that Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar was in his surreal 
settings and absurd utterings  188   metamorphoses into the poetic persona 
of Ibn al- � ajj ā j. 

 Is there sufficient justification to consider Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar’s legacy part of 
 sukhf  even though other terms such as   �   umq  (foolishness),  raq   āʿ   a  (stupidity/
foolishness/impaired judgement), and  rak   ā   ka  (incorrectness, shallowness, 
weakness in expression) are the ones used to describe what Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar did 
and composed? Terminology is not always as efficient as one might wish. 
Moreover,  sukhf  and its antecedents are parodic by nature and usually con-
fuse registers and categories rather purposefully. There seems to be a com-
mon denominator, however, among  sukhf ,  muj   ū   n ,   �   umq ,  raq   āʿ   a , and  rak   ā   ka  
in denoting opposition, in varying degrees, to the rational and normative, 
both socially and textually. Whenever sociocultural (including linguistic) 
and literary conventions are violated, these terms are invoked to describe the 
violation. Moreover, as adjectives, they are usually used to describe intellect, 
judgment. There is considerable overlap, as mentioned earlier, especially 
between  muj   ū   n  and  sukhf . 

 The importance of these strands for our purposes is that they can be 
considered tributaries to what later came to be known predominantly as 
 sukhf . There are two other points of commonality that Ibn al- � ajj ā j and 
Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar share and these are the studied and deliberate inclusion of 
vulgar and colloquial registers into poetry and the desire to effect confu-
sion into accepted norms. When asked about the sources of his  mu   �    ā   l  
(absurdities) Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar said:

  I wake up early and sit on the bridge with paper and pen and write all that 
I hear from the speech of those who come and go, the boatmen and the 
watercarriers, until I fill both sides of the paper. Then I cut it in half and 
paste it the other way and get speech that is unparalleled in its folly.  189     

 In commenting on this passage, Kilito writes: “all this leads to a text 
where there is a collision of themes and one that doesn’t belong to a 
known literary genre and has no harmony in its parts.”  190   This is precisely 
how Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf  has been described in its inclusion of various 
previously incongruous registers and in its deliberate fusion of modes and 
attempt at shocking and confusing his audience. Al- 
 afad ī , in his entry 
on Ibn al- � ajj ā j, has a strikingly similar anecdote about how Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
used to collect some of the material for his poetry:  191    

  What aided me in my style is that my father had sold plots [of land] 
[ mustaghall   ā   t ] connected to his houses. The people who bought them 
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divided them and built lodges in which they housed beggars, the lowest 
of the lowly strangers, handicapped beggars, every rascal and homeless 
from  al-khuld  and loud and foulmouthed ones. I used to hear their men 
and women, especially in summer nights, cursing back and forth on the 
roofs. I had a blank paper and a box with writing utensils and I used to 
write down what I heard. When I encountered what I did not understand, 
I wrote it down the way I heard it and the next day would summon the 
person from which I heard it. I knew their speech, because they were my 
neighbors. So I used to ask him about the explanation and would write it. 
I remained [like] the A � ma ʿī  of that area for a time.  192     

 In addition to Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar, Ibn al-Nad ī m includes a number of minor 
and little-known poets who were famous for their  hazl  and clownish 
personae. The titles of some of the books attributed to them are illumi-
nating. Ibn al-Sh ā h al- 	  ā hir ī , for example, is said to have written  Kit   ā   b 
fakhr al-mush   �     ʿ   al   ā    al-mir   ʾā   t  (The Book of the Glory of the Comb over 
the Mirror),  Kit   ā   b    �   arb al-jubn wal-zayt   ū   n  (The Book of War between 
Cheese and Olives), and  Kit   ā   b    �   arb al-la   �   m wal-samak  (The Book of 
War between Meat and Fish).  193   Of these poets, al-Kutunj ī  is placed in 
the same category of importance as Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar and is said to have been 
his successor after the latter’s death.  194   

 This excursion into Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s likely literary ancestors would be 
incomplete without mentioning a contemporary of Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar and a mas-
ter of  sukhf  or proto- sukhf  in his own right, Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Anbas al- 
 aymar ī .  

  Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Anbas al- � aymar ī : Parodying the Masters 

 Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Anbas Mu � ammad b. Is �  ā q al- 
 aymar ī   195   was the court compan-
ion of al-Mutawakkil (r. 232–247/847–861) and al-Mu ʿ tamid (r. 256–
279/870–892). He was also a calligrapher, astrologer, and perhaps judge 
( q   ā    �    ī  ) of al- 
 aymara. He, too, is said to have converted to  hazl  and  sukhf  
in search of more profit. Ibn al-Nad ī m lists 40 books attributed to him, 
none of which is extant.  196   A quick look at some of the titles gives a hint 
as to Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Anbas’s persona and orientation:  Kit   ā   b    �   iw   ā   l al-li   �    ā   (The 
Book of the Longbearded),  Kit   ā   b mas   ā   wi   ʾ    al-   ʿ   aw   ā   mm wa akhb   ā   r al-sif la 
wal-aght   ā   m  (The Book of the Defects of the Commoners and Anecdotes 
about the Hooligans and the Lowly),  Kit   ā   b al-jaw   ā   b   ā   t al-muskita  (The 
Book of Silencing Replies),  Kit   ā   b al-kha   �   kha   �   a f   ī    jald    ʿ    umayra  (The 
Book on Masturbation),  Kit   ā   b mun   ā    
   aratihi lil-Bu   �   tur   ī   (The Book of 
His Debate with al-Bu � tur ī ),  Kit   ā   b istigh   ā   that al-jamal il   ā    rabbih  (The 
Camel’s Plea to Its God),  Kit   ā   b fa   �   l al-surm    ʿ   al   ā    al-fam  (The Book of the 
Superiority of the Anus over the Mouth). 
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 An amusing anecdote involving him and Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar has been pre-
served. In it, he tries to convince Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar to abandon  sukhf  :

  I said to Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar when we were at al-Mutawakkil’s house: Woe unto 
you! What compels you to [utter] all this  sukhf  with which you have filled 
the earth with your poetry and speeches when you are an elegant man of 
letters [who has] good poetry. He said: You cuckold! Do you want me 
to be out of demand [so] you can profit? Moreover, you have the gall to 
speak [thus] when you [yourself ] abandoned knowledge and composed in 
 raq   āʿ   a  thirty books and then some? I would like you to tell me if serious-
ness (  ʿ    aql  ) was profitable would you have been favored over al-Bu � tur ī  
when he said of the caliph yesterday:    

  What a mouth you show when you smile! 
 What a glance with which you have your way!   

 And when you came out and said:

  In which shit are you mired 
 With which palm do you slap yourself? 

 You stuck your head in the womb 
 and discovered that you will be defeated    

  You were rewarded, while he was deprived. You were looked favorably 
upon, while he was shunned. May a cock fuck your mother’s pussy and 
that of every serious one. So I left him.  197     

 The three lines by Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Anbas preserved here (as well as the list 
of the names of unfortunately non-extant works) suggest that he was 
already a specialist in this type of parody, which would later be perfected 
by Ibn al- � ajj ā j, and was able to perform it on the spot. 

 Regardless of the degree of exaggeration that can infect such anec-
dotes, there is enough evidence to suggest that both Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Ibar and Ab ū  
‘l- ʿ Anbas present us with a “type” that had developed in the cultural/
literary sphere, one whose material and mode Ibn al- � ajj ā j would adopt, 
develop, and perfect. It is important to add here that Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Anbas’s per-
sona became a character in one of al-Hamadh ā n ī  ’ s  maq   ā   m   ā   t: al-maq   ā   ma 
al-   	   aymariyya .  198   As mentioned previously, Ibn al- � ajj ā j, too, provided 
the model for the ultimate  sakh   ī   f   199   and antihero immortalized in 
al-Taw �  ī d ī  ’ s  al-Ris   ā   la al-Baghd   ā   diyya . 

 What Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Anbas did to al-Bu � tur ī  ’ s  mad   ī    �  ,  200   Ibn al- � ajj ā j would 
apply to the entire tradition in an almost systematic way. Like Ab ū  
‘l- ʿ Ibar’s sessions, Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf  was an art to be studied, emu-
lated, and perpetuated. And just as Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Anbas stood and subjected 
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al-Bu � tur ī  ’ s poem to parody, Ibn al- � ajj ā j would subject the entire tradi-
tion to it,  201   starting with its pillars, the  mu   ʿ   allaq   ā   t  (Arabian Odes). 

 This chapter has illustrated that Ibn al- � ajj ā j was firmly anchored 
within the premodern Arabic tradition and that his status among his 
contemporaries and among critics and poets of later periods was unique. 
He appears in the major compendia and in numerous anthologies. 
While premodern critics were able to accord him the respect his poetry 
demanded, modern scholars have neglected to do so. This chapter also 
explored the semantic spectrum of  sukhf  and its overlap with other related 
terms and tributaries, such as  muj   ū   n ,  hazl , and  hij   ā  ʾ . While certainly 
unique, Ibn al- � ajj ā j and his  sukhf  were a culmination of tributaries and 
precedents in the tradition of Arabic poetry. The personae and style of 
Abu  � ukayma, Abu ‘l- ʿ Ibar and Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Anbas al- 
 aymar ī  make them 
potential precursors to Ibn al- � ajj ā j and what became his  sukhf .      



     CHAPTER 2 

 Parodying the Tradition   

   The dialectical relationship between any poet and the tradition to 
which he belongs, and is writing within, predetermines, to a large 
extent, the style of his poetic production. The particular mode 

of this relationship will be reflected in the topoi, themes, and modes he 
writes in, or against. In the case of parody, it is the latter, that is, writing 
against the tradition. The parodist’s target texts (hypotexts)  1   are usually 
the tradition’s icons and its most famous and revered texts. In the Arabic 
tradition, aside from the Qur ʾ  ā n, the pre-Islamic  mu   ʿ   allaq   ā   t  (seven pre-
Islamic odes) have always had that unparalleled iconic status as cultural 
and linguistic yardsticks, encapsulating not only the language’s aesthetic 
perfection, but also the cultural values and ethos of an entire era—some 
of which reinject themselves, under various guises, into the collective 
cultural unconscious. 

 As a master parodist, Ibn al- � ajj ā j was bound to be tempted by the 
desire and the challenge of parodying the  mu   ʿ   allaq   ā   t . While he was not 
the first to do so, his parodies are truly unique. Before considering them, 
however, it is important first to identify other parodic references to the 
tradition’s various icons in Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s poetry in order to illustrate his 
stance vis- à -vis the tradition and what I consider to be his accentuated 
self-consciousness as a parodist. This will also further demonstrate that 
 sukhf  was a studied and calculated style. As mentioned in the previous 
chapter, the carnivalesque atmosphere that defines Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf  
poetry has tempted some to attribute it, and the obscenity and scatology 
it exhibits and of which it makes extensive use, to some rabid and uncon-
trolled psychological impulse or obsession. No matter how grotesque 
and seemingly irrational,  sukhf  has a method of its own, like any other 
“serious” mode. Furthermore, to excel in parody, one still had to be a 
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master of his craft, and perhaps more so than if writing in “traditional” 
modes. 

 Parody can generally be defined as the “conscious ironic or sardonic 
evocation of another artistic model.”  2   While some (Bakhtin) have sug-
gested that all imitation is parodic in a way and can be categorized as 
either ironic or non-ironic, the general consensus is still that “parody does 
more than merely reiterate other texts; its textual or contextual difference 
from the original is reinforced by a generally ironic and mocking tone.”  3   
The key binarism here is “original”/ “copy” or “hypotext”/“hypertext.” 
Parody involves appropriating the narrative, context, style, persona, or 
diction of an original text (or parts of it) and redeploying it in such a way 
as to serve different, and often opposite and inverted purposes. 

 The frivolous tone and comic nature of parody might make it seem 
facile, but, in fact, it is “difficult to accomplish well [since] . . . [t]here has 
to be a subtle balance between close resemblance to the ‘original’ and a 
deliberate distortion of its principle characteristics.”  4   It is also important 
for our purposes to approach parody not only as a single and tightly 
definable genre or practice, but “as a range of cultural practices which 
are all more or less parodic.”  5   

 In modern standard Arabic both  b   ā   r   ū   diy   ā   and  mu   �ā   k   ā   t tahakkumiyya  
(mocking imitation) are used to indicate parody. In premodern Arabic 
there are a number of related terms to be mentioned, namely  ta   �   m   ī   n  and 
 mu   ʿ     ā   ra   �   a . Again, these do not convey exactly what is generally under-
stood by parody. The definition of  Ta   �   m   ī   n  (incorporation) is general 
and seems to be inclusive of both ironic and non-ironic allusions and 
inclusions.  6   It is, however, a technique usually involving single lines. 
Another related term whose definition is important for our purposes 
is  talm   ī�   (allusion).  7    Mu   ʿ     ā   ra   �   a  (opposition) or counter-poem, on the 
other hand, involves writing a poem in the same rhyme and meter of 
the original, but with a contrary point of view or the desire to outdo the 
original.  8   Thus, parody will naturally feature a great deal of  ta   �   m   ī   n  and 
it is under this heading that we find much of the relevant parodic verses 
from Ibn al- � ajj ā j.  9    

  Soiling the Tradition 

 Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s poetry is peppered with numerous parodic gestures to the 
tradition, all of which are of a scatological tint. While many other poets 
had started to make references to their predecessors and contemporaries 
(starting in the Umayyad, but especially in the  ʿ Abb ā sid era) as a liter-
ary boast or challenge, or to situate themselves in a cultural genealogy, 
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none have been as transgressive as Ibn al- � ajj ā j. Our poet never wastes 
an opportunity to subject the tradition and its icons to his scatology and 
have it, literally, spill over onto some of its main figures. Here are some 
examples of his explicit lines:

  Listen to the words of a poet! 
 who utters obscenities whenever he speaks 

 If he pisses a peewee [like a bird] 
 in poetry, he makes a sprinkle/splatter 

 You see the beard of whomever 
 is behind him speckled  10   

 [XLI]   

 Elsewhere, he boasts that his poetry now farts on the pre-Islamic   	   u   ʿ   l   ū   k  
(brigand) poets Ta ʾ abba � a Sharran and al-Shanfar ā  (sixth century CE):

  Now [my poetry] farts on Ta ʾ abba � a 
 Sharran and al-Shanfar ā   11   

 [XLII]   

 It is obvious from these examples that, having discovered his niche, 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j cultivated and relished the persona of the enfant terrible of 
the poetry of his era. Al-Tha ʿ  ā lib ī  has alluded to this.  12   There is a celebra-
tory mood of irreverence toward authority in many of his poems:

  A youngster whose knowledge toys 
 with the grand masters 

 [Who has] A thought that slaps al-Farazdaq in poetry 
 and a grammar that fucks al-Kis ā  ʾ  ī’ s mother  13   

 But I have become more unrecognizable amongst my people 
 Than a full moon on winter nights  14   

 [XLIII]   

 While  hij   ā    ʾ   against grammarians was already an established trend,  15   
Ibn al- � ajj ā j ‘s poetry abounds with severe  hij   ā    ʾ   of grammarians and of 
other poets:

  If S ī bawayhi were to fault me, I would say 
 (May) al-Kis ā  ʾ  ī’ s shit [fall] on al-Farr ā  ʾ  ’ s beard  16   

 [XLIV]    
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   . . .  
 If Tha ʿ lab were to fault my poetry  17   
 or fault my lightheartedness 

 I would shit in the  af    ʿ    altu  chapter 
 of  al-Fa   	ī�   

  [XLV]     

   . . .  
 Do you not know that 
 in my absence and presence 

 I fuck Jar ī r’s mother  18   
 with my panegyrics to you  19   

 [XLVI]    

   . . .  
 A hand that, in praising you, brings forth brides 
 out of the pen and scrolls 

 So hear them from my own mouth- sweeter and more desirable 
 than [ones] composed in Ramal and Hazaj  20   

 With motifs whose incense is perfume to you 
 And whose farts are in al-Zajj ā j’s beard  21   

 In the long-line meters they shaved Jar ī r’s beard 
 and in al-Rajaz that of al- ʿ Ajj ā j  22   

 [XLVII]    

   . . .  
 With meters that fuck 
 al-Kh ā l ī l’s mother 

 and grammar with which I fart 
 on al-Mubarrad’s mustache  23   

 [XLVIII]    

   . . .  
 Had Bashsh ā r composed half a verse of it 
 He would have made  � amm ā d  ʿ Ajrad shit  24   

 [XLIX]    

   . . .  
 Such panegyrics that if Zuhayr were to compete with me 
 I would smack Harim’s head with a sandal  25   

 [L]   
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 Al-Mutanabb ī , who was a contemporary and an enemy, was the target 
of a few  hij   ā    ʾ    poems composed by Ibn al- � ajj ā j.  26   Unlike al-Mutanabb ī , 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j claimed to be a different kind of prophet:

  [I am] a man who claims prophethood in  sukhf  
 and who dare doubt prophethood? 

 I bring forth miracles to which I call 
 So answer all ye ribald ones! 

 [LI]    

  Parodying the  Mu   ʿ   allaqa  of Imru ʾ  al-Qays 

 The  mu   ʿ   allaqa  of Imru ʾ  al-Qays is “widely considered the finest”  27   and 
“arguably the most widely quoted, plagiarized, imitated, parodied poem 
in Arabic.”  28   In  Ma   ʿ    ā   hid al-tan   	ī	  ,  ʿ  Abd al-Ra �ī m b. A � mad al- ʿ Abb ā s ī  
(d. 963/1556) notes that poets have toyed with parodying ( wa-qad 
tal   ā ʿ  aba al-shu   ʿ   ar   ā    ʾ    f   ī    ta   �   m   ī   n h   ā   dhihi al-qa   	ī   da ) Imru ʾ  al-Qays’ poem 
a great deal and includes excerpts from some of them.  29   It is beyond 
the scope of this chapter to list all of these imitations and parodies. 
However, two excerpts from Ibn al-Mu ʿ tazz are noteworthy as they could 
have influenced Ibn al- � ajj ā j:

  By God, sit my two companions, and let us have a morning drink 
 and do not [say:] halt, to weep for the memory of a beloved and an 

abode 

 And O God, let no rain fall, nor life sprout 
 at Siq �  al-Liw ā  between al-Dakh ū l and  � awmal 

 Pour not one drop of rain on Imru ʾ  al-Qays’ Miqr ā t 
 and throw stones, in stead, at its inhabitants  30   

 [LII]   

 This is a typical anti- a   �   l   ā   l  stance  à  la Ab ū  Nuw ā s, but with Ibn al-Mu ʿ tazz’s 
stamp of gentle lightheartedness. There is another excerpt in which Ibn 
al-Mu ʿ tazz uses the first two words from Imru ʾ  al-Qays’  mu   ʿ    allaqa :

  He replaced water with dark spears 
 and vipers and serpents 

 So I was left with the ground as my bed 
 and my guts singing: halt let us weep  31   

 [LIII]   
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 This last hemistich might have been the kernel that Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
appropriated and expanded upon in his own parody of the  mu   ʿ    allaqa,  
as we shall see later. Due to extensive damage to the manuscript, only 
fragments of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s parodies of Imru ʾ  al-Qays’s  mu   ʿ   allaqa  have 
survived. Nevertheless, there is plenty in them that will shed light on his 
style. The first fragment includes six verses and is a  r   ā    ʾ   iyya  (poem rhym-
ing in  r   ā    ʾ   ).  32    

  1. Halt! Ye two. Let t us weep for the memory of Ab ū  Na � r’s mother’s pussy 
 By the rim of the twisted shit between the intestines and the [hole] anus  33   

 [LIV]   

 The poem to which this fragment belongs was probably a  hij   ā    ʾ   against 
the Ab ū  Na � r mentioned in the  ma   �   la   ʿ    (opening verse). I am basing this 
on the premise that when Ibn al- � ajj ā j parodies the  a   �   l   ā   l  opening in his 
 mad   ī�   or  sukhf  poems (shorter poems where the  sukhf  mode is the only 
one), it is usually the name of a slave girl or one of the stock female 
names of the  a   �   l   ā   l  and never a man unless it is a  hij   ā    ʾ  . The hypotext line 
from Imru ʾ  al-Qays is:

  Halt! Ye two. Let us weep for the memory of a beloved and an abode 
 By the rim of the twisted sands between al-Dakh ū l and  � awmal 

 [LV]   

 If one were to encapsulate much of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s strategy in his  sukhf  
into one concept it would be corporealization. The line above illustrates 
that well. The external world of  a   �   l   ā   l  and  nas   ī   b  is transferred to the lower 
part of the human body. As simple a shift as that may seem, it is most 
productive, especially at the hands of a master. Thus, orifices become the 
abodes and abandoned encampments that bring forth tears. The  ma   �   la   ʿ    
of the hypotext is ripe for this kind of translocation, especially the sec-
ond hemistich where the vocabulary lends itself so well. The   �   alal , then, 
is Ab ū  Na � r’s mother’s anus. Placing her orifice in the pseudo-mythical 
distant past will allow the poet to indulge and extend the grotesque 
description in the second line:

  2. And the piss river bed, whose trace is not yet effaced 
 By what the whittling weaved on the hair  34   

 [LVI]    

  [hypotext (2): Then T ū� i � , then al-Miqr ā t, whose traces are not yet 
effaced/ By the two winds weaving from south and north]  35     
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 Instead of enumerating the various abodes and place names, the poet 
follows the gastrointestinal and urinary tracts and traces. Lines 3–6 of 
the fragment do not seem to target any specific line in the  mu   ʿ    allaqa  of 
Imru ʾ  al-Qays except for the last one (line 6) (rather indirectly):

  3.Abodes whose visible ruins used to be revealed by plucking 
 So hairy, [now] they have become like the shrubs of the edge 

 4. As if they were not [once] a playground for cock tips 
 Nor did they become a shelter for night-traveling cocks 

 5. An old hag, effaced are the signs of dwelling in her fucking place 
 Has there ever been a dwelling where time’s vagaries did not sink ? 

 6. My cock, straight up to its ear[lobe]s, in her hole  36   
 Her anus’ goatee all the way up my own ass  37   

 [LVII]   

 This is obviously meant to exaggerate the hairiness of the woman. 
Instead of the   ʿ   ara   	ā   t  where antelopes used to play once, the orifice is 
remembered in a bygone era as a place whose courtyard was a playground 
and a shelter for cocks at night. Line 5 states directly that the referent 
is an old hag, but the second hemistich parodies the gnomic lines about 
the vagaries of time. Line 6 is slightly reminiscent, albeit indirectly, of 
the image of Imru ʾ  al-Qays’s beloved tending to her newborn with her 
upper half, with the lower remaining clasped to Imru ʾ  al-Qays’s body in 
line 17 of the  mu   ʿ   allaqa :

  When he cried from behind, she turned toward him 
 With her upper half, but the other, beneath me, not budging 

 [LVIII]   

 A longer, extant fragment is another invective directed at a person 
for failing to fulfill a promise of presenting Ibn al- � ajj ā j with a garment 
( qam   ī	  ). Alas, neither the man’s name nor the exact context survives. The 
fragment opens with a description of the garment (the first six lines):

  1. A garment mended by al-Fat �  the day he entered  38   
 al-Karkh (west side) of Samarra with al-Mutawakkil  39   

 2. A garment whose trace, unlike al-Miqr ā t, is not yet effaced 
 By the two winds weaving from south and north 
 [hypotext (2): Then T ū� i �  then al-Miqr ā t, whose traces are not yet 
effaced/ By the two winds weaving from south and north] 
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 3. Decay stripped it off an impoverished man, after he’d 
 fulfilled a need with it, by wearing it as an undergarment 
 [hypotext (26): I came when she had stripped off her garments to sleep/

before the curtain, except for an undergarment] 

 4. Not like one who walked wearing it drawing 
 On his cock the train of an embroidered gown 
 [hypotext (28): I led her forth walking as she trailed/ over our tracks the 

train of her gown of figured silk] 

 5. But it flew like a dust carried by the east wind 
 at Siq �  al-Liw ā  between al-Dakh ū l and  � awmal 
 [hypotext (1): By the rim of the twisted sands between al-Dakh ū l and 

 � awmal] 

 6. It/He says to its sleeves as he catches his saliva 
 Halt! ye two, let us weep for the memory of a beloved and an abode 

 [LIX]   

 In ridiculing both the garment he never received and the person 
who had promised to bestow it on him, Ibn al- � ajj ā j represents it as 
hyperbolically old and ragged. Not only is its point of origin placed in 
a bygone era, that of the caliph al- Mutawakkil, but even back then, it 
is represented as having already become old and mended by its ficti-
tious owner, al-Fat � . Line 2 introduces the hypotext and its context into 
the background and creates the parodic distance and dissonance. The 
garment is as ancient as the traces of al-Miqr ā t, the famous toponym 
from Imru ʾ  al-Qays’s  mu   ʿ   allaqa , or even more ancient, since its trace 
is entirely effaced! Line 3 further augments the sense of raggedness; so 
old and ragged was the garment that even an impoverished man, who 
had been wearing it as an undergarment, had to let go of it since decay 
had completely overcome it. This line clearly refers us back to line 26 
of the  mu   ʿ   allaqa  where Imru ʾ  al-Qays describes the garments, or lack 
thereof, of his beloved in their nocturnal trysts.  40   In line 4, the garment 
is taken back further in time as it was even worn by the woman in the 
 mu   ʿ   allaqa . Ibn al- � ajj ā j, however, adds one of his signature twists by 
inserting “ ayrih   ī ”  (his cock) instead of “ ithrin   ā ”  (behind us) in line 28 of 
the  mu   ʿ   allaqa . Instead of leaving tracks on the sand, the ragged garment, 
being of rough edges, stirs a dust. The subject in line 6 is not entirely 
clear. It could be the aforementioned al-Fat � , the impoverished man in 
line 3, or even the garment itself addressing its sleeves. The latter is more 
befitting with Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s sarcasm and thus the garment itself asks the 
sleeves to halt and cry over the days when they were worn by someone. 
But perhaps there are lines missing as well.  
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  7. A man with a thin white beard 
 whose sides shone like a polished mirror 
 [hypotext (31): Slender-waisted, white and not flabby/ Her collarbone 

shone like a polished mirror] 

 8. I have carried its baggage [the beard’s] in my ass for a while now 
 and what a wonder in its loaded baggage 
 [hypotext (11): And the day when I hocked my mount for the virgins/ 

And what a sight in its loaded baggage] 

 9. Like a garment, when I put it on, from behind, it blocks my anus 
 with a bushy tail, reaching almost to the ground, not with a short spine 

 [hypotext (61): huge-ribbed, when you look at it, it blocks the gap 
between his legs/ With a bushy tail, reaching almost to the ground, 
not with a short spine] 

 10. A chin the likes of which I have never seen 
 whenever it leaps to my anus, it tears my bottom sideways 

 11. He said to it [his anus]: loosen up and crap  41   
 Don’t keep me away from your twice-to-be-tasted fruit 
 [hypotext (15): I said to her: keep going and loosen the reins/ Don’t keep 

me away from your twice-to-be-tasted fruit] 

 12. O beard of the foolish, impudent old man 
 If you pass by my anus or are at its gate, do come in! 
 13. To a wide ground whose riders cross 

 a stony, sandy long-winding hollow 
 [hypotext (29): Then when we had crossed the enclosure on our way/ to 

a sandy hollow surrounded by long-winding dunes] 

 14. The biggest beards enter its gate at night 
 just as the thorn-carrying donkeys enter the Mu � awwal gate  42   

 15. To a garden whose scent does not give the nose 
 “the east breeze when it bears the scent of cloves” 

 [LX]    

  [hypotext (8): When they arose there wafted from them musk as 
redolent/ as the east breeze when it bears the scent of cloves]   

 Lines 7–15 describe the beard of the man who was supposed to give 
the poet the garment. The second hemistichs of lines 7–9 (as well as 
11, 13, and 15) are identical to the hypotext, but the meaning is, of 
course, radically transformed by the first hemistich in each case. In line 
7, line 31 of the  mu   ʿ    allaqa , which describes the fair skin and breast-
bones of the lover, is transformed to describe the old man’s beard whereby 
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“  ʿaw   ā   ri   �   uh   ā ”  (sides) replaces “ tar   ā    ʾ   ibuh   ā ”  (breast-bones) in the second 
hemistich. Considering the  sukhf/hij   ā    ʾ   mode, the saffron-colored beard is 
a foreshadowing allusion to the beard being covered with excrement and 
urine as a result of excessive “ass-kissing.” Line 8 confirms that the beard 
in question is portrayed as being stuck in the poet’s anus ( li   �   yatuka fi’st   ī  ). 
Nothing is more antithetical to the young women (  ʿ   adh   ā   r   ā  ) of the famous 
D ā rat Juljul, in line 11 of the hypotext, than a prickly beard. In line 9 the 
beard is likened to a garment again (note the repetition of “ thawb ,” the 
main subject of the poem). Ibn al- � ajj ā j also appropriates line 61 from 
the horse section of the  mu   ʿ    allaqa . The target of the hij ā  ʾ  becomes the 
man (or the saddle) and his hyperbolically long beard, like the horse’s 
tail, which blocks the poet’s anus. Line 10 accentuates the roughness of 
the man’s beard and his lowliness as he is portrayed as having an incessant 
desire to insert his face into the poet’s anus. It is possible that he is likened 
to a camel since the verb  naz   ā   is used for a solid-hoofed or cloven-hoofed 
animal leaping unto the female.  43   Whereas in line 15 of the hypotext, 
Imru ʾ  al-Qays urges  ʿ Unayza to slacken the reins ( arkh   ī    zim   ā   mah   ū  ) of her 
camel and to ride on, line 11 has the man addressing the anus (“ist” is 
feminine) and “ arkh   ī ”  here obviously means to loosen up in the sense of 
letting go of excrement as the sentence “ qaddama kh   āʾ   ah   ā ”  makes clear 
by turning it into “ ikhray .” Line 12 addresses the man’s beard again invit-
ing it to go into his anus. Line 13 employs line 26 from the  mu   ʿ   allaqa  
as hypotext, but the destination here is not a secluded spot for the two 
lovers, but rather the interior of the poet’s rectum.  

  16. Did you not see that in slapping every hypocrite 
 I have sought support from the sandal market 
 [hypotext (6): Surely my cure is tears poured forth/ Is there a place for 

weeping at a worn-out place?] 

 17. I guarantee ill for whoever wrongs me 
 and he who makes a hasty promise 

 18. I did not follow M ā lik’s example in treachery, 
 but rather a faithfulness like that of al-Samaw ʾ al 

 [LXI]   

 Having consigned his enemy to the recesses of his anus into “a gar-
den whose breeze carries nothing of the scent of cloves,” the poet deliv-
ers a justification, of sorts, in lines 16–18. The poem itself is a slap on 
the neck (  	   af    ʿ    a ) to punish the hypocrite who reneged on his promise. 
“Mu ʿ awwal ī”  appears in line 6 of the  mu   ʿ    allaqa : “ fahal    ʿ   inda rasmin d   ā   risin 
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min mu   ʿ    awwal   ī ” ? In the  mu   ʿ   allaqa , the poet states that the cure for his 
sorrows is to cry profusely and asks, rhetorically, if there are effaced 
traces to visit them. Our poet, however, is not disappointed by a depart-
ing beloved but by a hypocrite who failed to fulfill his promise. Thus, 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j says that he can rely on the sandal market whenever the 
need arises to punish. Line 17, especially the second hemistich, explains 
retroactively the context of the poem when the poet warns that those 
who wrong him shall not escape unscathed. It was the “ wa   ʿ   din mu   ʿ   ajjal   ī ”  
(hasty promise) that caused him to write this poem. There is a faint echo 
of line 23 from the  mu   ʿ   allaqa  of Imru ʾ  al-Qays where he boasts of tak-
ing his pleasures from young ones “unhurried.” While there is no way to 
know for sure, line 18 could very well be the last line of the entire poem 
as it summarizes the narrative of treachery and loyalty. The editor suggests 
that the M ā lik referred to here is M ā lik b. Musmi ʿ   b. Shayb ā n (d. 73/692) 
who reneged on the  bay   ʿ   a  of  ʿ Abdull ā h b. al-Zubayr.  44   The pre-Islamic 
poet al-Samaw ʾ al b.  ʿĀ diy āʾ , the overlord of Taym āʾ , was of proverbial loy-
alty and is befitting of the context as he is the one to whom Imru ʾ  al-Qays 
is said to have entrusted his property and armor before his purported trip 
to the Byzantine court.  45   

 Like all highly successful parodies, this one retains a close resemblance 
to the hypotext (by leaving many of its parts intact or redeploying them), 
yet it manages to produce radically different meanings by introducing 
an entirely new context to the hypotext, one whose values and mood is 
diametrically opposed to the original. 

 Al- ʿ Abb ā s ī  reproduces an excerpt from a poem by Ab ū  al- � usayn 
al-Jazz ā r (d. 679/1280) that parodies both the  mu   ʿ   allaqa  and another 
famous poem by Imru ʾ  al-Qays ( al   ā     ʿ   im    	   ab   ā    �   an ayyuh   ā    ‘�-   �   alalu ‘ l-b   ā   l   ī  ). 
It seems like an imitation of Ibn al- � ajj ā j:

  Halt, ye two, and let us weep for the memory of a garment and trouser 
(undergarment), 

 and a wool garment of mine whose traces are effaced 

 I am not one to weep for Asm āʾ  when she moves away 
 but I am weeping for the loss of my worn out clothing 

 If Imru ʿ  al-Qays, son of  � ujr, were to see what 
 I suffer in the way of cares and distress 

 He would never have made his way to  ʿ Unayza’s litter 
 Nor would he have been anything but distracted from her love  46   

 [LXII]   
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 One is left to wonder what parodies might have been written by Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j’s fierce competitor and enemy Ibn Sukkara (d. 385/995). The 
latter’s  d   ī   w   ā   n , said to contain over 30,000 verses,  47   is, alas, not extant. 
However, there is one telling verse where he combines some of the very 
strategies used by Ibn al- � ajj ā j. It is about old age and impotence in 
which the poet speaks of his beloved slave girl Khamra, to and about 
whom he composed much of his poetry:  48  

  I used to love Khamra before aging 
 She loved me so much she would fart out of love for me 

 Until her pussy was effaced and my cock stiffened 
 Now she is like: “halt ye two let us weep” and I’m like: “wake up girl!”  49   

 [LXIII]   

 Much parody is encapsulated in these two lines. The first line estab-
lishes the gap between the past and present and reads, at first, like a 
traditional line, but toward the end of the second hemistich “ ta   �   ri   �   u min  
  �   ubb   ī ”  triggers the  sukhf  mode. The second line parodies the  a   �   l   ā   l  motif 
by superimposing it on sexual organs. Its second hemistich is a condensa-
tion of a double  ta   �   m   ī   n . The two opening lines of the  mu   ʿ   allaqa  of Imru ʾ  
al-Qays and  ʿ Amr b. Kulth ū m are parodied and used here to accentuate 
the sense of old age, impotence, and antiheroism. The slave girl Khamra 
addresses the poet and his cock imploring it to stand up and weep, but it 
is an allusion to ejaculation as well. It is worth noting in this respect that 
two of the numerous synonyms for  ayr  are “ al-damm   āʿ ”  and “ al-bakk   āʾ ”  
(the teary-eyed and the crying one, respectively).  50   

 The comic effect in the manner “ al   ā    hubb   ī ”  is used here in what is 
termed “transcontextualization,” an essential feature of parody. Both the 
speaker and the addressee are radically different and so is the new con-
text of the original utterances. The old hag replaces the wine maiden and 
the impotent old man has replaced the young boasting hero.  

   Yamsakhu laysa yaslakhu : Disfiguring
  ʿ Amr b. Kulthū  m’s  mu   ʿ   allaqa  

 Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s parody of the  mu   ʿ   allaqa  of  ʿ Amr b. Kult ū m (sixth century) 
has survived intact.  51   To highlight its comic effect and intricate artifice, 
it is important to briefly revisit the original context and mood of the 
hypotext—the  mu   ʿ   allaqa  itself.  52   The poem is said to have been recited 
before  ʿ Amr b. Hind, the king of  �  ī ra who was mediating between the 
tribes of Bakr and Taghlib. The poem is one of the greatest  fakhr  (boast) 
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poems in the Arabic tradition. Nicholson’s remarks on it, while a bit 
judgmental by today’s standards, are succinct:

  The work of a man who united in himself the ideal qualities of manhood 
as these were understood by a race which has never failed to value, even 
too highly, the display of self-reliant action and decisive energy . . . [with] 
a vivid impression of conscious and exultant strength.  53     

 Indeed the  mu   ʿ   allaqa  exudes that  J   ā   hil   ī    fakhr  (boast) like no other and 
this is precisely why it is ripe for parody by an ultimate antihero such as 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j, especially in an era where poets were no longer the verbal 
projection of their tribe’s honor and glory and many were court jesters. 
The particular context of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s imprisonment and his desire 
to regain his estate make it a most useful hypotext. Equally important, 
however, is that the hyperbole and haughty heroic spirit make it fertile 
material for Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf , which will turn it upside down. The 
following contextual information prefaces the poem in  Tal   �    ī   f al-miz   ā   j :

  (And he has [a poem he composed] after his two nephews were imprisoned 
and [their property] confiscated, and Ab ū   ʿ Abdull ā h [Ibn al- � ajj ā j] and 
his two sons were imprisoned because of them. They were set free by Abu 
al-Q ā sim  ʿ Abd al- ʿ Az ī z b. Y ū suf, so Ibn al- � ajj ā j wrote [the poem] to his 
brother Ab ū  al-Fa � l. The caluminator who had taken his nephew to prison 
was known as “The Dead Man’s Fart” and his name was Za �  ī n ā . So he [Ibn 
al-al- � ajj ā j] said:    

  1. Ha girl! Up with your sandal and slap us 
 and greet us with it in the early dawn 

 [hypotext (1): Ha girl! Up with your goblet and give us our morning 
draught/ Do not keep the wines of Andar ī n ā ] 

 [LXIV]   

 Perhaps the most productive and logical way to read and appreciate this 
parody is to contrast the heroic and antiheroic models represented in 
the hypotext and hypertext. For no poem encapsulates and enacts the 
J ā hil ī  ethos more than  ʿ Amr b. Kulth ū m’s  mu   ʿ   allaqa . This, together with 
the epistolatory function it contains, provided perfect material for Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j to perform his typical antiheroism and to thank the person 
who set him free. The mock-heroic mood is encapsulated in the opening 
line where  na   ʿ    l  (sandal) replaces   	   a   �   n  (cup) and the imperative  i   	   fa   ʿ ī   n   ā   
replaces  a   	   bi   �    ī   n   ā  , which is used in the   ʿ   ajuz . To the literate listener/
reader,  al   ā    hubb   ī   conjures up the context and mood of the hypotext. But 
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the addressee is not the cupbearer, but a torturer. The pronoun  n   ā  , so 
powerful in echoing the tribal ethos, is dislocated here to speak for the 
incarcerated antiheroes (Ibn al- � ajj ā j and his sons and nephews) whose 
early morning starts with a slap, rather than a drink. What adds to the 
comic effect is the humiliation of being slapped by a woman and not 
even a man.  

  2. Hurry up to us and seize your time 
 Lest you later be regretful   

 In line 2, the putative woman is implored to slap even more.  54    

  3. Truly today and tomorrow and the day after 
 are subject to a destiny you know naught of 

 [hypotext: identical]   

 While in the J ā hiliyya  dahr  (time) was the ultimate arbiter in all mat-
ters of life and death, in the tumult of the B ū yid era this line acquires 
another meaning that refers to the arbitrary nature of military rule and 
sociopolitical upheavals, rather than fate.  

  4. Flip it over [as you hit] us every day 
 with its grip, left and right 

 5. So thin-waisted [ the na   ʿ    l  ] that if mentioned, even at a distance, we are 
misty-eyed and if present, we are blinded   

 The seemingly and originally Bacchic address in line 4 acquires a 
comic effect by dint of the new context. The implicit referent is still the 
 na   ʿ    l . The first word in line 5 “ mukha   		   aratun ” (thin-waisted) is tradi-
tionally used for a woman to describe a  kash   �   (waist). The word used for 
describing the wine in the  mu   ʿ   allaqa  is “ musha   ʿ   sha   ʿ   atun ” (diluted with 
water) The mere mention of the thin-waisted one causes the poet to blear 
and squint, not because of what the word suggests in terms of feminine 
beauty as one might think, but in anticipation of the heavy blows to the 
head, which are to be delivered by the sandal; hence he says that “if pres-
ent, we are blinded.”  

  6. It persecutes the rough one on his neck, 
 when he tastes it, making him soft and loose 
 [hypotext (3): It leads him who has want away from his desires 
 When he tastes it, until he becomes softened] 
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 7. You see that when it passes the narrow back of his neck 
 he is willing to part company with his head 
 [hypotext (4):You see that when it passes by the miserly avaricious one 
 He humiliates his money for it] 

 8. Glistening, it loves a big solid head 
 and the palm of the hand plump and generous 

 9. If the cautious one is overpowered [by it] 
 you see marks on the back of his neck 

 10. [so] hard if you flip it over, it creaks 
 as it pounds the neck and forehead of the one trying to flip it over 

 [hypotext (51): identical] 

 11. If it is put on headtops 
 You would see people’s skins blackened 

 [hypotext (71): If it is put away from the warriors one day 
 You would see the people’s skin blackened] 

 12. Cupping glasses are worn out by them O departing woman 
 and my fierce assault on ye, O my two nieces! 

 13. And their cousin and his two sons among them 
 and their plague is Za �  ī n ā , death’s fart 

 14. Did you not know that we ended up 
 all fettered in prison? 
 [hypotext (66): They returned with plunder and captives 
 We returned with shackled kings] 

 15. Throngs of Ibn S ā b ū r’s men came, 
 and herded us all to prison 

 16. And when we entered the prison at night, 
 we saw what terrifies the onlookers 

 17. Beards like Egyptian cloth when shaken 
 and since we became loose/diarrhetic, we shat 

 18. So pained [from constipation], I was pregnant and kept it in my anus 
 and carried the newborn to the hair under their lower lip 

 19. A newborn, when my water broke, 
 I deposited it there moist and heavy 

 20. And whenever I became pregnant I would give birth 
 To either a soft or a thick one, on the hairs between their lower lip and chin  55   

 21. From under me the midwives would carry off girls 
 and boys simmering in my stom ach    
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 The remainder of the section describes the effects of the  na   ʿ    l . While 
in the hypotext the wine causes the passionate one to mellow ( yal   ī   n   ā  ), 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j uses the same verb, but giving it a scatological twist to mean 
that his bowel movement becomes smooth (line 6), the results of which 
will be clear further down in the poem.  56   Line 7 describes the intensity 
of the blows, which are so heavy that their recipient is willing to let go 
of his own neck. In the hypotext the effect of the wine was to transform 
the miser into a generous man willing to part company with his prop-
erty. Line 8 describes the  na   ʿ    l  further saying that it likes solid heads and 
plump and generous palms. Line 9 describes the marks the  na   ʿ    l  leaves on 
one’s neck and back. The editor reads “ al-jan   ū   b  ” as the wind and “ ka   

   a ” 
as the intensification of the wind. I am inclined to read “ al-jan   ū   b  ” as one 
who walks or stays close to the wall (cautious) and “ ku   

   a ” in the passive 
to mean “overpowered.” The general thrust of this section is to bring 
home the severity of the  na   ʿ    l . Thus, it makes more sense to read this 
line as: Even the cautious one (who stays close to the wall [in general or 
while being struck]), will have marks left on his neck and back. The first 
word in line 10 “ ʿashawzanatun ” (stubborn/hard camel) is used twice 
in the hypotext in lines 50–51. In the hypertext, line 51 is reproduced 
unchanged as it fits perfectly for the  na   ʿ    l . The next line appropriates line 
71 from the hypotext, which describes the coats of mail that are so heavy 
they leave rust on the skin when worn for long periods. Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
changes two words only: “ h   ā   m   ā   t  ” (head tops) for “ ab   �    ā   l  ” (heroes) and 
“ ʿal   ā ”  (on) for “ ʿan ” (off ). The  h   ā   in the following line still refers to the 
shoe; so deep are its marks that the cuppings (used to heal them) are 
worn out. Just as in the hypotext, Ibn al-Hajj ā j here, in line 12, addresses 
the departing woman (  
   a   ʿī   n   ā  ) and feminizes his sons and nephews to 
further accentuate the comic antiheroism. He is, however, also inform-
ing the recipient of the poem as to the identity of the persons who took 
them to prison, hence the mention of Za �  ī na in line 13. Lines 14–15 
continue in that vein and mention another person, Ibn S ā b ū r. The sec-
tion comprising lines 16–21 describes the conditions in the prison and 
this is where Ibn al- � ajj ā j avails himself of the opportunity to unleash 
scatology to the fullest. Line 16 introduces the series of terrifying sights 
in prison. Ibn al- � ajj ā j compares constipation to pregnancy and carries 
this to lines 18–21 where, after having diarrhea, his excrement is car-
ried away like newborn boys and girls being carried off by midwives. 
There is nothing more antiheroic, in this context, than acquiring the 
most unmanly of functions: giving birth (to excrement no less). The sec-
tion, whose obvious effect is comical, is probably influenced by  kudya  
poetry in which the challenge for the poet is to excel in debasing himself 
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in order to acquire material rewards. The more miserable and humiliat-
ing the conditions in prison, the more symbolic capital and gratitude is 
bestowed on the act of freeing Ibn al- � ajj ā j and his relatives.  

  22. Were it not for the will of the highest of people 
 and one best to safeguard our faith and world 

 23. We would have remained under al-L ā lak āʾī s yoke, 
 the prison master, for perpetuity   

 Lines 24–38 (almost half the poem) represent the plea for amnesty 
and Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s attempts to have his confiscated property returned, 
which is the practical reason for composing the poem.  

  24. Now then, master, know for sure 
 May I be your ransom to God 

 25. That I have been forced to things 
 That will please the malicious gloaters 

 26. And that Ba �  ā  � iy ā  was and has become 
 a mote in the eyes of the envious  57   

 27. And has been added, Good riddance, 
 to the properties of the rebels and renegades 

 28. My deed I have rewritten with a  sh   ī   n   58   
 that farts on me and brings forth ills 

 29. And I have lots to say of my sons today 
 Too much for a proud one who represses his anger 

 30. My eyes can see none to support me 
 other than you, and as my aid in my affairs 

 31. Protect me from the ugly wolves 
 and be Ba �  ā  � iy ā’ s formidable fortress! 

 32. And say to your brother, O my master, 
 that which the rhymes will please the hearers 

 33. A vizier I have not faulted 
 And may I not live if there were 

 34. By the grace of him who showed us through you 
 our utmost wishes and spread pleasure through you 

 35. By the grace of him who killed off injustice away from us 
 and who revived clear justice through you 
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 36. By him who graced you with gifts 
 surpassing any and all description 

 37. By him, his daughter and the good, pure 
 people of the Prophet’s household 

 38. Protect us from the enemies’ gloating 
 and the efforts of slanderers and those harboring enmity 

 39. And do not issue a command for them against us 
 nor a decree in our matter without justice   

 Line 24 starts of in an epistolatory manner with “ wa   ʾ   amm   ā    ba   ʿ   du .” 
The poet narrates his woes and the injustice that has befallen him. Those 
who have confiscated Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s estate are depicted as rogue elements 
(line 27). But even here, the poet injects scatology. He says that he has 
changed the deed ( rasm ) to his property to a trace ( rashm ) as it is useless 
and it farts on him! The poet and his sons have been humiliated, but he 
must show restraint. The next section is praise of the recipient’s valor and 
a plea to intercede with his brother. Then there is a reference to the  ahl 
al-bayt  (The family of the Prophet) to remind the addressee of the com-
mon bond of Sh īʿ ism they share and a final appeal for justice:

  40. O master Ab ū  al-Fa � l, listen to it 
 For its meanings have combined styles/types 

 41. And accept them, for they are like brides from abodes 
 married off to you both virgins and non-virgins 

 42. If you recite them you will see a frivolous 
 old man scattering precious jewels 

 43. And who with rhymes disfigures, not only alters 
 Ha girl! Up with your cup and serve us our morning drink   

 The last section (four lines) is a signature or dedication of sorts on Ibn 
al-  � ajj ā j’s part. He asks the recipient to consider both the poem and its 
style and boasts of the meanings encapsulated in it (line 40). In line 41 
the meanings are likened to both virgins and deflowered women. While 
this is not an uncommon trope, perhaps it is a conscious statement on 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s part, as we find it elsewhere in his work, of the singularity 
of some of the motifs he composes. If you were to recite these verses, he 
tells the recipient, you would see the frivolous old man scattering pre-
cious jewels (42). The last line is extremely important with respect to 
self-consciousness, for Ibn al- � ajj ā j states clearly that he is “ yamsakhu ” 
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and not “ yaslakhu ”  al   ā    hubb   ī  . The use of these two terms, which are of a 
literary nature, merits a pause. According to Lane, “ salakha  is the substi-
tution . . . for original words synonymous therewith,” whereas “what falls 
short of that is termed  maskh .”  Maskh  also denotes corruption in writing 
“by changing the diacritical points and altering the meaning.”  59   Thus, it 
is not exorbitant at all to read this last line as a literary  fakhr  (boast) of 
sorts where Ibn al-Hajj ā j boasts of how he has disfigured ( yamsakhu ) “ al   ā   
 hubb   ī ”  and radically altered its meanings to serve different purposes, 
which is the business of excellent parody. 

 The reading of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s parody of the  mu   ʿ   allaqa  shows his mas-
tery of the tradition and his striking ability to deploy his parody and 
 sukhf  to any model text and invert its meaning and function to serve his 
own immediate purposes. The  mu   ʿ   allaqa  of  ʿ Amr b. Kulth ū m, a pean to 
heroism, makes a perfect target for parody, especially for an antiheroic 
figure such as Ibn al- � ajj ā j. Being at the mercy of military rulers, he 
must use his verbal skills not to incite those around him to wage battle 
but to ward off violence and injustice. Ibn al- � ajj ā j assumes the anti-
heroic position and inverts the essential values of the  mu   ʿ    allaqa , but in 
doing so, performs a literary boast. 

 If the  mu   ʿ    allaq   ā   t  are the most revered accomplishments of the pre-
Islamic Arabic poetic tradition, the  qa   	    ī   da , and the panegyric  qa   	    ī   da  in 
particular ( mad   ī    �  ), was its most enduring and popular. What changes 
did Ibn al- � ajj ā j introduce to the panegyric  qa   	    ī   da  and how did  sukhf  
interact with and influence it? These are the questions that the next 
chapter will attempt to answer.     



     CHAPTER 3 

  Sukhf  in Panegyric Poetry   

   The polythematic panegyric ode was the privileged form of poetic 
expression in premodern classical Arabic poetry (and in Arabo-
Islamic cultures at large). Its  

  function . . . as an encoder and transmitter of the ideology of Islamic hege-
mony and as one of the insignia of legitimate (Arabo-) Islamic political 
authority is a decisive factor in [its] . . . preeminence.  1     

 In addition to being the primary cultural commodity in maintaining 
political hegemony and enhancing and reproducing sociopolitical status, 
it also tended to be a relatively privileged topic of interest for premodern 
critics. While poets were more valued if they were able to compose (well) 
in various modes,  mad   ī�   (panegyric) poetry was certainly one of the pri-
mary fields where they exhibited their talent and vied for prominence, 
let alone material rewards. This does not mean that those who did not 
compose exquisite panegyrics did not make it to the pantheon, but it was 
an unofficial prerequisite from which only a few could afford to exempt 
themselves.  2   

 The “plasticity” of the form and its “combinatory potential’ to use 
Stetkevych’s  and  Sperl’s words respectively,  3   allowed individual poets 
to introduce variations on the basic “structure” and to add the distinc-
tive mark of their own style to the genre. This is certainly true of Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j, who was the first to introduce  sukhf  into the panegyric  qa   	   ida .  4   
It would seem unimaginable at first that scatology—the extreme type for 
which Ibn al- � ajj ā j became notorious—could be smoothly incorporated 
into, and employed in, a genre whose main thrust is the glorification of 
rulers and notables and their moral superiority. But it is a testament both 
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to the adaptability of the genre itself and the mastery and ingenuousness 
of Ibn al- � ajj ā j that he was able not only to integrate his  sukhf  into his 
panegyrics, but also to be quite successful at it. The focus of this chapter, 
then, is to explore how  sukhf  interacts with (and within)  mad   ī�   and how 
it functions in the panegyric ode, and to identify the strategies employed 
by Ibn al- � ajj ā j to fulfill its telos. 

 As mentioned in  chapter 1 , the tributaries and tendencies that were 
incorporated into what became  sukhf  were already present in the reper-
toire in general and in the history of  mad   ī�   itself. Extensive  hij   āʾ   had 
already been employed in panegyric  qa   	ī   das  in the Umayyad period and 
afterward.  5    Kudya  (begging) was not a totally uncommon theme in the 
panegyrics of the  ʿ Abb ā sid period and it boasted throngs of poets who 
were known as  kudya  poets.  6   Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s innovation was to redeploy 
certain aspects of these two modes in hitherto unexplored ways and with 
unprecedented vigor. 

 Before dealing with representative samples from Ibn al-Hajj ā j’s  mad   ī�  , 
a few remarks about the assumptions that guide this reading are in order. 
Thankfully, we are past the days when the Arabic ode was considered a 
hodgepodge with no discernible structure beyond the single line. The 
theoretical terrain on which current readings operate is much firmer.  7   
The  mad   ī�   poems of Ibn al- � ajj ā j validate, more or less, the general 
paradigm suggested by Sperl:

  The panegyric  qa   	ī   da  is, therefore, a formal testimony to the legitimacy of 
political authority. In its movement from chaos to order, from affliction 
to deliverance, from isolation to integration, the glory of the social order 
is proclaimed. Society and its values, present in the person of the ruler, 
are recreated triumphantly by the replay of symbolic events and the utter-
ance of liturgical formulae of praise. Therein lies the significance of the 
structure of the panegyric.  8     

 The term “structure” might suggest a rigid and unchanging set of rela-
tionships. I will, therefore, use the term “economy” of the text to better 
describe the network of relationships and modes whose final outcome 
(both meaning and effect) remains the same, although produced by vary-
ing means, and to allow for more “play” and fluidity in its constituent 
elements, especially since “play” assumes added significance with Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j. 

 The teleology described in the excerpt above is produced through the 
interaction between a set of antithetical relationships that govern the tex-
tual economy of the panegyric  qa   	ī   da . The realm of  a   �   l   ā   l/nas   ī   b  and the 
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beloved is one of affliction, chaos, sterility, temporality of matter, and 
decay. It is where fate rules over the poet and his surroundings. The antith-
esis to this is the realm of the  mad   ī�  , state and ruler (or their representa-
tives), where power and order overcome chaos and where moral attributes 
and virtue bestow life and fertility (as opposed to decaying beauty).  9   

 A close reading of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  mad   ī�   poems shows that this econ-
omy is operative in them as well, but not without Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s master-
ful and unique manipulation of conventions and his signature style. To 
account fully for the varieties of  mad   ī�   in Ibn al- � ajj ā j would require 
a separate project.  10   However, the following readings of representative 
samples do illustrate the most salient strategies employed by Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
and will shed light on his distinctive take on  mad   ī�  .  

  A  mad   ī    �   to  ʿ A 	 ud al-Dawla 

 (And he said [on the occasion] of  ʿ A � ud al-Dawla’s  11   return from 
al-Nahraw ā n)  

  1. My two companions do not hasten my stop 
 before an effaced abode at Darb al-Mulaqqab! 

 2. At the ass of a fatty with an old hole 
 whose saggy clitoris is as old as my father’s hoary testicles 

 3. Long-legged, her crap falls down 
 like the baked clay of a protruding wall 

 4. As if the branches of hemorrhoids in her anus 
 are bunches of unripe dates becoming ripe 

 5. Her pubic hair like a velvet garment 
 the lice on its nap like big-tailed locusts 

 6. Of the sawdust coming off the cock tips she has a [whole] plank 
 Were it to be made into a crucifix, it would spiral around  12   

 7. And remains of a black clitoris [like] dry dates 
 on her labia like a chopped up spleen 

 8. My two companions, pass me by her for she 
 is Umm Jundub when the winds of her ass blow 

 9. Do you not see that whenever I come at night 
 I find her/it smelling good even when she has not scented herself 

 10. I used to write love poetry for her ass 
 and I have not done so in a while 
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 11. I have been too busy receiving [the sul �ā n] in my poetry 
 to speak of Layl ā  and then Zaynab 

 12. I saddled my horse who is like a brother to me 
 A peer who grew up as and when I did 

 13. A red-black horse to whom I am indebted. I knew him 
 young like my son. He knew me while I was still a boy 

 14. He took me in the morning, retreating 
 of hunger, marching like one who is cautious, terrified 

 15. Toward a king who, since his absence, my bed 
 at night complains [to night] of my stirring and turning 

 16. I spend the night conversing with the stars 
 Whenever one disappears, my eye takes on another 

 17. Our Lord has returned, so return O my eye 
 to a good, sweet and joyous sleep 

 18. Father to lion cubs who, in the uproar of battle, is away 
 From arid land, in a reedbed of entangled spears 

 19. His spearheads are [so] dyed with the enemy’s blood 
 He has little care for dying fingers with henna 

 20. In choosing him, God protected humans 
 with one most protective and beloved 

 21. For their ruler has become a caring father 
 and they were, before him, fatherless nothings 

 22. Before him my wishes were like a fist full of 
 wind in the beak of a phoenix 

 23. My master sheltered me when I was hounded, took me back after 
being homeless and gave me drink with his own hands 

 24. He made my ancestor al- � ajj ā j and his progeny famous 
 Just as al- � ajj ā j did with Ibn al-Muhallab  13   

 25. I say as I see him seated 
 under the raised tent like the morning sun: 

 26. My God, prolong his life [so he can aid] my weakness and take 
 my family, children, their mother and my father as ransom [for his life] 

 27. For you know of my loyalty to him 
 which I hide and show due to the soundness of my doctrine 

 [LXV]    
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   1–10      nas   ī   b   
  11–     transition  
  13–15     pseudo- ra   �ī   l /horse description  
  15–17     sleepless lover/poet  
  15–27      mad   ī�      

 The occasion of this poem was  ʿ A � ud al-Dawla’s  14   return from 
al-Nahraw ā n.  15   The opening line is typical. The poet beseeches his two 
imaginary companions not to hasten the act of making him stop. Knowing 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s penchant for inversion and line 2, this functions as yet 
another novel variation on the  a   �   l   ā   l  topos. Knowing what sort of trace is 
in store, he is not in a rush to stop. While I have not been able to locate 
Darb al-Mulaqqab, it was most likely an actual quarter in Baghdad, espe-
cially that it comes in the first “serious” line designed to anchor the poem 
in a deceptively serious and realistic mode, before the anticipated shift to 
 sukhf . The line also harks back to the opening of a famous poem by Imru ʾ  
al-Qays with the same  q   ā   fiya  (rhyme) and  ba   �   r  (meter) ( al-      aw   ī   l  ):

  My two companions, let me pass by Umm Jundub! 
 So that I may fulfill the needs of a tortured heart  16   

 [LXVI]   

 There are, as we shall see later, other references and appropriations 
from this poem. The shift to the  sukhf  mode occurs in line 2 as we realize 
that the  manzil  (campsite) in question and the locus of remembrance is, 
of course, not an actual one, but the aged anus of an old woman. This 
parodic  nas   ī   b  begins by cataloguing the lower orifices of the hyperboli-
cally old woman. The association of the woman’s clitoris with the testicles 
of the poet’s father is meant to indicate hyperbolic old age. To further 
highlight the woman’s grotesque body, she is described as long-legged, 
which causes shit to fall far off from her body and is likened to a disin-
tegrating wall of clay bricks.  17   A  jin   ā   s  (paronomasia) between  baw   ā   s   ī   r  
(hemorrhoids) and  busr  (green unripe dates) is used in line 4 to describe 
the hemorrhoids in the anus as bunches of unripe dates. This image can 
be read as an inversion, of sorts, of a line from the aforementioned poem 
by Imru ʾ  al-Qays where the garments of the departing women (  
   a   ʿ    n ) are 
described as follows:

  [They sat] wearing garments made in Antioch atop an ornamented red 
cover [of the  hawdaj ] 

 Like dates falling off a palm tree or [like] the orchards of Yathrib  18   
 [LXVII]   
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 It is also important to note that one of the essential strategies of Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j is to deliberately associate scatological themes with references 
to, and themes of, food and eating.  19   To further underscore the hyper-
bolically old age and decrepit state of the woman, line 5, building on 
the subverted image from Imru ʾ  al-Qays, represents the woman’s pubis as 
an old garment infested with lice. Lines 6 and 7 follow suit to highlight 
the inordinate number of men who have penetrated her and the blood-
ied remains of her labia (like a chopped up spleen). Unlike the typical 
women of the  nas   ī   b , this one has been around (in both senses of the 
word) for some time. 

 Having sufficiently described her, the poet repeats his address to the 
two imaginary companions to let him pass by her anus. Here we have a 
more direct reference to the famous figure of Umm Jundub (Imru ʾ  al-
Qays’s wife). Keeping the sophisticated and literate audience in mind 
and the performative aspect of the poem, this probably served to anchor 
the parodic effect and reiterate the relationship between the two poems 
(and, thus, the gap between the two women described therein). 

 Line 9 is appropriated from the same poem by Imru ʾ  al-Qays as well 
(line 3 in the  b   āʾ   iyya ), but the meaning is, of course, totally inverted as 
the  h   ā   here refers to  ist  (ass) and not Umm Jundub. Lines 10 and 11 con-
clude the  nas   ī   b  section and function as a transition to the short semi- ra   �ī   l  
(journey) and horse description, before moving on to the  mad   ī�  . In line 
11, the poet mentions that he has no time to speak of Layl ā  or Zaynab 
(stock names from the  nas   ī   b  repertoire) as he is busy preparing for the 
reception ( talaqq   ī  ), which is the explicit subject of the panegyric. 

 In lines 12–13, the poet describes mounting his horse to go receive 
the  mamd   ū�   (the recipient, or subject, of the panegyric). However, here 
too, parody is in full motion. The “camaraderie” and intimacy of the 
poet with his horse is exaggerated so that the horse (the  ra   �ī   l , we must 
remember, almost disappears or is very brief in the  ʿ Abb ā sid period) is as 
old as the poet himself, having been bred with him “like a brother.” This 
raises the stakes for the anticipated reward by exaggerating the poet’s 
supposed poverty. In line 14, the reversal that  sukhf  performs within the 
poetic tradition is crystallized in a very humorous way; the horse is so 
old and hungry that, to meet the  mamd   ū�  , it retreats ( qahqar   ā  ). Such 
exaggeration of the poet’s poverty is a hallmark of  kudya  poetry. It could 
also be an expression of the fear the  mamd   ū�   strikes. Lines 15–17 employ 
the motif of the sleepless lover/poet who shepherds the stars. In line 17, 
the return of the  mamd   ū�   (standing in for the beloved here) readjusts the 
temporal imbalance and heals the poet’s insomnia. Lines 18 and 19 touch 
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on the  mamd   ū   h  ’s bravery and strength. He is a lion, but has been away in 
a different reedbed: one of spears. So fierce and lethal is he that his spears 
are dyed with his enemies’ blood. The latter takes the place of henna 
( nas   ī   b -related vocabulary and theme). Lines 20–21 confirm divine justice 
and wisdom and establishes the  mamd   ū�   as the caring and loving father 
figure. Line 22 highlights his ability to grant wishes that were previously 
unattainable and unimaginable, nay impossible. Before him, the poet’s 
hopes were “like a fist full of wind in the beak of a legendary bird,” which 
is a double impossibility. In line 23, the poet contrasts the  mamd   ū�   to 
the notoriously brutal governor of Iraq al- � ajj ā j b. Y ū suf al-Thaqaf ī . 
By being so kind and merciful (the previous line), the  mamd   ū�   makes 
al- � ajj ā j even more infamous, just as al- � ajj ā j made Ibn al-Muhallab 
infamous by imprisoning him.  20   This is obviously meant to highlight 
the supposed justice of the ruler as opposed to the bloody reign of the 
Umayyad al- � ajj ā j, whose proverbial terror continues to live in contem-
porary Iraqi and Arab culture to this day. 

 The poem concludes with a  du   ʿāʾ   (supplication) to prolong the  mamd   ū� ’ s 
life and a hint to justice and political legitimacy expressed by the poet’s abil-
ity to declare his loyalty. Like the B ū yids, Ibn al- � ajj ā j was a Sh īʿī  and now 
that the rulers are themselves Shīʿīs, there is no need for dissimulation ( taqi-
yya ). The grotesque and hyperbolically old woman described early on in 
the poem augments the poetic persona’s misery and misfortune and, com-
bined with the  kudya  motif, deepens the projected need for the  mamd   ū� ’ s 
bounty. His generosity and magnanimity, traditionally associated with cos-
mic harmony and natural phenomena, will be the perfect antidote to a poet 
afflicted with a beloved’s body (or memory thereof ) so grotesquely wrecked 
by time and one whose sole property is an old and weakened horse. While 
the beloved’s body as described in the poem is beyond regeneration, the 
realm and the polity, whenever and no matter how out of joint, can be 
restored and the poet’s emaciation and poverty can also be overturned. The 
poem, despite the parodic and scatological tropes in the beginning, fulfills 
the fundamental objective of the panegyric: naturalizing political hierarchy 
and singing the praises of the political status quo. 

  M   ī   miyya  

  1. Cutting off bonds after ass-fucking  21   
 is, for me, tasteless scrawniness 

 2. Woe unto you, many a night has passed 
 that gladdened you, but in which my misery was intensified 
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 3. You shat and I, being so kind and loving, 
 took it in my sleeve 

 4. You oppress so much with no mercy, 
 and turn away [from me] so often without a fault [on my part] 

 5. I swear by God I knew her 
 in the days when she was still my lot 

 6. If her anus is hardened (if she’s constipated) 
 she calls out [my name] and becomes lax 

 7. Today she is heedless 
 unattended, shitting without my knowledge 

 8. Some say to me: We knew her yesterday 
 farting from a hard and skinny ass 

 9. And today her anus is surrounded with 
 fat [that is] like folded cotton 

 10. I said to them: That is because her anus 
 now only dines on meat 

 11. It swallows the raw sausages of testicles  22   
 with an anus that digests well 

 12. When weakened, the base of her anus 
 at night flows inadvertently like a river 

 13. I said to my cock as it was at her anus’ door: 
 Ask for God’s guidance, rise up and say “in the name of God” 

 14. Attiring yourself in between two coats of mail, if you do it, 
 one of fat, the other muzzle (laxative) 

 15. Like the full moon rise to her clitoris 
 O you neck of the bass string 

 16. How can I deny, by artful means, a love 
 which my heart reveals upon my body? 

 17. How can I be close to her heart 
 when my poverty is my talisman against my lady 

 18. They said: Go down and enrich yourself on a Friday 
 I said: From whom O cousins? 

 19. They said: To him whose hand is a cloud 
 that will water you with the first rain of spring 

 20. To the gallant and sought-after king 
 So I said: that was my intent 
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 21. To the lord whose money 
 Descends liberally according to my judgment 

 22. My masters, read this fraction of my poetry which 
 makes people, except those present, deaf and does not blind! 

 23. Read it as if it were a lesson for it is, in my opinion, 
 more useful than the  Mukhta   	   ar  of al-Jarm ī  

 24. Then, say to the emir whose ambition 
 is higher than the Pleiades 

 25. The B ū yids are all stars 
 and you are the full moon among them 

 26. O son of sharpened Indian swords 
 Son of the edges of spears 

 27. The bread of my daily allowance did not please me 
 Because it is dry and meatless  23   

 28. And medicine has said that bread 
 with salt is more lethal than poison 

 29. God is in the soul of a man who comes down 
 to you with great riches 

 30. With a panegyric that leaves, in W ā si �  
 the beard of him who hates you in my anus 

 [LXVIII]   

 This poem starts off in the  sukhf  mode with a parody of the  nas   ī   b . 
The   	   arm  (separation, cutting off bonds) is not one that has come after 
traditional erotic encounters, but a direct reference to anal sex (The 
paronomasia between   	   arm  and  surm  (anus). If we are to accept the sug-
gestion that the  ma   �   la   ʿ   , at times, encapsulates the general thrust of the 
 qa   	ī   da , this is a good case in point. The tasteless leanness ( ghath   ā   thatun 
bil   ā     �   a   ʿ   mi ) in the second hemistich introduces the food theme whose 
deliberate juxtaposing to (and confusion with) sexual and scatological 
themes will be skeletal to the narrative of the poem. This link between 
of  surm  (anus) and   �   a   ʿ   m  (taste) will resurface later. Line 2 is typical of 
serious  nas   ī   b  where the lover’s misery is contrasted to and sadistically 
enjoyed by the beloved, but line 3 introduces the scatological element 
and informs us that the gladness of the beloved and the poet’s misery are 
not typical at all. The remembrance here is of nights where the woman 
was constipated and only the mention of the poet’s name would allow 
her to shit. Now, after separation (line 7), she is on her own, shitting 
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as she pleases and is lax in both senses. In lines 8–9, the poet mentions 
how the imaginary   ʿ   udhdh   ā   l  (censurers) inform him that the woman has 
gained considerable weight. This is meant to augment the symbolic mis-
ery of the poetic persona as he will harp on his own poverty and inability 
to feed the beloved. But feeding here is meant on two levels ( surm/   �   a   ʿ   m ). 
The cotton metaphor in line 9 shows how Ibn al-Hajj ā j usually ben-
efits from his tenure as  mu   �   tasib  (market inspector) and incorporates 
much imagery and terminology from the market. The layers of fat here 
can be read as fat accumulating around her anus, but another source is 
suggested. Lines 10 and 11 continue the conflation of the scatological 
with the culinary and digestive ( surm  and   �   a   ʿ   m ). The anus is metonymi-
cally associated with the mouth and anal sex is expressed as dining on 
sausages.   ʿ   U   	   b   ā   n  is a type of food made by stuffing rice and meat into 
animal intestines.  24   Line 12 revisits the woman’s proclivity to diarrhea. 
In line 13, the poet addresses his cock, as it is about to enter the woman’s 
anus, using intentionally incongruous pious expressions. Phonetically, 
“ istakhir ” (seek God’s guidance) hits two birds with a stone. Ist-, means 
anus, and the remainder of the word shares two sounds with the root 
kh-r- ʾ  (shit). Ibn al- � ajj ā j is fond of such allusions. The image in line 14, 
once again, deepens the conflation of the culinary with the scatological. 
The woman’s buttocks are portrayed as being made of fat and muzzle. 
The full moon ( badr al-timm ) is usually used for the face of the beloved, 
but here it is the poet’s cock. 

 Line 16 shifts back to the serious mode and 17 fuses  kudya  as the 
poet mentions poverty as the reason that keeps his beloved away from 
him. This prepares for the transition to the  mad   ī�  . In the next two 
lines (18–19) he is advised to seek the generosity of the  mamd   ū�  . Lines 
19–21 include typical motifs of the  mad   ī�   with the  mam   ū   d   � ’ s hands like 
pouring clouds (generosity). Lines 22–23 feature a not so serious poetic 
boast where the poet likens the informative knowledge of his poetry to 
the famous  Mukhta   	   ar of al-Jarm   ī  .  25   The remainder is not atypical; the 
B ū yids, the ruling dynasty, are compared to stars and the  mamd   ū�   is the 
full moon. It is important here to note that  qamaru al-timm  forms a 
parallel of sorts with  badr al-timm  in line 15 (describing the poet’s cock). 
Insinuating such parallels to highlight the  mamd   ū� ’ s sexual prowess is not 
out of the ordinary, but produced here in an unusual manner. A  kudya  
motif is inserted again in lines 27–29 as the poet complains of his meager 
and bitter daily allowance. The poet’s daily bread is dry and lethal. The 
“tastelessness” of the opening line is reiterated here. Ibn al- � ajj ā j ends 
with a scatological  hij   ā   threatening to have the beard of the  mamd   ū� ’ s 
enemies up his own anus. The poet establishes his miserable state in the 
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 a   �   l   ā   l/nas   ī   b  section. His beloved has abandoned him and while previously 
emaciated, she is now enjoying abundant food in more than one way 
and her constipation has turned into diarrhea. To exaggerate the poet’s 
poverty, even his beloved’s anus seems to be enjoying better meals than 
his dry bread, which is made from bad flour! 

 The trajectory of this poem moves away from a world (Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s 
familiar world) where orifices are in disarray and their functions are con-
fused, toward one where ordered hierarchy and the laws of nature still 
reign and at the heart of which sits the  mamd   ū�  . The poet is seeking refuge 
in the  mamdu   �  -centered world and escaping a state of topsy-turviness.  

  Good Times: N   ū   niyya  

   He also said [this],   26   when he was taken up to accompany  ʿ Izz al-Dawla  27   
and Ibn Baqiyya  28   as they were going to Mosul and Ab ū  ‘l-Fa � l Ya ʿ q ū b 
b. Is �ā q al-Nawbakht ī  was accompanying him. When they reached 
al-Barad ā n, they went up to drink in one of the orchards. Night came and 
there was great rain in which they drowned [were soaked], so they took 
refuge in a monastery where there was an abode of an old peasant woman. 
They went inside with her and started to drink until they were intoxi-
cated. They slept and awoke and Ibn al- � ajj ā j composed this poem and 
recited it before  ʿ Izz al-Dawla and Ibn Baqiyya while they were at Aw ā n ā  
before they departed:    

  1. May God safeguard the time 
 I was in Aw ā n ā  

 2. A guest of people, purchasing praise 
 with that which is dear and not so dear  29   

 3. With people there who 
 are seduced by life 

 4. When they go in the early morning empty-bellied 
 and return full in the evening 

 5. When they go as men in the early morning 
 and return as wine caskets in the evening 

 6. In orchards which when entered 
 It was as if we had entered paradise 

 7. O Ab ū   	ā hir, you who 
 beautified and adorned dominion! 

 8. I fear my time not 
 once I find Zum ā n ā  
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 9. Nor do I think of cold 
 when I visit Yam ā n 

 10. With them I am safe 
 from my poverty and hardship 

 11. I have cooled my heart 
 by journeying up to al-Barad ā n 

 12. With wine that confounded 
 both my mind and tongue 

 13. So that when I wished to speak 
 I needed an interpreter 

 14. A hamlet with wine, 
 prostitutes and singers 

 15. A truthful friend accompanying me 
 and none else with us 

 16. O Ab ū  al-Fa � l do tell 
 of my story and how it was! 

 17. How we both spent the night 
 at the monastery at the bottom of the hamlet 

 18. With an old woman like my mother 
 My God guard and protect her! 

 19. Who protects the monastery and herds 
 its goats and sheep 

 20. I said [to her] when she came 
 walking like a crab 

 21. Hey you, enough! come 
 get us [some] food and bread!  30   

 22. Remember how she said 
 as she slept next to us: 

 23. If I sleep, fuck me in my ass 
 But if I wake up, I won’t let you! 

 24. I said: in the ass if you 
 sleep? She said: O yes! 

 25. Then I leapt onto her 
 after she had been asleep for a while 

 26. She felt me and said: 
 [It’s alright] no one can see us 
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 27. The boat has been pushed away in my ass 
 What is happening? 

 28. Stick the oar in or else 
 you are a useless navigator 

 29. O Ab ū  al-Fa � l, we agree [on certain things] 
 and disagree in what we love 

 30. You are infatuated with yellow shit 
 that looks like saffron 

 31. Whereas I, fearing the hole, 
 saw death eye to eye 

 32. We are both pasturing in shit and piss 
 May God shave our beards! 

 33. O my Lord, one whom we see not 
 but who, in the unknown, sees us 

 34. Safeguard  ʿ Izz al-Dawlah, the lord 
 from Time [’s vicissitudes] 

 35. Through him, O God 
 always grant us our wishes 

 36. Keep one in whose generosity 
 copious water, even in poverty, enriches us 

 37. Keep one who fed us pure bread 
 and revived us  31   

 38. One without whom we 
 would have had to eat our own shit 

 [LXIX]    

   1–7     bacchic  
  7–11     (minor)  mad   ī    �   to Ibn Baqiyya  
  12–14     description of al-Barad ā n  
  15     the boon companion  
  18–21     transition to narrative/dialogue with the woman  
  22–32      sukhf   
  33–37     main  mad   ī    �    
  38      sukhf  finale    

 This  mad   ī    �   is interesting as another sample of a slightly different 
redeployment of motifs and topics, but, of course, to the same end. The 
paronomasia in the opening line (here it is a  jin   ā   s laf   
    ī  ) is important in 
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bestowing formal unity and coherence (and there is extensive  jin   ā   s  in this 
poem—see later). 

 It crystallizes the event around which the narrative of the poem is 
constructed (a time in Aw ā n ā ). The first section of the poem following 
the  ma   �   la   ʿ    (lines 2–7) introduces the bacchic motif in describing the 
leisurely time spent in Aw ā n ā . 

 There is paronomasia in line 3 ( yuftan   ū   na/iftit   ā   n   ā  ) and a   �   ib   ā   q  (antith-
esis) in line 4 ( yaghd   ū   na/yar   ū    �    ū   na and khim   ā    	   an/bi   �    ā   n   ā  ). Although I 
am wary of speculating too much with regard to authorial intentions, it 
would not be too exorbitant to suggest that a certain motion of “filling” 
can be detected here (lines 4 and 5). This being a  mad   ī    �  , the objective, of 
course, is a handsome reward. Lines 7–10 address Ibn Baqiyya (himself 
originally from Aw ā n ā ) who was the recipient of a few  mad   ī    �   s  by Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j and who, together with  ʿ Izz al-Dawla, forms the primary audi-
ence of the poem. The paronomasia in line 8 ( zam   ā   n   ī   /zum   ā   n   ā  ) acknowl-
edges his generosity by referring to his agent and servant. Both Zum ā n ā  
and Yam ā n, we are told, were in charge of distributing Ibn Baqiyya’s gifts 
( khila   ʿ   ).  32   He is portrayed as a protector from the vicissitudes of time. 
The bacchic motif continues in line 11 with a mention of al-Barad ā n, 
the site to which the poet goes seeking pleasure. In line 12, the wine 
is depicted as being so strong as to cause the poet’s mind and heart to 
babble, and he is in need of an interpreter to express himself. This is 
foreshadowing of later events, and the trope will be revisited a few lines 
later with the use of Aramaic. Line 14 describes al-Barad ā n in typical 
 khamriyya  (wine song) fashion as a place chock-full of pleasures. Line 15 
introduces the  nad   ī   m  (boon companion) (Ab ū  ‘l-Fa � l) and 16 implores 
him to retell a story about their stay there. All is ordinary until we get 
to line 18. “ Ma   ʿ      ʿ   aj   ū   zin ” triggers the shift to  sukhf . “ʿAj ū z” (old woman) 
is one of the epithets of wine in the  khamriyy   ā   t , but what follows shows 
us that something else is at play. “ Mithli umm   ī ”  (like my mother) shifts 
the atmosphere from saturnalia to the supposedly familial and familiar 
realm of “mother.” Line 19 further establishes the woman’s credentials as 
a simple and motherly woman tending to the monastery and its environs. 
The poet asks her to prepare some food and bread (21). Line 22 prepares 
for the full shift to  sukhf  (in line 23) as the poet asks his friend if he 
remembers what the woman said as she prepared to sleep next to them! 
Hitherto deceptively simple, she asks him nonchalantly to put his cock in 
her ass after she sleeps. She warns him, however, that if she woke up, then 
she would stop him. When she does wake up, she justifies her acceptance 
by saying “no one can see us.” In line 27, the comical situation is further 
developed when the old woman becomes more demanding, urging the 
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poet to do it right. The clownish atmosphere intensifies as he appears 
clumsy and inefficient in carrying out anal intercourse and being incapa-
ble of navigating his way. The boon companion is addressed again in line 
29 and his preference for anal intercourse is mentioned (30) in contrast to 
the poet who fears the enormity of the anus. Line 32 has both men “pas-
turing in shit and piss.” This scatological abyss makes a perfect point for 
the move to the realm of the main  mamd   ū    �  ,  ʿ Izz al-Dawla. Lines 33–37 
are an extended  du   ʿāʾ   (supplication) where the usual strategies are used. 
God is asked to protect him from the vicissitudes of time. It is important 
to note the contrast between drowning in rain (mixed with excrement) at 
Aw ā n ā  before the arrival of  ʿ Izz al-Dawla, and then drowning in the rain 
of his generosity and being fed meat (and not just bread as the case is at 
the old woman’s place). Line 38, bearing Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s signature, deliv-
ers an unusual combination of scatology and praise. Were it not for the 
 mamd   ū    �  , he says, both the poet and his boon companion would have had 
to eat their own shit. Thus,  ʿ Izz al-Dawla is the savior from a world of 
cacophony (the use of Aramaic), disorder, and utter filth.  

  Shameless Poetry  

  1. I ransom with my own soul him whom I do not name  33   
 I hide and veil my infatuation with him 

 2. I hide him in between my ribs out of fear 
 [but] my tears reveal him among my slanderers 

 3. A gazelle who poured me wine from his own hands 
 mixed with nectar from his mouth 

 4. He possesses beauty unchallenged 
 [Even] by Joseph, nor contested 

 5. The full moon is his prot é g é  
 and the sun on a dark day is his slave girl 

 6. The ar ā k tree branch is his servant 
 in the suppleness of his curvatures as he sways 

 7. Against me in that which harms him 
 and damages both my heart and himself 

 8. He denies me his vessel, but if he were to ask 
 for the apple of my right eye, I would give it to him 

 9. I reproach him so much [that] I have lost patience 
 My chest is overburdened because of how kindly I treat him 
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 10. His beautiful face is kind to me while 
 his oppression harms me in love 

 11. Whenever I seek to reciprocate 
 his persistence in his transgression 

 12. His beauties, all of a sudden 
 come asking forgiveness for his shortcomings 

 13. Before the son of  ʿ Abd al- ʿ Az ī z, our master 
 I ransom him from the vicissitudes [of time] 

 14. A brave man who always fulfills his promise 
 and whose merits [make him] rise above the morning star 

 15. How will he not reach the heavens in augustness 
 despite every one who shows him enmity? 

 16. He whose father is  ʿ Abd al- ʿ Az ī z 
 feeding him glory from the time he was in his cradle 

 17. A brave man, every one who hopes to attain something from him 
 can reach the utmost he had hoped for 

 18. He protects the frightened one seeking protection 
 and amply enriches he who asks 

 19. A man whom generosity, while he protects it, prevents 
 blame from wandering in his environs 

 20. If some deny the flock, he gives it away 
 and where there are those who give it, he protects it 

 21. Generosity has overwhelmed the lands through him 
 His beneficence comes in the morning and goes at night 

 22. None in the east compete with him 
 None in the west are his equal 

 23. A man—my praise for him has been bought 
 for twice that which his good deeds had drawn 

 24. Praise in which my song for you soars 
 with everyone who, enchanted with it, recites it 

 25. The bird of poetry is not let down 
 neither by his forefeathers or the underfeathers 

 26. O you whose enemies’ beards before him 
 have been shaved in the privy’s dregs 

 27. The feast [ mihraj   ā   n ] gift is ready 
 and a servant gives gifts to his masters 
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 28. A servant who saw that anyone who strives 
 to be near the heart of him to whom he is loyal 

 29. Gives him a gift according to his power 
 which comes to him according to his measure 

 30. So he came to give, as a gift, the poetry 
 whose topics encompassed the limits of shit 

 31. The toilets overflow with its contents 
 and privies are in its rhymes 

 32. A poetry- O sons of  	  ā hir- I would not 
 dedicate to others at the Mihraj ā n 

 33. Poetry in which I fuck the mother of anyone who challenges you 
 with every cock I describe in it 

 [LXX]    

   1–2      nas   ī   b , typical description of the beloved  
  3     cupbearer/beloved  
  4–6     physical beauty  
  7–12     ungenerous and oppressive beloved  
  13      mamd   ū    �    
  14     nature/light  
  17     fulfills hopes/promises  
  19–22     generosity  
  23–25, 27–29 poem as gift  
  26      hij   āʾ  , of enemies  
  30–33     poetic boast,  hij   āʾ   of enemies,  sukhf  as  mad   ī    �      

 The first two-third of this poem is typical by general standards. 
But atypical of most  mad   ī    �   poems by Ibn al- � ajj ā j in that the  nas   ī   b  is 
 sukhf -less. It starts out with an extended  nas   ī   b  describing the unnam-
able beloved who is hidden in the poet’s heart together with his ardent 
love. But the poet’s tears divulge his secretive love among others. Line 3 
introduces the beloved as the typical cupbearer who serves wine together 
with his sweet saliva. Line 4 tells of his uncontested and unparalleled 
beauty (just as the  mamd   ū    �   will be in his generosity and power). Lines 
7–11 speak of the beloved’s ungenerosity and how hurtful and oppressive 
s/he is. No matter how impatient the poet might become after successive 
rejections, the beloved’s beauties always seek and secure forgiveness. The 
beloved’s generosity is in his beautiful looks, but not in his actions as he 
continuously rejects and denies. Line 13 marks the shift to the realm of 
 mad   ī    �   as it is the locus where the beauties of the beloved come seeking 
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forgiveness (and thus this is where the poet is to be rewarded for his 
affliction). 

 The poet turns to a description of the  mamd   ū    �   and his venerable gene-
alogy. In contrast to the beloved, he always fulfills promises and grants 
wishes. The typical  mad   ī    �   associations with nature and light are also 
invoked. The  mamd   ū    �   too is unparalleled in his own attributes (espe-
cially generosity), but, unlike the beloved, whose beauty surpasses even 
that of the proverbial Joseph, he is faultless and reliable. The poet then 
moves on to boast of his own poetry and its uniqueness. Lines 24–25 
speak of how far-reaching the poet’s panegyrics travel, which is probably 
an actual reference to Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s established fame by then and not 
mere hyperbole. Line 26 features a glimpse of  hij   āʾ  , but the poet seems 
as if to restrain himself, and where we would usually expect an extended 
scatological  hij   āʾ   of the  mamd   ū    �   ’ s enemies he reverts to the theme of 
the appropriateness of the gift in lines 27–29. This teasing, of sorts, is 
not uncommon in Ibn al-Hajj ā j’s poetry and probably bespeaks how he 
used to toy with the audience’s expectations of the particular point at 
which the  sukhf  would (re)appear in the poem. Line 30 returns to the 
 sukhf  theme and boasts of the poetry he has come to give as a gift and its 
hybrid nature. Here Ibn al- � ajj ā j signs off with his unique style. After 
stressing how uniquely filthy and foul his poetry is or can be (one of Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j’s favorite tropes  34  ) its filth is linked to the  mad   ī    �   by purloining 
it away to the enemies of the sons of  	  ā hir. All the cocks described in his 
poetry will be used to fuck them. 

 What interests us here is that this poem represents another way in 
which Ibn al- � ajj ā j deploys  sukhf  in his panegyrics. The  nas   ī   b  is  sukhf -
less, which probably heightens the audience’s expectations that it is 
bound to appear later in the poem. While the poet does not dwell on 
extended scatological descriptions, he refers to the nature and reputation 
of his poetry and offers it to the  mamd   ū    �   as if he is submitting the hybrid 
and notorious mode to his patrons.  

  R   ā   ʾiyya 

 Composed  35   for Ibn Sa ʿ d ā n  36   after having been late for a month due to 
an ailment that befell him:

  1. O ye tiny, plucked anus, 
 wake up perhaps you have not been scraped or did not crap violently! 

 2. Many a shit of yours is like a hard rock 
 Even a vigorous young man with an axe, would never break it 
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 3. [There is] a hungry one in the piss swamp under you 
 White of countenance, glistening like the lamp of the newborn 

 4. A cunt which, whenever I attempt to block [its bank] with the tip of a 
cock another, more flowing and steep one, opens 

 5. For there comes the hero of his time as long as he lives, skillful 
 If a nostril is shut, another flows open  37   

 6. It/he has a course of whose expanse and distance 
 even a well-fed and trained horse would tire 

 7. Visited when night’s curtains are down 
 by someone [who is] big-headed and of rough testicles 

 8. A bald [one] who never had a hair grow 
 on its head, beard sides shaved, one-eyed 

 9. He has but one eye whose tears, whenever shed 
 over a lax anus, flow  38   

 10. “What flows from the eye is not its tears 
 but a soul that melts and trickles” 

 11. Fucking is to my liking whenever 
 a womb becomes chubby or a shitting hole opens its mouth 

 12. And another [one] from which I keep my cock away and indeed she 
 is indeed a watering hole for fucking to which I go down and, if I wish, 

come up 

 13. If guests descend upon the anus of my tied mount 
 Alone I am with no anus or cunt to visit 

 14. Peace be upon that bladder and the kidneys 
 and their early rainy white clouds of fucking 

 15. Abodes of fornication from whose courtyards now 
 —by your life—no one brings news of the fuckers’ cock tips 

 16. There were days when testicles went about 
 when fucking grazed and cocks gazed 

 17. I made my cock stand up amid its traces 
 [It was] madly surprised, grieved, and perplexed 

 18. It recited to me when it saw its one eye 
 so full of tears in the love encampments that it could not make out (see) 

 19. I stood looking at the abode, so full of love 
 as if I were standing behind a glass 
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 20. By my soul and my kin; hidden [in my heart is] a poem 
 If I were to express it, my tongue would not do justice 

 21. And many a hairy woman walking along and her leg 
 stumbling over the rope from the hair in her anus 

 22. I fucked her with my cock night after night 
 Neither did she get her fill, nor did I bore 

 23. I say, after she pissed in the bed and sprinkled it 
 and had she shat, it would have been splattered: 

 24. You see that which causes fear, so you fear it 
 [as for] that which is unseen and against which God protects, it is more 

 25. May he who asks something of you, Ab ū   ʿ Abdill ā h, rejoice 
 For your generosity is one whose favors are unadulterated! 

 26. Generosity that vies with pouring rain 
 and might that vies with the lion when it’s in its den 

 27. The soaring eagle is too weak to reach his wishes 
 Even the flying Ja ʿ far cannot climb to him  39   

 28. If viziers gather in your assembly 
 and you come, they all scatter and stumble 

 29. And pray to their master bowing and prostrating 
 Led by Ibn H ā r ū n and al-Mu � ahhar  40   

 30. The public call to prayer, when its time is at hand, 
 [asking] That you, in the eyes of God, [be] greater and more supreme 

[than all] 

 31. Many a scandalous man alighted, whom you surprised 
 and he was confronted with a man of humongous arms 

 32. A man who drags the train of his garment atop glory’s head 
 On the day of battle you see his sleeves rolled up 

 33. When he desires to trick his enemy 
 He considers before coming upon him, whence he will come out 

 34. With a heart that has two eyes, one disregards passion 
 and another gazes at consequences 

 35. Here, my lord, take it, for its essence is like gold 
 Solid and unchanging despite the passage of time 

 36. Long-lasting whose mention remains forever 
 The most beneficial of what remains is long-lasting praise 
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 37. Such is my poetry of which pages 
 in God’s lands are folded and unfolded 

 38. So that no glorious or generous man on the face of earth 
 does not have a book of it 

 39. Many a panegyric for Ibn Shahr ā m are  41   
 hidden and never appear, 

 40. Hidden by their shyness toward their reciters, 
 Whereas my poetry, never hiding, is barefaced and shameless 

 [LXXI]   

 Not unlike many of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  mad   ī    �   poems, this one begins with 
the poet addressing an orifice (the anus). Instead of being abandoned 
or hyperbolically old as orifices usually are in the world of  sukhf , it is 
dysfunctional by being constipated. Even when it is functioning, there 
is a flaw in its excrement being as hard as stone (1–2). Line 3 moves 
down (it becomes obvious from the description that the poet’s vantage 
point is from behind the female being described, and thus the vagina is 
below the anus) to a detailed description of the vagina (the piss swamp) 
mixed with the usual scatological themes. The description continues 
in line 4, and the cock is introduced here as well. The hyperbolically 
large vagina is represented as a river/swamp with multiple banks. Line 
5 introduces the cock-as-horse trope and 6 returns to the vagina whose 
expanse tires even the most tested and well-fed of horses (read: cocks). 
Line 7 will begin the extended description of the cock using an inter-
textual reference from Imru ʾ  al-Qays’s famous night description ( arkh   ā   
 sud   ū   lahu ). The cock has rough testicles and a big and bald head with 
a single eye that cries profusely (ejaculation). Line 10 is appropriated 
from Bashsh ā r b. Burd (d. 167/714),  42   but transformed from the origi-
nal context of tears shed for tender love to the sexual context of ejacu-
lation in this section in the poem. The poet asserts his proclivity for 
sex and just as the cock is personified in the previous lines, both female 
orifices are personified here as well. Another woman is introduced in 
line 12 ( wa    ʾ   ukhr   ā  ), but the following line interrupts the expectation 
of another description of the woman by suggesting that when others 
(guests) are using her, the poet is forced to be alone.  Rab   ī    �   at   ī   (bound 
horse or mount) is often used by Ibn al- � ajj ā j to refer to women in 
sexual intercourse. This continues the horse and mount connotations 
already employed throughout. Having the woman’s anus be the locus of 
visitors (multiple partners) accentuates the carnivalesque atmosphere. 
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This line serves also as a transition to a parody of  a   �   l   ā   l  (14–20). The 
poet greets the abandoned bladder and kidneys where testicles used to 
wander and cocks gaze. It is, as usual in Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s world, the cock 
and not the poet that is shedding the tears over the abandoned sites. 
Line 21 has yet another woman, but unlike the previous this one is one 
with whom the poet’s sexual union is consummated on a regular basis. 
However, there is always another turn of events. In line 23 she urinates 
in bed, but the poet is still thankful that she did not shit. Line 24 
would be a typical gnomic line in any other poem, but in this context, 
it acquires a very comic effect. The unknown, which the poet is content 
not to have to witness, is nothing but excrement. 

 At this point in the poem, the poet has catalogued various orifices 
and crowded the scene with dysfunction culminating with urination. 
One could imagine the laughter and amazement mixed with disgust and 
thoughts of “enough already!” on the part of the audience. This would 
be precisely the perfect moment to move on to and deliver the  mad   ī    �  . 
There is obviously an intentional link here between the sprinkling of 
urine from the woman in line 23 and the stock theme of the  mamd   ū    �   ’ s 
rain of generosity. It is in the  mamd   ū    �   ’ s world where all this  sukhf  will 
be finally cleansed. Hence in line 25, his rain is “unadulterated.” What 
follows is, more or less, a traditional  mad   ī    �   section where the  mamd   ū    �   ’ s 
courage and magnanimity are extolled. A few parallels must be pointed 
out: the equivalence between the stumbling of the  mamd   ū    �   ’ s viziers and 
the stumbling woman in the  nas   ī   b/a   �   l   ā   l  and also the prowess of the phal-
lus in the  a   �   l   ā   l/nas   ī   b  and that of the  mamd   ū    �  . While the poet is unable 
to control his urges and physical desires, the  mamd   ū    �   overlooks and 
disregards passion as he has loftier goals in mind (34). While the poet 
is concerned with women and fleeting base desires and is obsessed with 
orifices, the  mamd   ū    �   soars higher than eagles and even Ja ʿ far al- 	 ayy ā r 
(27) and atop glory itself (32). Line 35 begins the poetic  fakhr  (boast) 
and the metapoetic statement, where the uniqueness of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s 
poetry and of those who are its recipients is celebrated. Unlike other 
more ephemeral panegyrics (line 39) Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s are penetrative and 
outspoken, eclipsing all others, like the  mamd   ū    �   who vies with the lion 
and is bold enough to challenge it even in its den where it is most fierce. 
The poet here establishes a parallel between the power of his poetry 
in its own playing field and the  mamd   ū    �   ’ s power in the political and 
martial realm. Thus, only unique and immortal poetry is befitting a 
unique and immortal figure and the panegyric is perfectly wedded to 
the  mamd   ū    �  .  
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  A  Sukhf -Less Mad   ī    �    (or  Sukhf  as a Trace)  

  1. My two companions, morning’s face has appeared  43   
 and none of us three is not sober 

 2. So get you to the wine and make sure 
 the day’s opening be only with wine 

 3. With red [wine] that throws, when it approaches, 
 the night’s darkness unto the morning’s flame 

 4. It adds beauty to beautiful faces 
 and hides the ugliness of ugly ones 

 5. Its aroma makes perfume dispensable 
 like the nocturnal passage of the east wind over chamomiles 

 6. Just as the esteemed vizier is redolent 
 with the scents of my thanks and praises 

 7. O you who took away the decay that came upon me 
 and replaced it with goodness 

 8. And who clipped the feathers off time’s wings 
 and put its forefeathers in my wing 

 9. And sheltered my outcast hope with 
 a face on which the signs of success [are visible] 

 10. They vied with you, but [your] firm shoulders, 
 facing the winds, were never shaken 

 11. Many a crazed head there is 
 Straightened today after being boastful 

 12. If poetry from a panegyrist is incomprehensible (difficult) 
 I bring you the clear and eloquent [panegyrics] 

 13. And this poem is like a bride 
 being girdled with fine meanings 

 14. Not a whiff of passing farts 
 and not a mustard seed’s weight of shit 

 15. If it were made into an engagement 
 it would have adorned marriage contracts 

 16. I sent amber in it in the winter 
 And pure camphor in the summer 
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 17. It has not wiped the water of testicles 
 Nor did it chew rub its chin with ass ointment  44   

 18. The  sukhf  of my poetry is a must 
 For a house must a privy have 

 [LXXII]    

   1–     boon companions  
  2     urge to drink  
  3–5     description of wine  
  6–     transition to  mad   ī    �    
  7–11     description of  mamd   ū    �    
  12–     poetic  fakhr   
  13–14     signature/deceptive de- sukhf   
  15–18     metapoetic    

 By capitalizing on his notoriety, which raised expectations of  sukhf  
appearing in most of his poetry, Ibn al- � ajj ā j plays on those expectations 
in a very witty manner and in a variety of ways, delivering, at times, 
rejoinders to his detractors. At others, however, he seems to be experi-
menting with the various ways in which  sukhf  can be juggled around in 
the poem. 

 The poem at hand has no  a   �   l   ā   l/nas   ī   b  section. It starts in a tender bac-
chic mode where the two boon companions are urged to drink on as they 
wake up and start the day on a drunken note (1–2). This is followed by 
a typical description of the wine itself, celebrating its visual and sensual, 
almost magical, attributes.  45   For those accustomed to Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s style, 
the sense-pleasing and gratifying characteristics of the wine are poten-
tially introduced and set up only to be later counterbalanced or eclipsed 
by their opposites from his extensive repertoire of  sukhf . Smell and taste 
are obviously central to scatology.  Sukhf  will eventually appear in this 
example too, but this time in a slightly different manner, as we shall see. 
Celebrating the wine’s aroma, which makes perfume dispensable, is the 
point at which the poet makes the transition to the  mad   ī    �  . The dialecti-
cal relationship between chamomile and scent is made analogous to the 
relationship between the poet’s praise and the status of the  mamd   ū    �   (6). 
This would raise the question as to how will the poet navigate this poetic 
narrative after having made scent so central to the poem. In other words, 
how can it fulfill its function when it has already linked the  mamd   ū    �   to 
scent positively and also to the poem itself? Before providing the answer 
or solution, the  mad   ī    �   section takes its traditional course for now. The 
 mamd   ū    �   is praised for having clipped away all corruption and decay 
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from the poet and straightened him, so to speak (7). Lines 10–11 con-
tend with the  mamd   ū    �   ’ s enemies and their unsurprising failure and paci-
fication. In line 12, the poet assures the  mamd   ū    �   that he will compose 
and dedicate the clearest and most eloquent of panegyrics to him, if and 
when others cannot. In line 13 the panegyric is compared to a bride 
adorned with fine themes and meanings and is being groomed for its 
rightful recipient, the  mamd   ū    �  . The final section of the poem (14–18) is 
a metapoetic statement describing the uniqueness of the poem itself even 
by Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s standards. For the poet proceeds to enumerate what he 
has excluded from it (which he usually doesn’t). The irony, of course, is 
that by enumerating what he did not include, he is, in a way, including 
it. Not a mustard seed’s weight of shit and not even a passing fart are to 
be found in this poem (14). The scent trope is revisited as the poet slyly 
states that he has put amber (usually Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s favorite signifier to 
describe shit) and camphor in it. Unlike most of his notorious poems, 
this one has not soiled itself with the water of testicles (semen). The last 
line, one of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s most famous ones, reiterates the centrality of 
 sukhf  to his poetry.  46   After having tried to cleanse his poem of its usual 
 sukhf , just like a bride is beautified and cleaned for her groom, he seems 
to be restating the case for  sukhf . Just as it is inconceivable to have a 
house without a privy, so it is inconceivable for  sukhf  not to figure, one 
way or another, in Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s poetry. 

 One might ask how the economy of this panegyric produces Sperl’s sug-
gested teleology of the  mad   ī    �  ? The answer is that it does that as well, but 
not in a straightforward manner. While there is no  a   �   l   ā   l/nas   ī   b  section to 
speak of, the bacchic mode allows the poet to link the  mamd   ū    �   ’ s positive 
attributes (via wine) to those of natural beauty and saturnalia early on. His 
moral and political powers are extolled. Moreover, it is the  mamd   ū    �   who 
has, with his generosity and magnanimity, compelled the poet to cleanse 
his poem and to rid it of its usual dirt (just as the former clips the wings 
of time). The negation of  sukhf  is in honor of the  mamd   ū   h  and in respect 
of him. What is noteworthy is how Ibn al- � ajj ā j still toys with this notion 
and manages to conclude with  sukhf . But here it is not scattered all over, 
but repressed and restricted to a small section of the poem, almost like a 
privy is within a house. It can be hidden, but not done away with. 

 Retrospectively and with the privileged vantage point of more than 
a thousand years, it might seem deceptively simple how Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
managed to incorporate  sukhf  into the  mad   ī    �  . It was, however, a stroke 
of genius and its prerequisites were a unique mastery of the entire tradi-
tion, as well as attentiveness to the potential for such an innovation and, 
equally important, a certain willingness to challenge conventions. 
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 Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s clownish persona and his scatological parody took the 
 a   �   l   ā   l / nas   ī   b  sections in the mad ī  �  to their extreme limits so that the body 
is portrayed as a site of utter physical dysfunction and decay. Making for 
comic relief was, to be sure, one function of this, but it also provided 
a sharper contrast between the poet’s carnivalesque realm where nature 
is out of control in so many ways, and the world of the  mamd   ū    �   where 
natural and political equilibrium is restored. The plasticity of the form 
allowed for a high ceiling and Ibn al- � ajj ā j could go to unprecedented 
extremes in scatological motifs as long as he eventually supplied the 
 mamd   ū    �   with the obligatory praise and kept the mad ī  �  section, more or 
less, intact and classical. Ibn al- � ajj ā j does link, at times, the scatological 
themes with the  mamd   ū    �  . The symbolic rain of generosity, at times, fol-
lows the trope of the urinating beloved, as was shown in one of the poems. 
The  mamd   ū    �   ’ s realm or presence is where and when the poet is cleansed 
and saved from the ungodly bodies he encounters and from their fluids. 
The examples also illustrate how Ibn al- � ajj ā j was capable of juggling 
 sukhf  easily and redeploying it in various ways and combinations. While 
it tends to appear as a parody of the  nas   ī   b , it is often incorporated as 
part of a  hij   āʾ   section directed at the  mamd   ū    �   ’ s enemies. Having become 
notorious for his  sukhf  and aware of its impact, Ibn al-Hajj ā j would, at 
times, capitalize on this fact for the sake of variety (by explicitly noting 
the absence of  sukhf  from this or that poem) and to respond to those who 
criticized him by justifying the necessity for  sukhf . 

 One must also note that the B ū yid era was one of political tumult and 
volatility, with extreme socioeconomic disparities. Perhaps the extreme 
 sukhf  of Ibn al- � ajj ā j can also be read as a reflection, in the cultural 
realm, of those material realities.  47   Parody and scatology are intimately 
related to anxieties about borders and hierarchies and thus the subjuga-
tion of  sukhf  within  mad   ī    �   and its submission to the symbols of power 
served as a reproduction of political allegiance. The literary disorder Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j enacts in his poems is still subject to the overarching politi-
cal power. This new hybrid mode of poetry, too, was submitted to the 
political elite.  Sukhf  also must have served the function of court jester in 
a way. Another function, perhaps, is that it ( sukhf   ) provided the elite a 
glimpse into the world of the lower classes, their discourses and laugh-
able misery, and allowed for a reinforcement of the real and imagined 
boundaries separating the two realms of the public and the private. 

 The telos of the  mad   ī    �   was to legitimize the political order and its 
symbols and representatives and thus, not unlike much cultural products 
of many a time and place, reaffirm the existing hierarchy of power and 
values. 
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 Sperl has noted that “[a] remarkable feature of classical Arabic pan-
egyric poems is that they do not only contain eulogy.”  48   Equally remark-
able, to my mind, however, is that Ibn al- � ajj ā j was very successful in 
integrating scatological parody into the  mad   ī    �  . This, too, has entirely 
escaped the attention of scholars. 

 Far from being merely an obscene parodist, Ibn al- � ajj ā j was 
immensely successful as a panegyrist. This chapter examined how Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j manipulated the structure of the panegyric  qa   	    ī   da  and was able 
to deploy his  sukhf  in various ways. The representative samples discussed 
show a unique style of panegyric that managed to incorporate scato-
logical parody into a usually serious and elevated mode. Moreover, Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j makes  sukhf  itself a topos within his poems. 

 While it was successfully employed in panegyric odes,  sukhf  also 
became an independent genre at Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s hands and this is what 
the following chapter will explore.      



     CHAPTER 4 

  Sukhf  as  Sukhf : Ab ū  Nuw ā s, 
 Muj   ū   n , and Ibn al- � ajj ā j    

  [In] Ab ū  Nuw ā s’ text . . . the controversial and parodic tone remains partial 
and intermittent . . . Ibn al- � ajj ā j, on the other hand, makes the  sukhf  tone 
the norm in his poems and rarely adopts an entirely serious tone. 

 —Abdelfattah Kilito,  Al-Mak   ā   mm   ā   t   1    

  Ibn al- � ajj ā j resorts to tradition to negate and change its meaning. 
 —Abdelfattah Kilito,  Al-Mak   ā   mm   ā   t    2    

  W  hile premodern Arab critics did not use the label “ sukhf   ” to 
categorize poems and preferred  muj   ū   n  instead,  3   there is no 
doubt that  sukhf  qualifies as an independent mode. In addition 

to being incorporated and seamlessly woven into various  qa   	    ī   das , there are 
numerous poems composed by Ibn al- � ajj ā j that should be approached 
and read as independent  sukhf  poems. As noted and illustrated in previ-
ous chapters, much of what  sukhf  is about is the deliberate confusion and 
conflation of modes and poetic registers in general and parodying them, 
yet there is a certain direct debt to  muj   ū   n ; the mode with which it is often 
coupled and from which it branched off. So where does  muj   ū   n  end and 
where does  sukhf   begin and is it possible to answer this question?  4   While 
the boundaries separating the two are not always clear or easily detectible, 
there are, for sure, areas to which only  sukhf  extends, especially, but not 
only, in extreme scatological references.  5   Moreover, there are standard 
 muj   ū   n  topoi, themes and sub-themes that are elaborated, taken to their 
maximum potential, and inverted in and into  sukhf , particularly in Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j’s poetry. Another intimately related issue that will be addressed in 
this chapter is the debt to Ab ū  Nuw ā s (140–198/755–813), whose name 
and persona are synonymous with  muj   ū   n  in both popular and literary 
culture. The Nuw ā sian influence on Ibn al- � ajj ā j was briefly alluded to in 
 chapter 1 , particularly via Ab ū   � ukayma.  6   
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 This chapter will establish and delineate more direct links between 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j and Ab ū  Nuw ā s with references to specific strategies and 
themes the former inherited, appropriated, and developed. In addition, 
this chapter will read representative  sukhf  poems where all of the afore-
mentioned points are exemplified and discussed.  

  The Body; Disfigured 

 The body is the most generative trope for  muj   ū   n  and  sukhf —be it in its 
celebration as an object of desire and an instrument to defy and flout 
socioreligous and literary conventions, or as an ideal to be parodied, 
ridiculed, and even disfigured (in  sukhf   ). Thus, it will be used here as 
an organizing principle to trace the relationship between Ab ū  Nuw ā s 
and Ibn al- � ajj ā j and, the two being synonymous with  muj   ū   n  and  sukhf  
respectively, the interrelatedness of the two modes themselves.  

  Major Topoi 

  Phallic Tears 

 One of the most productive topoi consistently employed by Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
is “the crying phallus,” which assumes the position of the classical Arab 
poet and cries over grotesquely old orifices, in lieu of abodes/encamp-
ments. This anthropomorphization of the phallus, as well as other ori-
fices, exploited so well for parodying  rith   āʾ   by Ab ū   � ukayma in his 
 ayriyy   ā   t , as shown in chapter one,  7   can be traced back to Ab ū  Nuw ā s:

  I said to my prick when I saw it 
 Its eyes tearful in sorrow  8   

 [LXXIII]   

 Ibn al- � ajj ā j adopted this topos and added a variation on Ab ū  Nuw ā s’s 
anti- a   �   l   ā   l  stance to introduce the phallus as crying poet.  9    

  Orifice as House/Abode 

 While Ab ū  Nuw ā s does not seem to have ever addressed orifices explicitly 
as  a   �   l   ā   l , he did, however, allude to the anus as a house in one of his  qi   �   a   ʿ    
(occasional pieces), which brings us to the second important and related 
topos also found in his  d   ī   w   ā   n . The following example will illustrate:

  A house too tight [even] for a shoelace 
 [there is] rough terrain and basalt plain in it 
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 And one with an eye who sees what 
 he craves while hidden 

 If the house asks it for rain 
 It responds with a downpour  10   

 [LXXIV]   

 These few lines contain the nuclei of many of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s favorite 
topoi. The tiny house, too narrow for even a shoelace to enter, is an obvi-
ous allusion to the tightness of the anus (most probably of a boy). When 
it calls forth for rain from the anthropomorphized phallus (the one-
eyed is a common epithet), the latter responds profusely (ejaculation). 
The hot anus, as a topic/theme, was also adopted by Ibn al- � ajj ā j, who 
depicts it, although predominantly in describing a female body, in many 
poems as a clay oven ( tann   ū   r ). This will be discussed below under “the 
meat market.” This grafting of spatial imagery onto bodies (and body 
parts) and relationships between them was extended by Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
into longer sections with obsessively exhaustive descriptions and detailed 
cataloging, as we shall see later. In independent  sukhf  poems, female 
genitals are mostly described as grotesquely gigantic houses. While the 
Nuw ā sian trope of tightness continues in Ibn al- � ajj ā j, it is its inversion 
(looseness) and redeployment in describing female orifices as hyperboli-
cally large that is much more common. Here are a few samples:

  I found her [to be] an old cat 
 with no tightness or dryness 

 With a pussy within which the postmen 
 despite their long destinations, have much to travel  11   

 [LXXV]    

   . . .  
 When she came with her pudendum cleaned 
 I came to plant carrots at the door of her anus  12   

 [LXXVI]    

   . . .  
 The house of her anus has a wide, rectangular courtyard 
 where air freely roams through its many rooms 

 If they spread out in its entrance, the builder would need 
 a thousand bricks upon narrowing it 

 It has rooms, to which our pricks climb 
 on many stairs, with no ceiling windows  13   

 [LXXVII]   
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 And in a longer section:

  Cocks take refuge [in it] 
 But with their tips and testicles 

 When I turned to her 
 At night seeking her hospitality 

 I alighted in the room of an anus 
 Sweat breaking out of its structure/walls 

 Swollen [in the sinews]/boiling, I have never seen an abode 
 of an anus like it 

 The winds breeze gently 
 on the beards through its peepholes/apertures  14   

 [LXXVIII]   

 The essential strategy in the examples above is to graft spacial imag-
ery onto the female body to highlight its grotesque size and/or decrepit 
status. Having spent his early years in an urban setting and having also 
had extensive dealings with, and exposure to, matters relating to market 
regulations and technical problems as a  mu   �   tasib  (market inspector), Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j probably availed himself of this added knowledge of the termi-
nology and transposed it to poetry. 

 The looseness and hyperbolically large orifices, especially the vagina, 
which become central themes in Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf , are traceable to 
another Nuw ā sian topos, of which Ibn al- � ajj ā j made extensive use, that 
is, of representing intercourse with women as riding the sea.  

  Woman (’s Vagina) as Sea 

 The dispraise (or disparagement) of women and the fear of their anatomy 
was part and parcel of Ab ū  Nuw ā s’s preference for, and valorization of, 
young men (or  murd , beardless boys, more specifically). One of the most 
important sections in Ab ū  Nuw ā s’s d ī w ā n, for our purposes, is entitled 
“ muj   ū   n Ab   ī    Nuw   ā   s f   ī    maq   ā   bi   �    al-nis   āʾ    wa-mam   ā   di   �    al-murd   ā   n ” (Ab ū  
Nuw ā s’s ribaldry in [describing] the defects of women and praiseworthi-
ness of boys) where poems related to this theme are included.  15   Of par-
ticular note is a  mukhammasah f   ī    dhamm al-tazawwuj  (A Mukhammasah 
in Dispraise of Marriage).  16   In his book on Ab ū  Nuw ā s, Kennedy notes:

  The figurative imagery of the sea was often employed by Ab ū  Nuw ā s to 
express, and to exaggerate for effect, a fear of feminine sexuality. The sexual 
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anatomy of women posed a physical threat as menacing as the turbulent 
deep and his preference for men was, or came with time to be, articulated 
as a form of salvation.  17     

 The following is an excerpt from Ab ū  Nuw ā s (which Kennedy cites):

  When we came together I found myself amid a deep sea, 
 O people, and I drowned therein 

 I cried out loud: Young man, help me! and he came to me 
 as my foot slipped and I was knee-deep in water 

 Had I not cried out to the young man and had he 
 not saved me with the rope, I would have ended at the bottom 

 I would have died soon after and thought 
 that I would remain there until doomsday 

 So I swore never to ride the sea like a marauder 
 and would only travel on backs  18   

 I am amazed by those who fornicate when there are beardless boys  19   
 And when coolness has tasted extreme heat 

 [LXXIX]   

 Elsewhere in his  d   ī   w   ā   n , we also read:

  I do not ride the sea, in fear of death, 
 For the sea has dangers and waves  20   

 [LXXX]   

 While the negative and phobic attitude is predominant, there are a 
few instances where Ab ū  Nuwas turns the tables around and endows the 
(sea of ) women with positivity:  21    

  Puffier than a bowl and more aglow than a fire 
 Drier than sand and leaner than butter  22   

 The sea has become my affair 
 and the sea is more desirous and pleasurable  23   

 [LXXXI]   

 As discussed in  chapter 1 , Ab ū   � ukayma capitalized on this topos 
in one of his famous poems.  24   Many of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s poems feature 
an elaboration on this particular topos as we shall see later. While not 
necessarily related to the poet’s (or poetic persona’s) actual desire and 
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preference for boys, it still bespeaks the anxiety toward female anatomy 
(a common topos in premodern literature at large).  25   If Ab ū  Nuw ā s is 
saved from drowning by a boy in the example above, Ibn al- � ajj ā j, in 
contrast, is already drowning or drowned and lost and revels in reporting 
in detailed descriptions what he encounters and finds in his adventures 
as we shall read later in this chapter. It is possible, as well, to consider 
this Nuw ā sian topos the inspiration for another related one extensively 
used by our poet: the vagina as a river with a broken levy ( bathq ).  26   Not 
unlike his general attitude, Ibn al-Hajj ā j’s redeployment of this topos is 
more on the side of hyperbole and the grotesque than genuine or seem-
ingly genuine anxiety born out of material experience. Not unlike Ab ū  
Nuw ā s in the positive (sounding) excerpt above, there is one poem where 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j is celebratory of his diving into the vagina!  27    

  The Meat Market: Sex as Hunt, Sexual Prey as Food 

 The incessant confusion and conflation of the diction and imagery of 
food and eating with that of sexual intercourse in Ibn al- � ajj ā j has its 
seeds in Ab ū  Nuw ā s’s legacy. The two most important examples are the 
themes of the salivating and hungry phallus:

  I have a scoundrel of a prick 
 I don’t know what is its [proper] punishment 

 Whenever it sees a beautiful face 
 it starts to salivate  28   

 [LXXXII]   

 Representing sexual escapades as conquests became a hallmark of Ab ū  
Nuw ā s’s  muj   ū   n . While it was predominantly a parody of  fakhr  and an 
occasion to invert martial imagery and diction, we also find an interest-
ing  qi   �    ʿ   a  by Ab ū  Nuw ā s where  muj   ū   n  is injected into the   �   ardiyyah  (hunt-
ing poem) mode:

  We have a prey here, close at hand, 
 at B ā b al-Karkh where the sweet ones gather 

 We hunt without a hawk or falcon when we set out 
 And without calling out for the dogs 

 With a hairless falcon, 
 so quick when sent to hunt 

 The young gazelles come when they see it 
 Quick and obedient, without dragging 
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 We eat our prey: uncooked  kab   ā   b  
 without salt. O what  kab   ā   b !  29   

 [LXXXIV]   

 The site of this type of hunt is not the wilderness but rather urban 
space itself (B ā b al-Karkh)  30   and the hunter can do without the accom-
panying animals. The hairless falcon is obviously an allusion to the penis. 
The most interesting line for our purposes is the last one where the sexual 
prey is represented as uncooked  kab   ā   b . Ab ū  Nuw ā s seals it with an  iltif   ā   t  
(a change in the addressee) addressing the  kab   ā   b  directly. 

 In the   �   ardiyya  (hunting poem) excerpt, the approach is still playful 
enough and borders on the vulgar and direct, but without indulging in it 
completely. The latter is Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s domain and he adds many variet-
ies to this basic topos of sexual intercourse as eating. 

 In the following excerpt Ibn al- � ajj ā j addresses a woman, and instead 
of  kab   ā   b  the penis is represented as sausages ( naq   ā   niq ):

  If you feel suffer hunger 
 Here! Eat these sausages!  31   

 [LXXXV]   

 There are also numerous examples of  vagina dentata , but not threat-
ening or dangerous:

  The jaws of her pussy 
 have not gargled with semen  32   

 [LXXXVI]   

 One of the examples where the  kab   ā   b  image is converted by Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j in a unique way is the following:

  The taste of my prick in it is sweeter than 
 bananas drowned in rose water 

 Its heat in the winter, when snow falls, 
 is akin to the heat of August in the summer 

 Its fire burns the prick every day 
 Even the neighbors start to smell the  kab   ā   b   33   

 [LXXXVII]   

 The conflation of eating/taste with sexual intercourse is obvious in 
the first line where the taste of the prick is sweeter for the vagina than 
a banana dipped in rose water.  34   This is followed by the motif of the 
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burning orifice. Here a series of   �   ib   ā   q  (antithesis) serve to illustrate and 
sharpen the contrast. Its heat, even in the cold snowy winter days, is 
like the simmering of August. The final line exemplifies Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s 
unique ability to generate new converted and elaborated images. So hot 
is the hole (like a hot oven) that upon penetration, the neighbors smell 
the  kab   ā   b .  35   

 And:

  When cooked, her ass has meat, which, if made into  kab   ā   b  
 shrinks because it is goat meat  36   

 [LXXXVIII]   

 And:

  She came to me, her inside boiling, 
 more than a pot of raisins 

 So I boiled my eggs in her anus 
 and grilled my sausages in her cunt  37   

 [LXXXIX]    

   . . .  
 A prick more beautiful than a spoon on top of which 
 there is wet almond cake at night  38   

 [XC]   

 And from a  hij   āʾ   by Ibn al- � ajj ā j:

  Husband of one in whose anus there are eighty pricks 
 from the remains of the pricks of Lot’s people 

 and who has an anus which daily feeds on 
 sausages or roasted prick meat  39   

 [XCI]    

     �   arb al-muj   ū   n: Make Love not War! 

 This important theme or set of related topoi was briefly addressed in 
 chapter 1  in the section on Ab ū   � ukayma. One of the essential tropes 
of  muj   ū   n , in its parody of  fakhr  and its related socio-symbolic themes 
and values, is the renunciation of battle and war, and a celebration and 
call for a different type of conquest; erotic and bacchic.  40   This was also 
accompanied by the appropriation of martial diction and imagery and 
applying them to erotic and bacchic themes. This is, for obvious reasons, 
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intertwined with the topoi discussed earlier. Here are a few examples 
from Ab ū  Nuw ā s:

  More desirable, to me, than riding horses 
 is riding young women between tents  41   

 [XCII]    

   . . .  
 With young men who see being killed 
 in ecstasy a sacrifice  42   

 [XCIII]    

   . . .  
 May abundant rain fall on a war I salute 
 in a paradise whose streams flow 

 Its roses and narcissuses are our swords 
 and our curses are the words of its singer  43   
  . . .  
 Our commander is an effeminate songstress 
 whom we greet with fresh jasmine  44   

 [XCIV]    

   . . .  
 I stabbed him and he bent and I said 
 with my spear in his back’s eye  45   

 [XCV]   

 If Ab ū  Nuwas predominantly used this set of topoi to describe vic-
torious sexual conquests, Ab ū   � ukayma, and later Ibn al- � ajj ā j, as we 
saw in  chapter 1 , inverted it to describe sexual conquest as defeat and 
impotence. Ibn al- � ajj ā j, in particular, would extend the topos of the 
wounded phallus and employ it for the female body much more exten-
sively than Ab ū   � ukayma.  

  Grotesque/Hyperbolically Disproportionate 
Sexual Organs 

 Many of the examples in previous chapters as well as the ones to be dis-
cussed below feature the hyperbolically large vagina as a topos used by 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j to distort and invert the typical ideal images of perfect bod-
ies in traditional poetry. The possible genealogy of this topos also leads 
back to the master of  muj   ū   n  himself, but not in a direct way. In one of 
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his short  qi   �   a   ʿ   , Ab ū  Nuw ā s engages in what can be termed sexual  fakhr , 
describing his own erection as follows:

  I said to my prick when it refused to sleep: 
 What is with you, you have risen eternally! 

 It was so erect that I thought it went higher than the Pole Star 
 or it wants to sit alongside one of Ursa major 

 Or it has a date with Gemini 
 You see it tagging along if it travels 

 One half in Tih ā ma, the other Najd-bound  46   
 [XCVI]   

 Ti � ama is the area of coastal plains in the Arabian Peninsula along the 
Red Sea and Najd is the plateau at its center. This exaggeration and hyper-
bolic image, which grafts virility onto nature and space, was extremely pro-
ductive for both Ab ū   � ukayma and Ibn al- � ajj ā j. The former converted 
the topos to lament the absence or decline of such a state. Ibn al- � ajj ā j, 
however, employed the same hyperbole, but to describe the vagina (and 
the anus). We have already seen examples earlier, but here are a few more:

  She has an ass like a hill that has fatigued me 
 as I climb up and down  47   

 [XCVII]    
   . . .  
 When his wife farts in Bakk ā r Street 
 the walls of  
  ā li �  Street are shaken  48   

 [XCVIII]    

   . . .  
 With two labia [the distance] between them 
 equals that between  ʿ Asqal ā n and Tangier  49   

 [XCIX]   

 There is one hint in Ab ū  Nuw ā s when he describes a woman’s step as 
being so gigantic it could take her from Sheba to China.  50   Another poten-
tial precedent for Ibn al- � ajj ā j can be located in some of Ab ū  Nuw ā s’s 
 hij   āʾ   lines against the poetess  ʿ In ā n where the aforementioned confusion 
of the culinary with the sexual, as well as the topos of the hyperbolically 
large vagina, are employed:

   ʿ In ā n of al-Na ��  ā f is a slave girl 
 whose cunt has become a fucking field  51   

 [C]   
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 And:

   ʿ In ā n opened her pussy 
 then cried out: who wants to fuck? 

 Then showed a slit 
 like the  ʿ At ī k desert  52   

 Where there are heath cocks, ducks  53   
 hens and cocks  54   

 [CI]   

 And in a  hij   āʾ   against another slave girl:

  She swallows the prick with her ass’ slit 
 As a group of men would [devour] a bundle of herbs  55   

 [CII]   

 The obvious end here is to disparage  ʿ In ā n by referring to the inor-
dinate number of men who have had sex with her. Her vagina is rep-
resented as a vast desert, open to all. It is very possible that these lines 
served as a starting point for Ibn al- � ajj ā j, who would adopt this topos 
but exaggerate it even further, so that there is, for example, an abundance 
of people waiting at the gates of this or that orifice:

  The prick labors to reach her 
 The door to her anus is overcrowded 

 It is never devoid of those seated 
 around it, and others standing  56   

 [CIII]     

  Parodying Parody 

 While many if not most of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s topoi are variations, exten-
sions, and conversions of Nuw ā sian ones, as we have just seen, some 
of Ab ū  Nuw ā s’s own topoi were themselves subjected to Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s 
parody and scatology as well. This brings us to salient examples from Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j’s work where  sukhf  clearly distinguishes itself from  muj   ū   n  and 
turns it against itself as it does so well with other modes. This is primar-
ily done by injecting scatology, but also by implanting dysfunction into 
the hedonistic quest that marks  muj   ū   n  or aborting it. A perfect crystal-
lization of all of this is to say that in Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s hands, the bacchic 
backfires. 
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  Parodying or Scatologizing  Muj ū n  

 If the  khamriyya  and related ( muj   ū   n ) themes were perfected by Ab ū  
Nuwas, Ibn al- � ajj ā j always found an unexpected target for his scatolog-
ical parody in the canon, even in “established” parody itself. Shunning 
and rejecting social (and religious) conventions and celebrating wine is 
perhaps the defining characteristic of the Nuw ā sian spirit and persona. 
In the following poem Ibn al- � ajj ā j adopts and performs all of that, but 
adds a distinctive twist of  sukhf  at the end. It seems that the poem might 
have been occasioned by an actual event according to this paragraph in 
 Durrat al-T   ā   j  that precedes it:

  He [Ibn al- � ajj ā j] was drunk and had not prayed the noon prayer and it 
was time for the afternoon prayer [  ʿ   a   	   r ]. Those who were with him urged 
him to pray. It was a bad year with much disease and they warned him not 
to overdrink.  57      

  1. Drink as you pour me the wine 
 by the jug and kill me with drunkenness 

 2. Refrain from the mention of disease and death 
 Do not mention it to a soul! 

 3. He who chooses to die may die and he who chooses 
 to be cured of afflictions shall so be 

 4. Drinking will not shorten my life nor will 
 abandoning drinking lengthen it 

 5. People who saw me so intoxicated 
 that I’m wasted among them, say: 

 6. Make up the noon prayer, even if just one prostration 
 People are already praying the afternoon! 

 7. I said: how great is what you said! 
 I should get up and make up the noon prayers! 

 8. Get up? with whose knees? 
 and if I rise who will recite? 

 9. They said: then do not get drunk, for we don’t see 
 an excuse for a sane man in getting drunk 

 10. By God, sirs, were it not for drunkenness 
 I would never taste cooked wine nor wine 

 11. They said: this drunkenness what is its punishment? 
 I said: the punishment is that I have to shit 

 [CIV]   
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 The poem starts with the bacchic gesture of the poet (conventionally) 
urging his cupbearer to drink and serve him until he dies of intoxication. 
Lines 2–4 feature some of the traditional topoi expected in this mode: 
a demand to refrain from mentioning death and the poet’s indifference 
to the existential or moral consequences of drinking. Having been so 
“wasted,” the censurers urge the poet to get up and pray the noon prayers. 
To this, the poet responds by sarcastically repeating their advice, but he 
asks rhetorically: with whose knees now that I am almost asleep? In line 9, 
the typical “ lawm ” (reproach) is adduced on the part of the censurers. 
The poet answers again by placing drinking at the top of his hierarchy 
of desires. The censurers then ask about the punishment,   �   add , for this 
overdrinking. As in many of his  sukhf  and  sukhf -dominated poems, the 
poet reserves it for the punch line where he adds the scatological twist to 
the typical bacchic poem by saying that shitting is the punishment 

 A similar theme is found in another excerpt, but here it is urine and 
not excrement that marks the telos of intoxication:

  The punishment of drunkenness is that when drunk 
 I unknowingly piss in my bed 

 You see my sheets every two days 
 Whitened and perfumed at the washer’s  58   

 [CV]   

 Ab ū  Nuw ā s was the hedonist persona par excellence when it came 
to bacchism, but the telos in his poetic vision and desire is primarily 
to disrupt the mind and its functions, rather than the body. One of the 
few examples that would come close to a disruption of the body and its 
functions is an instance where he asks for more wine so that he would 
lose his ability to “distinguish between the [sound of the] rooster and the 
donkey.” This could also be read as a desire for an eternal night where no 
rooster will ever declare the arrival of the morning!:

  Pour me until you see me 
 mistaking the donkey for a rooster  59   

 [CVI]   

 Or:

  Pour me until you see me 
 unable to get up  60   

 [CVII]    
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  Toying with Christian Symbols and Spaces 

 Another  muj   ū   n -related topos linked to bacchic themes was the tendency 
to toy with Christian symbols and terminology. This was primarily 
conditioned by the material surroundings of those seeking wine since 
Christians and Jews were the owners of the vineyards and the monasteries 
were a favorite station for the  mujj   ā   n  (libertines) in their quest for wine. 
“Monasteries (and perhaps by implication churches) in both the eastern 
and western medieval traditions were frequently scenes of debauchery and 
wanton behavior.”  61   Related to this as well was the topos of the Christian 
beloved (boy), a theme Ab ū  Nuw ā s excelled in as well.  62   The potential for 
irreverent, if not blasphemous, statements and implications in this con-
text is obvious, where the poet often expresses the willingness to embrace 
Christian beliefs and symbols to attain the love of the Christian boy. 

 Ibn al- � ajj ā j does not seem to have used the topos of the Christian 
boy in his extant poetry, but he did appropriate the motif of Christian 
spaces and rituals for his  sukhf  in many of his poems, especially in the 
bacchic section of longer ones, but also in independent  sukhf  poems:

  Pour it for me as the Catholicus rises 
 up to pray and farts on the metropolitan 

 And the priest steps up to serve me 
 the pork and wafers 

 Carry me If I am drunk to the altar 
 on a group of crucifixes  63   

 [CVIII]   

 The twists added by Ibn al- � ajj ā j to the Nuw ā sian scene are the scato-
logical (line 1), the pork (line 2), and the “un-Islamic” desire to be carried 
to the altar on a bed of crucifixes. With Ab ū  Nuw ā s, it is mostly invoking 
Christian symbols and terms to attract the attention of his beloved. In 
contrast, Ibn al- � ajj ā j seems to be solely and entirely interested in pok-
ing fun. Here is another example:

  Or a church that is destitute 
 for the Muslims have crushed my crucifixes 

 They raided me at night and looted 
 my wafer together with hungry Christians 

 They smeared the door to my altar with shit 
 on which the metropolitan’s mustache slips  64   

 [CIX]   
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 Here Ibn al- � ajj ā j assumes the narrative voice of the clownish priest 
and the scene is highly carnivalesque. The Muslims have broken all the 
crucifixes and, together with the Christians, have raided it to steal the 
wafers ( kudya  motif ). The last line takes the Nuw ā sian topos, through 
scatology, where it has never been. The altar that the archbishop usually 
kisses is smeared with excrement. If the telos in Ab ū  Nuw ā s’s poems of this 
category was sexual union with the boy, in Ibn al- � ajj ā j it is pure inversion 
and soiling of rituals to produce laughter and a grotesque atmosphere. 

 Having said all of this, it is always important to keep in mind that 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j, as he himself exclaimed often, was capable of composing 
in any mode without  sukhf  and could do so very well. Here is a beautiful 
example of a  sukhf    less  khamriyya  that is often quoted for its beauty and 
tenderness:  65  

  O my two companions, wake up from a daze 
 which finds fault in the mind of the sensible and elegant 

 This galaxy and its stars are like 
 a river flowing through a garden of narcissus 

 I see the east wind has made its way in the dark with its breeze 
 Why is wine-drinking not making its way to me? 

 Up and pour me a R ū m ī  wine 
 whose cask is untouched since Caesar’s time 

 It adds, when its power rules 
 the death of minds to the life of souls 

 [CX]   

 The poet is comfortably anchored in the Nuw ā sian mode. The  qi   �    ʿ   a  
starts out with the appeal to the two boon companions to wake up. The 
harmonious configuration of the stars flowing in a garden of narcissus. 
In line 3, he expresses his desire to drink more and be poured that tran-
scendent wine which can revive the soul as it kills the mind. 

 There are also examples where the parody of  muj   ū   n/khamriyya  is 
explicit. In the following example, Ibn al- � ajj ā j alternates between a typi-
cal bacchic line, and a  sukhf  line. This particular example (addressed to 
an unnamed person) illustrates the differences between  muj   ū   n  and  sukhf . 
The  kudya  aspect is at work here as well since the objective of the  qi   �    ʿ   a  is 
to secure a reward and the poverty of the poetic persona is exaggerated:

  Invite your boon companions for they are a bunch 
 Like the flowers of the orchard 
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 Sit in the orchard in a garden 
 that is bewildering even to the eyes of Ri � w ā n 

 [Whereas] I have a one-eyed companion with bad breath 
 who often screams in my face and makes me shit 

 For I look out over the wall 
 at the shit of the neighbors’ children  66   

 [CXI]   

 The premise here is the contrast between the traditional ambience 
of  muj   ū   n  luxury enjoyed by the addressee and its antithetical state in 
which the poet pretends to find himself. The first line starts off with the 
motif of the drinking posse of companions who are like flowers. In con-
trast to them, the poet’s boon companion suffers from a disfigured body 
(one-eyed) and such bad breath that he causes the poet to shit whenever 
he screams at him (another inversion of the soft-spoken boon compan-
ion). The third line moves on to the physical surroundings of the  muj   ū   n  
setting, enhancing the bucolic and sense-pleasing atmosphere and open 
space. The inversion comes in the line that follows where all the poet can 
see is the neighbor’s house and his children’s excrement. The tone and 
ambience is comical, clownish, and disruptive. This is very common in 
poems where Ibn al-Hajj ā j is requesting a gift of wine, garments, a tur-
ban, etc., a great example of  sukhf  and  muj   ū   n  coexisting in one text.  

  Whining about Rama   �    ā   n  67   

 Another important topos in the  muj   ū   n  repertoire was what I shall term 
“whining about Rama �  ā n.” That Rama �  ā n would become a subject 
of satire and derision on the part of the ribald is not a surprise at all. 
Perhaps Ab ū  Nuw ā s sums the collective sentiment very well:

  O month, for how long will you remain? 
 We yearn [for it] and are bored by you! 

 If a month could be killed, 
 we would have killed you!  68   

 [CXII]   

 This topos, too, would be subjected to Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf  and be 
expressed more in scatological terms related to the body’s internal func-
tions rather than a disenchantment and impatience with religious and 
social constraints:

  A month which persists with those who 
 are angered by its length and knocks their teeth out 
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 For piss has dried up because of its heat 
 in my belly and shit is worm-shaped  69   

 [CXIII]     

   Sukhf  in  Qi   	   a   ʿ   (Fragments) 

 Before addressing  sukhf  poems it is important to note that Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
applied the  sukhf  mode to everything he could think of. It was not only 
panegyrics and  sukhf  poems but even the various  qi   �   a   ʿ    so often composed 
for a variety of occasions and functions. The following examples will 
provide an idea: 

  Asking for Dye  70   

 [He said upon requesting hair dye [ khi   �    ā   b ] from two friends]  

  1. Hurry up you two with the dye! 
 Patch up the [striped] garment of my youth! 

 2. Blacken my beard 
 with some dog shit 

 3. Perhaps my prick will find a market 
 amongst the whores’ anuses 

 4. Help me get to a girl 
 who would satisfy the tip of my cock 

 5. She never passed me by 
 without my dick salivating 

 [CXIV]   

 While one finds hundreds, if not thousands, of such short pieces to ful-
fill a certain social function, many with humorous content, it is only Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j who managed to incorporate  sukhf  into them to such an extent. 
Line 1 starts off in a very serious and traditional tone. The two addressees 
are asked to help the poet patch up the garment of his youth (now striped 
because of hoariness). Line 2 slides to  sukhf  as the two are urged to blacken 
the poet’s beard with dog shit. The poet exploits the topic to delve into 
unabashed mention of body parts. His quest for a semblance of youth is so 
that his penis may perish among anuses, or be able to sleep with a young 
girl (line 4) who causes the poet’s penis to salivate whenever she appears. 
The last line is a variation on a topos from Ab ū  Nuw ā s.  71   

 It is both the exceptionally clownish and distinctly grotesque poetic 
persona adopted by Ibn al- � ajj ā j that makes this otherwise mundane 
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topic so unique. This display of mastery and difference ensures a hand-
some reward and the fulfillment of the objective.  

  A Note about Wine  72   

 [He had agreed with Ab ū  al-Q ā sim b.  � am ī d to drink, so the latter car-
ried the drink and wrote:]  

  [This is] pure date wine 
 which bestows good health on whoever drinks it 

 I [hereby] send it willingly like a bride to a poet 
 who never got stuck on a verse 

 [CXV]   

 It seems that Ibn al- � ajj ā j was struck with diarrhea, so he wrote back 
the following:

  My sire, you did well when your poetry 
 brought the healing and healthy [wine] 

 But I am in such a state 
 all shit, convincing and sufficient 

 Do you not see what befell me today 
 because of my scoundrel rough anus? 

 It has written a line on my tailbone: 
 “All this is [addressed] to the lord/power of shit” 

 [CXVI]   

 Here, too, Ibn al- � ajj ā j uses his ailment to inject scatology into his 
response. As usual, the first line sounds serious and typical, but the sec-
ond slips into the scatological mode and the poet informs of his ailment. 
The dysfunctional body is the topic of the last two lines when the poet 
admits that he is under the dominion of the scatological. The fusion and 
conflation of drinking with excrement, one of the poet’s favorite tropes, 
is at work here. The   	    ā   fiyah , referring to pure wine in the friend’s mes-
sage, is turned into pure shit in Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s response.  

  Sukhf and Bureaucracy 

 [He said upon requesting from Ab ū  l-Q ā sim al-Mu � ahhar that he be 
allowed to become the guarantor for the revenue of a village]  73    
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  1. O Sirs! I come to you to guarantee 
 the treasury’s revenue in a hamlet— 

 2. A hamlet whose letters are jumbled 
 so that it becomes “shit” with no doubt or dispute 

 3. I wish I knew you had a fart 
 to make me the guarantor of this village? 

 [CXVII]   

 Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s success as a poet and his network of relationships with 
the notables of his time allowed him a certain level of access and he 
owned and managed a number of estates. In the example above, he uses 
 sukhf  (a highly unusual mode for this purpose) in a very typical bureau-
cratic genre. It seems that he had encountered some obstacles in securing 
the guarantorship of this relatively insignificant village. The first line is 
not atypical. The scatological mode is introduced in the second line, but 
in a less direct manner, by replacing one letter with another (difficult 
to render in English):  Qaryah  (village) is turned into  kharyah  (shit). In 
the third and last line Ibn al- � ajj ā j gives what is expected of him. Here, 
the act of issuing the approving for his request is made equivalent in its 
simplicity to issuing a fart.   

   Sukhf  Poems 

 Having already discussed the most salient topoi and textual strategies 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j inherited from Ab ū  Nuw ā s and those he converted and 
inverted for the purposes of  sukhf , we may now turn to independent 
poems to illustrate how  sukhf  is injected into  muj   ū   n  and how the topoi 
enumerated above come into play in various combinations. 

  A Rama   �    ā   n Gift  74   

 [He said [in] requesting from Ab ū  ‘l-Faraj Mu � ammad  ʿ Al ī  b. al- ʿ Abb ā s b. 
Fas ā njas al-Kh ā zin a turban and a garment during Rama �  ā n:]  75    

  1. Thin-bellied and slender 
 Acceptable, with a face of beauteous qualities 

 2. His two rings shake on the sides 
 of a neck, polished like a sword’s back 

 3. When it [his face] appeared, it made me his slave 
 A face which debunked all that I had known 
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 4. Who will assist me against one who is emboldened? 
 Unrestrained in killing me and killing people? 

 5. He is neither swollen or fat 
 Nor of thin stature or emaciated 

 6. If the elephant were to reach half his anus 
 only its tail would be visible 

 7. The grains of his ass’s flour are 
 like small unsifted grain 

 8. At his front there is a handle 
 as wide as an unsifted grain 

 9. If he were to pass by al- 
  ū l ī  in his grave 
 the echo would scream back from al- 
  ū l ī ’s anus 

 10. I knew him when he was neither cheap 
 nor given to, or targeted, for fucking 

 11. So splendid by selling his shit 
 like dew, weighed in measures 

 12. When he came to me I was startled by his condition 
 afraid that he would benefit from my bribe 

 13. I kept rubbing him with watermelons 
 as he went on putting off and making excuses 

 14. Until we fucked just as I had desired 
 Sorry, let us not get into gossip! 

 15. He was horrified by me and I made him forget 
 the cock tips of the Daylamites and J ī lites 

 16. I was only displeased by a yellowness 
 more hidden than kohl is on the application stick 

 17. And many a [man] is a weak anus 
 Afflicted and with a pressed tailbone 

 18. I took out my cock which, because of his shit 
 was like the watery yogurt of      afsh   ī   l  

 19. Or the tip of a toothstick, upon it 
 Ab ū  al-Fa � l b. Bahl ū l’s saliva 

 20. Then the fast came and I abandoned 
 my course of error and parted company with my wrongs 

 21. Secluding myself at night at the mosque 
 exalting and glorifying God time and again 
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 22. I wonder who will fart in my prayer beads 
 in my stead, and who will crap in my wipecloth?  76   

 23. Oh Sir, may you live ever safely! 
 in a life not unsettled 

 24. The wine jar between us has fallen 
 I am not responsible for the jar 

 25. It is not good that I despair 
 Of your gift/rain, O my master 

 26. Grace my head with a headscarf 
 whose pin is unhinged  77   

 27. Or a turban and far be it 
 that you would be content with giving me only that 

 [CXVIII]   

 The poem opens with a stock figure of the male beloved of  muj   ū   n . Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j sets up the traditional figure, adding the building blocks one 
by one. We are given the beautiful body with its well-proportioned parts 
and a face whose appearance causes the poet to lose his mind. Line 4 con-
tinues the traditional topoi with the poet crying out for help to be saved 
from a beloved intent on killing him by not giving in. Using “ ʿadh   ī   r   ī  ” for 
“my aid, my assistant” is potentially a hint of what is soon to follow, as it 
shares the same root (  ʿ   -dh-r ) and thus suggestive of, “ ʿadhiratun ” (dung 
or excrement). Indeed, the next line (5), while still sustaining the theme 
of a well-proportioned body, uses a somewhat strange adjective “ laysa 
bimanf   ū   khin ” (not blown up, or swollen), which is a subtle transition in 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s terms to what will follow. In line 6, the poet dismantles the 
set of images and blows up the figure of the male beloved to grotesque 
proportions by saying that his anus is so huge that it can take an elephant. 
This is an inversion of the typical image of the hard-to-get and tight-assed 
boy that is the ideal of  mudhakkar   ā   t . Lines 7–8 describe both the anus 
and the penis using food-related diction and imagery with the penis being 
hyperbolically tiny. The misleading beauty at the outset is now shown to 
be hiding a disfigured body. Line 9 takes a jab at al- 
  ū l ī  (d. 335/946).  78   
Lines 10–15 will narrate, in a comic tone of course, what caused this boy 
to change from a typical ideal to a frequent and favorite target for sex. 
The poet manages to have sexual intercourse with the boy and makes him 
forget the pricks of the J ī l ī s and Daylamites (the soldiers used to bolster 
power during the B ū yid era).  79   It is important to note that complaints of 
the transgressions of the soldiers and their expropriation of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s 
properties run as a common theme through a number of his poems. Thus, 
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in addition to being used rhetorically to represent the excessive sex the boy 
has had, it is also possible to read this section as augmenting the  kudya  
mode that is part of this poem. It is typical and a prerequisite to illustrate 
and exaggerate the lack and misery of the poet, material and otherwise, 
in order to justify the need for the reward. The poetic persona’s beloved 
here has been monopolized by others and the poet is only able to have his 
way with him after many others already have done so. There is potential 
equivalence and parallelism between the object of sexual desire and the 
desired reward, as if the poet is stressing that he is only asking what all 
others have already attained. Another scatological hint is injected in line 
16 where the poet refers to the yellowness (on his penis) after penetrating 
the boy. Line 17 moves on to another boy, but this one, too, is afflicted 
with a weak anus (prone to diarrhea). 

 Lines 18–19 feature the typical  sukhf  topos of fusing food imagery 
with sex with line 19 also functioning as a  hij   āʾ   jab at one of the address-
ee’s enemies whose  misw   ā   k  (tooth-stick) is linked to the poet’s penis after 
anal intercourse. The food/sex topos leads to the mention of fasting in 
lines 20–21 where the poet claims to have renounced all of his errors, 
because Rama �  ā n is at hand. But after two very serious lines, the poem 
slips back into the scatological mode in line 22 when the poet wonders 
rhetorically as to who will fart in his prayer beads or shit in his wipe-
cloth. The allusion, of course, is to his erstwhile male beloved and to 
their sexual intercourse. This also sets the stage for the telos of the poem, 
which is requesting a gift. The last section of the poem (23–27) ends 
with the poet praising the addressee and asking, explicitly (typical of the 
 kudya  mode) for a headdress or a handkerchief.  80   The poet hopes that he 
will not despair of the addressee’s generosity.  81   This is a good example of 
how a  sukhf  poem manages to wander back and forth between various 
registers and topoi and use scatology to parody them.  

  At the al-Karkh Market  82    

  1. O my blamer, stop blaming me! 
 For I am busy 

 2. I was at the al-Karkh market 
 At Ya � y ā  al-Maw � il ī’ s shop. 

 3. Extremely hungover 
 My prick like a ship’s mast 

 4. Al-Karkh Street, as is well-known, 
 is the house of corruption 
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 5. There was a narrow alley 
 An old hag picking her head for lice 

 6. Surrounded by firm-breasted women 
 with jewelry adorned 

 7. They said as they saw me: 
 What is this man’s business? 

 8. What is he doing in our neighborhood? 
 Get up and ask, mother! 

 9. I said: I am horny 
 She did didn’t like that 

 10. And came over saying to me 
 and slowly pointing 

 11. You want lawful fucking 
 with two witnesses and a guardian? 

 12. I said: No! Why, she said? 
 I said: because I’m in a hurry 

 13. She said: come inside our door 
 This is my house 

 14. And she had a slave girl enter 
 like a black-eyed gazelle 

 15. She bid us farewell and left 
 with a froggy face 

 16. I got up, my prick bulging 
 like a camel’s hump 

 17. Seeking a spot in her 
 not so often used 

 18. She said: You want my bottom? 
 I don’t do it like that! 

 19. Call for my pimpstress  83   
 She will get [you] another one instead 

 20. I shouted: O Umm  ʿ Al ī ! 
 Daughter of Ya � y ā  al-Jabal ī !  84   

 21. This one is tiring me 
 Get me another! 

 22. She sent a girl 
 [hot] like a burning torch 
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 23. Coquettish and enchanting 
 Experienced in her work 

 24. I said: I fuck up the ass 
 She said: Go for it! 

 25. What should I fear Sir? 
 My muscles won’t be scratched 

 26. And I kept fucking her 
 The way a champ fucks 

 27. She said about my fucking her: 
 Is this dick of yours Mu ʿ tazilite? 

 28. I said: Yes. She said: Is this how 
 the people of  jadal  [the rationalists] fuck? 

 29. I wish I had one of them 
 like  � usayn al-Ju ʿ al ī   85   

 [CXIX]   

 The first line in this  sukhf  poem is “safe” and has nothing atypical. It 
is, however, typical of many of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s deceptive beginnings. For 
the uninitiated in  sukhf , one would expect the forlorn lover to describe 
the misery caused by the aloof or now distant beloved and to justify his 
continued love. In the second line, however, the poetic narrative slides 
into a more mundane atmosphere, by mentioning the market and speci-
fying the shop. It is almost an indication, not necessarily conscious, that 
the real, not the ideal, is the locus. Line 3 brings us firmly within the 
horizon of expectations for  sukhf  ; a hangover coupled with an erection, 
and the poet is passing through a neighborhood known for its debauch-
ery, as he himself tells us. Not surprisingly, the old woman topos, one 
of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s favorites, is introduced. Here she is a madam. This 
is where Ibn al- � ajj ā j is unique even within the  muj   ū   n  realm, for the 
grotesque and the dysfunctional is always injected (the lice in her head). 
The young and beautiful women surrounding their mother urge her to 
see what the strange man wants. Upon informing the mother that the 
poet is horny, she asks if he wants lawful sex “with two witnesses and 
a guardian.” He answers in the negative and his reason is not that it is 
illicit but that he is in a hurry. He is then invited to enter the house. 
The first prostitute brought to the poet refuses to have anal intercourse. 
Line 20, in which the poet calls on the madam, injects a  hij   āʾ   by relating 
the old woman, a madam, to Ya � y ā  al-Jabal ī . The latter is not a famous 
figure, but perhaps an allusion to the famous name to come later in the 
poem. The second prostitute agrees to anal intercourse and is mightily 
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pleased. At this point the poet pokes fun at the Mu ʿ tazilites by having 
the prostitute wonder if the poet’s penis is one and if all Mu ʿ tazilites fuck 
like him.  86   Upon his answering positively, the prostitute yearns for one 
particular Mu ʿ tazilite, Ab ū   ʿ Abdill ā h al-Ba � ri (d. 369/979). The latter 
was one of the chief Mu ʿ tazilites of the B ū yid age.  87   Ibn al- � ajj ā j was a 
Sh īʿ i and time and again would stress his pride in that. The age witnessed 
theological rivalries and tensions among the various factions. Hence, the 
last section of the poem is intended as a comical jab at the Mu ʿ tazilites. 
The poem, by Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s standards, is relatively lighthearted and free 
of the usual scatological references.  

  Role-Playing  88    

  1. My lady and my girl, how have you become? 
 She said: I am like thick shit 

 2. I kept fucking until 
 my anus was left with no top or bottom 

 3. My food, every now and then, 
 is the sausages of testicles at night 

 4. My girl, but perhaps you would smear 
 the tip of my prick with your dung 

 5. For I am alone and do not be fooled 
 neither by my calmness nor by my looks 

 6. [I am] a Mu � ammadan in my prayers 
 and fasting, but a Zoroastrian in fucking 

 [CXX]   

 As mentioned before, flouting religious prohibitions is a central 
thread in the  muj   ū   n  and  sukhf  ethos. Incest was a productive trope in 
this respect as it was deemed particularly un-Islamic and harking back to 
Zoroastrian and Persian practices.  89   It is the crux of this short poem by 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j and  bint   ī   (my daughter) is repeated three times (line 1 and 
twice in 4). The premise is a dialogue between a father and his daughter. 
In line 1, a seemingly innocent question occupies the first hemistich, but 
the second triggers the scatological mode. In line 2, the girl speaks of the 
excessive intercourse that has turned her anus upside down. In line 3, the 
  ʿ   u   	   b   ā   n  topos fusing food and sex is employed. 

 The caring father figure gently enquires if the girl would “smear his 
prick with her excrement,” which is an allusion to anal sex. He comforts 
her in the next line not to be afraid or be fooled by his exterior looks. 
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The last line seals the poem as the poet informs her that while a Muslim 
in rituals, he follows Zoroastrianism in his sexual practices, that is, has 
sex with his daughters, which is forbidden in Islam.  90   There is potential 
play on the idea of  taqiyya  (religious dissimulation to avoid persecution) 
here. Ibn al- � ajj ā j was a Sh īʿī  living in an era where the ruling elite were 
Sh īʿī s too, but the majority of the population was Sunn ī . This adds to the 
degree of irreverence displayed in this poem. But what is comic is that 
the poet is not concealing a belief in Sh īʿ ism (no longer to be hidden), 
but in incest. 

 If the last example features premature sex with a relatively younger 
woman, a more typical and favorite theme for Ibn al- � ajj ā j was gro-
tesquely and hyperbolically old women as in the following poem.  

  A Wedding Surprise  91    

  [He was in W ā si �   92   and complained to a neighbor with whom he used to 
spend time and who had strange attire and a long whitish beard. He asked 
him to find him a wife and so he did. When he [the man] brought the 
wife to him, she turned out to be an unattractive old hag with bad breath 
and she mispronounced all the letters. He wrote [the following] back to a 
friend during the wedding night responding to his inquiry about it]    

  1. O you who ask about my bride and state 
 O my misfortune, you have revived my sorrow! 

 2. My friends and brethren, I give you advice, 
 seeking no price for my advice to you 

 3. Get up, let us pledge that you and I 
 never ever do something that is lawful! 

 4. Fornicate and sodomize for right is in the hands 
 of him who, if he desires, would fuck whomever he wishes 

 5. Fornicate and sodomize and fuck your own mothers 
 For you have not seen what I have 

 6. I asked an old man to find me a bride 
 He had a long beard and elegant and fine attire 

 7. He brought me an old woman with ships up her ass 
 and a deep sea carrying those ships 

 8. Safe from defects, no pregnancy or offspring 
 because she uses enemas in her anus 

 9. She pisses from a skinny one’s emaciated slit 
 Her clitoris is so fat it pops open onto it 
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 10. Leaky and so wet its aperture is visible 
 Like a mush of barley and wheat, soft and stale 

 11. Its lips froth and foam if they separate 
 like the jaw of a hemiplegic drinking yogurt 

 12. The curtains over the scars of her anus have become 
 black because she uses smoke so often 

 13. When she smiles she spews in my nose 
 dog shit kneaded with a monkey’s piss 

 14. She speaks through her nose (with a twang) and lisps, her appearance 
 and speech never pleased an eye or an ear 

 15. When I twisted my neck as I was fucking her 
 turning away from her with a much-tested nose 

 16. She said chastising me: O Thir! 
 Why do you turn away from me as if I had eaten thit?  93   

 [CXXI]   

 This poem features a different redeployment of  sukhf . We mentioned 
above the importance of Ab ū  Nuw ā s’s poem on a wedding night gone 
awry as an important topos appropriated by Ibn al- � ajj ā j. This poem is an 
example of that topos adopted but combined with other Nuw ā sian topoi 
and subjected to  sukhf . The poem starts with the premise of the narrative 
preceding it: reporting on a woman the poet had married. In lines 2–5, 
another Nuw ā sian topos is used: enjoining fellow libertines to persist in 
ribaldry and debauchery. This occupies a section in Ab ū  Nuw ā s’s  d   ī   w   ā   n  
entitled “ f   ī    wa   	    ā   y   ā   h li-ahl al-khal   ā  ʿ  a ” (On his recommendations to the 
debauched).  94   Ibn al- � ajj ā j is echoing and fulfilling Ab ū  Nuw ā s’s will:  95  

  Go down and call out in ribaldry 
 O people, come to fucking! 

 [CXXII]   

 In calling on his friends to “fuck their mothers,” Ibn al- � ajj ā j is 
repeating a Nuw ā sian topos:  96    

  Fuck the children of this world and do not exempt your brother 
 Not even an honored guest if he comes 

 And the neighbor and don’t forget your father 
 and the shameful cousin as well! 

 [CXXIII]   
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 Ibn al- � ajj ā j was asked by a friend who was very promiscuous to give 
him some advice on marriage. The poet’s response harks back, in a way, 
to Ab ū  Nuw ā s’s lines above:

  Beware of decency beware! 
 Beware of corrupting your way! 

 You are fine O Ab ū  Ja ʿ far 
 as long as your prick is hard and you fuck a lot 

 So fuck even if it be your mother and strike even if it be 
 your father if he faults you for doing it  97   

 [CXXIV]   

 In line 6 the poet returns to the narrative of the poem and mentions 
an old seemingly respectable man whom he had asked to find a bride 
for him. The woman-as-sea topos is used in line 7, but Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
adds “ships.” The ironic  dhamm bi   	    ī   ghat al-mad   �   (dispraise in the form 
of praise) comes in the next line where the woman is said to have no 
defects except for the enemas she uses in her anus. Lines 9–12 describe 
her orifices in typical  sukhf  vocabulary as defective and grotesquely dis-
proportionate with food topoi used again to describe the vagina in lines 
10–12. Line 13 moves on to her face and in a hilarious but grotesque 
image her bad breath is compared to “dog shit mixed with a monkey’s 
urine.” The theme of defects and dysfunction continues in line 14. The 
woman’s speech is doubly defective and she is unpleasant to any of the 
senses (sight, hearing). 

 The height of the ironic situation is that, despite all of this, the nar-
rator continues to have intercourse with her, turning his neck away to be 
able to continue. In the last line we hear the woman’s voice and her lisp 
is preserved, adding to the comic atmosphere. 

 A marked difference between  muj   ū   n  and  sukhf  is discernible in the 
topos of the  althagh  (one with a lisp). Ab ū  Nuw ā s   uses it to add to the 
charm of his hedonistic conquest, as in the following example:  98    

  I said to him: what is your name sir? 
 He said: I am called  ʿ Abb ā th ( ʿ Abb ā s) 
 I took on his lisp 
 and said: take the glath and the vethel (glass and vessel) 

 [CXXV]   

 Ibn al- � ajj ā j, on the other hand, uses it in an antithetical manner 
to illustrate the objectionable physical condition of the woman, thus 
inverting the topos.  
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  Diving  

  1. O my masters,  99   
 nothing has enslaved my belief 
 like the fat pussy 

 2. My mind vanishes when I see it 
 and my madness overcomes me 

 3. And I desire to dive in it 
 from my heel to my forehead 

 4. Whenever I lift my head up 
 I find people who urge me to dive 

 5. I disappear for a month 
 Eyes do not see me and people inquire about me 

 6. Until a month thereafter 
 my wailing indicates my location 

 7. May I be its ransom, it is like a bride when presented 
 In a set of roses and jasmine 

 8. Its solid forehead is made of iron 
 and its loose mouth of dough 

 9. The best for my prick to acquire 
 is solidity lined with softness on the inside 

 [CXXVI]   

 The central generative topos of this short  sukhf  poem is the hyperboli-
cally large vagina. Instead of the typical lover whose madness stems from 
the delicate beauty (usually of the upper part), the fat vagina is the object 
and source of obsession here. The mere sight of it causes the poet to lose his 
mind (even his doctrine) (1–2) and desire to jump into the sea-like vagina 
from head to toe. This starts out sounding like a positive variation on Ab ū  
Nuw ā  s ’s dispraise of the vagina in some of his poems for being insuffi-
ciently tight. Here, however, at least initially, it seems that the vastness of 
the vagina is being celebrated. But the opposite is implied. The topos of the 
sea is carried on as the poet’s emergence resembles that of divers at mid-sea. 
In line 7, another typical personification, that of the vagina as a bride, is 
introduced. In line 8, it resembles a face and a series of   �   ib   ā   qs  (antitheses) 
follow (  �   ad   ī   d/   ʿ   aj   ī   n,    	   al   ā   ba/l   ī   n ) (iron/dough, solidity/leanness).  

  Gossip   

 [He said after passing a group of people with his singer [and] after which 
they rebuked him]  100   
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 1.We passed the fornicators and they are trackers    
  every plague exists in them 

 2. So they made her, and me, the wretched one, 
 a tale to tell among them 

 3. They were perplexed when they saw us 
 as if we were an elephant and a giraffe 

 4. Then their sense became clear and they said: 
 That’s Ibn al- � ajj ā j and Jaw ā fa! 

 5. To my ill fate, when we got together 
 at night, like wine mixing with water 

 6. I found her an old cat 
 no tightness or dryness 

 7. With a pussy within which the postmen, 
 despite their long destinations, have much to travel 

 8. With thick and very ugly 
 white hair on its sides 

 9. Were there a preacher along with its beard, 
 I would have appointed him to the al-R ū  �  ā fa mosque 

 10. Her husband’s beard says to me in the 
 bathhouse with understanding and insight: 

 11. Why have you plucked all your hair? I said: so that 
 my anus is clean when it meets you 

 [CXXVII]   

 The poetic persona passes by a group of people who rebuke him for 
the singer accompanying him. Like those who sniff and follow every 
trail (or tale in this case), Ibn al- � ajj ā j and his companion become their 
main topic. The incongruity or conspicuousness of their being together 
is expressed by coupling the elephant with a giraffe (3). Line 4 marks the 
recognition of their identity. The following section narrates their noctur-
nal union. As is the case in  sukhf  poems, there is an unpleasant surprise 
and a series of inversions. The woman is not a youngish beautiful lady, 
but an old hag whose body shows the signs of time (6). 

 Line 7 features the aforementioned topos of the hyperbolically large 
vagina, which is vast enough for postmen to run within. Line 8 describes 
the singer’s pubic hair as hoary, ugly, and thick. The next line strikes a 
blasphemous note when the poet wishes that this beard-like pubic hair had 
a preacher, he would appoint him one of Baghdad’s major mosques! The 
beard motif allows the poet to make the transition to the final  hij   āʾ   section 
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where the singer’s husband is told to kiss the poet’s ass, which seems to 
be Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s most favorite  hij   āʾ   jab, as variations of it abound in his 
poetry. It is not obvious if the poem is intended as a jab against the gossip 
or is merely an occasion to display the clownish  sukhf  persona.  

  Precious Sukhf  

  1. White like the moon  101   
 Her saliva is more delicious than nectar 

 2. The weight of fat on her fleshy anus 
 is moistened with parched barley 

 3. When I rode on her ass 
 alone on a pilgrimage with no companion 

 4. On the side of a tailbone 
 [so much ] flesh on it that it covered my stickiness 

 5. I said: descend where there are veins 
 For I will alight where there are slits 

 6. But I looked down from her pussy 
 onto a deep valley 

 7. And I saw her anus’ chamber 
 sideways in that strait 

 8. [And saw] the thorns of Lote trees 
 I was about to return halfway 

 9. I entered the prayer niche of her anus 
 and was bleary-eyed by the smell of saffron incense 

 10. I caught sight of the venus shell of her pussy 
 Red like the agate stone 

 11. All this and my penis still in her ass 
 gently and smoothly working its way 

 12. Sweaty after I had oiled it 
 and egged its bald head on with my saliva 

 13. The hole-maker mending her sphincter 
 after it had been worn out with holes 

 14. And there is a wound under 
 the spot where the arteries meet 

 15. Where my testicles walk 
 stuffing it with aged butter 
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 16. [There is] a roughness on the mouth of her farting place 
 softened with cough ointment 

 17. O you who fault me for 
 openly admitting my debauchery 

 18. And a foolishness which has soiled 
 my path in composing my poems 

 19. It is with the precious goods of  sukhf  
 that my market flourishes among people 

 20. Did you not know when you are 
 gladdened by my elegant and delighting looks 

 21. That the privy is hanging 
 between my pedicel and my collar? 

 [CXXVIII]   

 The first line starts with a conventional topos of the beloved with ideal 
physical characteristics. Line 2, however, descends from the face to the 
fleshy anus where fat mixes with parched barley. Here we have the fusion 
of food with sex organs. In line 3 the poet embarks on his sexual journey, 
where all conventions and expectations will be inverted and a grotesquely 
hyperbolic body will be catalogued. As he takes stock of the journey 
ahead, the beloved’s anus looms like a chamber (7), but the road to it is 
treacherous and thorny (8). All of this is, of course, a total inversion of 
the delicate and tender body and skin found in conventional poetry. In 
lines 9–10, the poet goes further and his entry to her anus is described 
in religious terms with the usual scatological tropes (the saffron incense 
is an allusion to smells of excrement). Lines 11–14 shift to a description 
of the penis. The conflation and confusion of orifices is employed in line 
16. The final section of the poem 17–21 is a  fakhr -like moment in which 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j, as he often does, responds to his critics.  Sukhf  here is justi-
fied and defended as the poet’s means to an end and a way to maintain a 
certain lifestyle. Ibn al- � ajj ā j takes pride in his specialty and in the scatol-
ogy he has mastered and monopolized. The privy, which symbolizes it, is 
hanging like a medal and it provides the elegance and luxury he enjoys 
(20–21). It is almost as if the detractors are asked to examine the relation-
ship among the parts and to go beyond the deceptive surface. 

 This last statement brings us to a crucial point related to a better 
understanding of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf . Having traced its evolution as a 
mode and examined how it interacted within the poetic tradition, what 
remains now is to consider the sociopolitical function it served in its 
extratextual context.      



     CHAPTER 5 

  Sukhf , Scatology, and Society     

   ʿ   aqluhum sakh   ī   f wa-lis   ā   nuhum qab   ī�   
 Their mind is frivolous and their speech is ugly 

 —Al-Muqaddas ī  (on peasants)  1    

  The rest of mankind were described as mere scum, a marshy brook of 
lower animals who knew nothing save food and sleep. 

 —Ibn al-Faq ī h (third/ninth century)  2    

  Having located  sukhf  within the Arabic literary tradition, traced 
its genesis, and examined how it interacted with, and was artic-
ulated within, the tradition and its most popular forms, what 

remains is to situate it within the cultural and political context of the 
B ū yid age. Our definition of  sukhf  has thus far been concerned with 
its primary aspect of “scatological parody.” The last three chapters have 
discussed how parody and scatology are intertwined and how they func-
tion within representative poems from Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s work. Both parody 
and scatology are universal genres with established traditions, but while 
the former has been “tolerated” and increasingly accepted as a serious 
field of study, the latter still faces staunch resistance among the great 
majority of scholars. Only recently has scatology and related subjects 
started to receive serious attention as legitimate and acceptable subjects 
of inquiry.  3   

 This chapter will focus on the cultural and sociopolitical function of 
scatology in  sukhf  and its potential extratextual impact or function(s) in 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s time. As mentioned in  chapter 1 , statements about, and 
evaluations of, Ibn al- � ajjaj’s  sukhf , in the modern period, have been pre-
dominantly laconic or dismissive. Even when not so,  sukhf  is reduced to a 
mere fascination with filth and/or an attempt to induce maximum shock 
by employing scatology. This typical reaction has its own ideological 
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reasons and is worthy of exploration as well since it bespeaks certain anxi-
eties and aesthetic judgments that harbor their own assumptions. 

 Scatology is a cross-cultural phenomenon  4   and many poets and writ-
ers, some even canonical, have made extensive use of it (Aristophanes, 
Catullus, Dante, Rabelais, John Wilmot [the Earl of Rochester], and 
Swift, to name but a few of the most famous and well-regarded). While 
certainly inducing laughter and shock for the great majority of readers 
and eliciting expressions of disgust, some critics have argued that the 
extensive use of scatology (especially by Rabelais and Swift) has more 
serious and complex implications that extend to sociopolitical structures 
and boundaries of, and anxieties about, power and authority. Moreover, 
the equally universal reaction of utter disgust upon reading or encoun-
tering scatology, while perceived to be merely “natural,” is itself also a 
cultural topos. While it finds its alibi in scatology, it is a culturally coded 
and performative act that reinforces boundaries and reproduces demar-
cations and categories. One is not suggesting here that scatological state-
ments and representations should necessarily be celebrated or cheered, 
but that they be taken seriously if the texts and contexts in which they 
operate are to be illuminated. 

 A non-Pavlovian and holistic approach to scatology and the reac-
tions and responses it engenders will also shed light on the reasons for 
the neglect suffered by Ibn al- � ajj ā j and  sukhf  in the modern period. 
Logistical factors related to the limited availability of, and access to, 
manuscripts are certainly valid and partly to blame, but there is much 
more to the story. It is rather the lingering taboo on scatology that is still 
potent even in Western scholarly circles. Persels and Granim point to a  

  curious lacuna: the relative academic neglect of copious and ubiquitous 
scatological rhetoric of Early Modern Europe, here broadly defined as the 
representations of the process and product of the body’s waste products 
(feces, urine, flatus, phlegm, vomitus). Our most educated forebears, dif-
ferent from ourselves, did not disdain it—if such proof may be found in 
the mere proliferation of examples—and, further, employed in all manner 
of works, not just in the crude jokes of comic  ephemera.   5     

 This is definitely applicable to the status of scatology in Arabic litera-
ture. Kilito has expressed a similar sentiment about the moderns being 
more conservative than their ancestors.  6   Persels and Granim point out 
that sexuality, too, used to be a victim of this scholarly silence or shyness, 
but is, thankfully, no more so. “Scatology, however, arguably an even 
more universal function than sexuality, still retains the power to make us 
blush, to provoke shame and embarrassment.”  7   
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 Interestingly, but not surprisingly, some of the aforementioned non-
Arab poets and writers who employed scatology and were infamous for it 
suffered a response/reaction not dissimilar to that which Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s 
did, particularly in the modern period. Rabelais, for example, was highly 
regarded by his peers and contemporaries and emulated, but suffered 
neglect in later periods.  8   

 Total neglect, glossing over the scatological texts or excerpts,  9   or 
ascribing the use of scatology to a psychological or pathological defect in 
the writer, or to his inability to reconcile himself with bodily functions, 
rather than reading it as a trope for much more serious concerns in his 
society, are the typical strategies employed by those forced to mention 
the scatologues.  10   

 One must add that a simplified version of this approach (scatology as 
a symptom) is what many often resort to when addressing  sukhf  and Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j.  Sukhf  is seen as merely symptomatic of the excess, decadence, 
and, for some, the moral decline of the B ū yid age. This, however, is only 
half, or even less, of the truth and demands further elaboration.  

  Poetry as Interface 

 Before addressing the sociopolitical context of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s time, it is 
important to state the primary assumption guiding this reading, par-
ticularly as it relates to the weight assigned to the poetic text on the 
one hand, and to its immediate context on the other.  Sukhf , or any 
literary genre for that matter, can neither be understood as purely or 
mostly textual development or a ‘literary game,’ as some would want us 
to believe—one that is divorced from its sociopolitical culture and the 
material reality surrounding it, nor can it be approached as a pure symp-
tom of the latter. Perhaps a more productive and nuanced approach is 
one through which poetry—premodern Arabic poetry in this context—is 
considered an interface. On the one hand, it is, for sure, conditioned by 
the tradition and its internal evolution and the particular literary mode 
or modes within which it is articulated and to some of whose demands 
it must adhere, no matter how transgressive or innovative it seeks to be. 
On the other hand, being a cultural commodity that is used to sustain 
and reflect a society’s image (or an elite’s image) back to itself and is 
consumed by it in order to reproduce the power structure, it is always 
in constant dialogue with this material reality and is influenced by its 
institutions. While this might seem self-evident, it warrants mention in 
this respect, as most scholars have tended to assign a disproportionate 
weight to one of these two poles, mostly the contextual, rather than the 
textual, in dealing with  sukhf .  11    
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  The B  ūyid Age (320–454/932–1062): Efflorescence, 
Excess, and Extremes 

 Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s (330–391/941–1001) formative years and those of his fame 
and fortune coincided with the early and middle periods of the B ū yid 
age.  12   He was about ten years old when the B ū yids entered Baghdad, and 
he lived to witness their hegemony and to become part and parcel of the 
cultural elite. As we have seen in previous chapters, he was patronized 
by some of the most powerful men of the day and composed numer-
ous poems for them. Moreover, he benefited financially from the system 
by acquiring estates through tax farming and by being appointed the 
 mu   �   tasib  (market inspector) of Baghdad. There is a consensus that this 
age was one of unique cultural vibrancy and efflorescence.  13   In addition 
to the accumulated cultural contributions and maturation achieved in 
previous periods, the diffusion and decentralization of power led to a 
proliferation of courts and patrons and, thus, to increased cultural traf-
fic, productivity, and vigorous competition. The existence of the highly 
cultured and refined trio of viziers, al-Muhallab ī , al- 
ā� ib Ibn  ʿ Abb ā d, 
and Ibn al- ʿ Am ī d, as patrons and men of letters enriched the atmosphere 
even more and is emblematic of the spirit of the age. That the B ū yid 
emirs were of non-Arab stock and of non-“aristocratic” roots compelled 
them to be more aggressive in patronizing culture. Being of modest ori-
gins, their prestige was to be “borrowed from the aura of learning.”  14   

 Kraemer stresses the spirit of individualism and self-awareness that 
marked the age. It was characterized by   

 a powerful assertion of individualism [and] a burst of personal expression 
in the domains of literary creativity and political action . . .   15   and [a] sharp 
demarcation of oneself from others and a profound recognition of one’s 
individuality.  16   

 The individual rose to prominence . . . The intensely competitive atmo-
sphere . . . promoted the development of the individual personality and 
boasted a strong sense of self-awareness. This was an achieving society and 
a time of rapid upward mobility.  17     

 All of this, combined with opportunities for the talented and the 
go-getters, contributed to the “emergence of an affluent and influential 
middle class.”  18   This, however, was by and large in reference to the elite. 
Kraemer’s “middle class” or what was termed  aws   ā�  , should not be under-
stood as a wide sector of the population. This was the view from, or near, 
the top of the socioeconomic pyramid. At the bottom, the world looked 
and was experienced, as it usually is, in a drastically different manner. 
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 The paradox, not uncommon in other historical periods, is that this 
celebrated cultural vibrancy was accompanied, for the most part, by eco-
nomic decline and much social and political tumult and occasional chaos.  19   
Increased taxation, the hegemony and encroachments of military ele-
ments, and the introduction and institutionalization of military fiefs ( iq   �āʿ  ) 
depleted and drained the resources of the land.  20   A few brief periods of 
reconstruction notwithstanding, the dams and irrigation system in Iraq suf-
fered much destruction and neglect and reached catastrophic lows.  21   This 
translated into a chronically insecure and underfed population “whose two 
companions were fear and famine.”  22   Massive and numerous price increases 
and famines were much more frequent than before, with the poor forced to 
eat grasshoppers during one such calamity.  23   Not surprisingly, these condi-
tions contributed to social upheaval and unrest. Riots and conflagrations 
punctuate the timeline, with entire quarters being plundered. To cite one 
example, “[t]he conflagration of 362/972 reduced 300 shops and thirty-
three mosques to ashes and destroyed 17,000 lives.”  24   It was “a society fall-
ing apart at the seams.”  25   

 These terrible conditions, while directly afflicting the lower strata, 
were detrimental, in varying degrees, to other groups as well. The experi-
ence of these cumbersome material conditions found expression in the 
literature and culture of the age and explains the preponderance of  kudya  
(begging) poetry.  26   In contrast to Ibn al- � ajj ā j,  kudya  poets were not as 
privileged financially, and al-Taw ā t ī  contends that many of them were 
actually “organically” linked to the more marginalized sectors of society.  27   
Ibn al- � ajj ā j performed his neediness, but he, too, experienced some dif-
ficulties and had some of his estates confiscated or occupied by soldiers 
and had to plead, but never without sarcasm, ridicule, and ribaldry. As 
mentioned in  chapter 2 , he was also briefly imprisoned together with his 
nephews. 

 These dire and calamitous times engendered serious and somber com-
plaint and reflection; but their opposites as well. There was a spirit of 
mockery and “contempt for all that was venerable.”  28   It is at the heart of 
this chaotic urban milieu that Ibn al- � ajj ā j found his niche and made 
his mark in establishing and popularizing  sukhf . Before expounding on 
this, it is important to discuss briefly the gulf between the  kh   ā		   a  and the 
  ʿā   mma  (or  khaw   ā		   and   ʿ   aw   ā   mm ) and its implications.  29   

 The cleavage that had existed before between the elite ( kh   ā		   a ) and 
the masses (  ʿā   mma ) was even more pronounced and extreme in this 
period. While demarcations of social divisions and borders cannot be as 
clear-cut as one would want them to be, there are general categories that 
are sufficient for our purposes. 
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 Ibn al-Faq ī h’s division of mankind into four primary categories “ . . . the 
ruler, the vizier, the high-placed ones, and the  aws   ā� ”  was quoted earlier in 
this chapter.  30   Of course, the category of the  aws   ā�  , not unlike the middle 
class in contemporary times, admits more fluidity, especially that this was 
a time of upward mobility according to Kraemer. Ibn al- � ajj ā j and his ilk 
would probably be best categorized within the  aws   ā�  . Al-Taw ā t ī  stresses 
the intermediary role men of letters played between the military and polit-
ical elite on the one hand and the rest of society on the other. This is 
consonant with our suggestion earlier to view cultural production as an 
interface. Not all of the members of the  aws   ā�   would necessary enjoy equal 
footing and privileges, of course. Some, such as al-Taw �ī d ī  and al- 
ā b ī , 
would have tough times. Others, such as Ibn al- � ajj ā j, prospered. But even 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j could not always count on stability or take things for granted. 
There are many sections in poems or short  qi   �   a   ʿ    where he complains of 
encroachments or disputes with officials and soldiers. This was a time 
when the encroachments of military elements were quite frequent.  Aws   ā�   
or not, the likes of Ibn al- � ajj ā j never considered themselves   ʿā   mma . 

 The   ʿā   mma/kh   ā		   a  categories represented the two ends of an all-
encompassing hierarchy based primarily on economic factors, but the 
latter implied a host of other differentiations that extended to morality, 
intellectual capacity, and even hygiene. For those at the top, or closer 
to it (such as those engaged in cultural production), the   ʿā   mma  repre-
sented the ultimate other.  31   It was a fluid category into which all sorts 
of negative representations and values could be attributed. It was, for 
sure, always defined negatively in terms of opposition to the  kh   ā		   a  and 
those closer to them. One could argue about the placement of certain 
individuals and their status in the upper categories, but the   ʿā   mma  were 
those who did not belong to any of the four categories mentioned above 
and who formed the multitudes.  32   The cultural elite themselves contrib-
uted to this view and reinforced it, in earlier epochs as well as in this one, 
with works purporting to describe the   ʿā   mma  from a critical perspective 
and to collect anecdotes and observations about them. Thus, the   ʿā   mma  
became also a theme in  adab ,   

 providing a mix of fascination, entertainment, as well as disgust! 
 [A]ll possible sins were fathered on to the   ʿā   mma . It was ignorant, with-

out any morality, unrespecting of religious obligations, and let itself be 
easily manipulated by the  kh   ā		   a  whose plaything it was.  33     

 Al-J ā� i �  composed a  Ris   ā   la f   ī    wa   	   f al-   ʿ   aw   ā   mm  (Epistle on the 
Commoners) and one of the works attributed to Ab ū  ‘l- ʿ Anbas al- 
 aymar ī  
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is  Mas   ā   wi   ʾ    al-   ʿ   aw    ā   mm wa akhb   ā   r al-sifla wa-l-aght   ā   m  (The Defects of 
the Commoners and Anecdotes about the Hooligans and the Lowly).  34   A 
number of other negative terms were used to describe the   ʿā   mma , such as 
 ghawgh   āʾ  (vile),  awb   ā   sh  (riff-raff ),  sifla  (lowly),  aght   ā   m  (barbarians). The 
  ʿā   mma  were obviously linked with, and marked by, a host of negative con-
notations and representations, such as filth, ignorance, debasement, etc.  35   

 The manner in which the   ʿā   mma  were perceived and imagined is 
important in the context of  sukhf , because Ibn al- � ajj ā j is often remem-
bered, if not faulted and condemned, for contaminating his poetry with 
the speech, mannerisms (or lack thereof ), and expressions of the   ʿā   mma . 
He introduced the aesthetics of the lower classes, or forced them, into 
the literature of the elite in a scope and volume previously unknown in 
Arabic poetry.  36   

 In addition to the pleasurable and innovative violation of literary and 
cultural convention on the part of Ibn al- � ajj ā j as he found his niche, the 
incorporation of the vulgar language and mannerisms of the   ʿā   mma  into 
poetry through  sukhf  might have served a number of interrelated func-
tions. One of the primary functions of poetry, and of adab in general, 
was entertainment for the elite. It was, after all, partly commissioned by 
them and composed primarily for their immediate consumption.  Sukhf  
allowed the elite to listen to, take a peek, and mock the inability of these 
nameless characters, who were presumed to be and represent the   ʿā   mma , 
to restrain and refine their expression and control their bodies, which are 
always represented as grotesque and uncontrollable. This laughter was 
accompanied by the disgust scatology spontaneously engenders. This 
disgust, however, was sociopolitically productive, as it reinforces the dis-
tance and boundary between the elite and the filth and unrestraint of the 
masses. Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s “wallowing in filth,” for which he and other scato-
logues are condemned, was, on one level, a performance that allowed 
his audience to symbolically cleanse themselves of unwanted nearness 
implied in expressions of disgust. Needless to say, this reinforcing of 
boundaries justified and legitimized, unconsciously, the way the world 
was configured and naturalized socioeconomic and other inequities by 
linking them to nature and the body. The grotesque and inferior bod-
ies of the lower strata of society were exposed and ridiculed, and their 
imperfections were catalogued and displayed. But the bodies of the elite 
were to remain hidden, or not subject to the gaze. If they were, it would 
be an aesthetically pleasing representation that adheres to the conven-
tions of tradition where the effects of time have no power (non- sukhf   ). 

 The disgust  sukhf  engendered also sustained the necessary denial of 
anatomical sameness. “Disgust ranks people in a cosmic ordering . . . [and] 
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creates and is witness to a claim of moral (and social) inequality.”  37   This 
does not mean that lines or excerpts of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf  were not 
popular among the   ʿā   mma . We know that they were, and this should 
come as no surprise, nor does it contradict what is being suggested here. 
For it must have been also fascinating and enjoyable for the vulgar masses 
to hear their own expressions, curses, and sense of humor in the poetry 
of the elite.  38   

 It is worth noting, as well, that scatology and disfigured bodies, or what 
Bakhtin calls “grotesque realism” were essential elements in  hij   āʾ   where 
the objective was to degrade, humiliate, and mark the subject (or group) 
as morally inferior, as well as to defame and make him/them the butt of 
jokes. Thus, one of the primary effects of scatology in  hij   āʾ   was to rein-
force boundaries and categorize others (enemies) as belonging to a lower 
order. In  sukhf , the diction and repertoire of  hij   āʾ   is appropriated and 
reoriented. At times named individuals (as in  hij   āʾ  ), at others nameless 
types, are denigrated, ridiculed, and humiliated. We have seen how in Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j’s  mad   ī�  , this disfiguring and degradation of and in other bodies is 
contrasted to the perfection of the  mamd   ū�  , who stands above the fray and 
is the savior and the locus of positivity amid this grotesque realism. 

 This brings us to another related point. Because the body is often read 
as a metaphor for the world, there are also suggestions that scatology 
functions as a strategy to link the individual body with the social and 
political body.  39   Thus, the dysfunctional grotesque bodies with hyper-
bolically enlarged parts and obfuscated orifices in Ibn all- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf  
could be operating as metaphors for the social and political body that is 
itself dysfunctional. This period, as mentioned time and again, was one 
of decline and much insecurity and strife. 

 This is not divorced at all from other readings of Arabic poetry. The 
grotesque and dysfunctional, usually female, bodies in Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s 
 sukhf  are, as we have suggested earlier, a parody of the conventional ideal 
bodies of the  nas   ī   b  and  ghazal . The woman in traditional nas ī b was an 
icon crystallizing the poet’s relationship to time and mortality. She stood 
for a lost world and a period obliterated by Time and triggered the poet’s 
confrontation with his immediate material reality that he had to sur-
mount. That was during the heroic era when the poet served a different 
function altogether. By Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s time, and even before, especially 
with and because of Ab ū  Nuw ā s, the heroic model, a few exceptions not-
withstanding, had become a rarity. The values and models of olden times 
were the object of ridicule, especially for poets whose temperament and 
style tended more toward parody and irreverence. All that was part and 
parcel of the tradition was to be parodied. 
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 Rather than simply saying that Ibn al- � ajj ā j was “obsessed” with the 
body, one might suggest that viewing the world, or much of it, through 
the body, and a dysfunctional and disgusting body, is expressive of a 
world that is utterly dysfunctional, or a society that was falling apart at 
the seams. I am not suggesting that this was premeditated by the poet 
himself, but rather conditioned by his sociopolitical surroundings. 

 One must add though that although the grotesque body in  sukhf  is 
at times a male body, it is mostly female. That the female body is objec-
tified and stands for other notions and constructs is, alas, not unique 
to Arabic poetry. The trope of woman as earth, nation (or nation-state 
nowadays) is even still current in modern literature. As some of the  sukhf  
poems in the previous chapter show, the disproportionate and dysfunc-
tional body was often represented in terms related to architectural space 
(houses and chambers) or topography (dams and rivers). This brings us 
to one important aspect of Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf  and how it might relate 
to urban space. 

 In some sense,  sukhf  can also be read as urban poetry. This can be seen 
in the unexpected shifts from one register to the other and the sudden 
appearance of unexpected and surprisingly different bodies, which do 
not correspond to idealized representations. The cacophony and occa-
sional foreign words mixed with vulgar curses. People misbehaving and 
unabashedly uttering offensive words, but disappearing into an alley here 
or a house there. Dirt being unnecessarily hurled this or that way. Offers, 
compromises, rejections, and disputes. A man stands in the middle of 
it all describing the entire scene aloud to the public, but cursing every-
thing and everyone, before pissing in the street. Expressions of disgust 
and disbelief by some, but a roaring laugh in the background. All of this 
represents a seemingly chaotic, crowded, and meaningless world to the 
untrained eye, but a complex one whose rhythm can be deciphered and 
logic be mapped to the patient eye. This could very well represent both 
an imagined moment in fourth/tenth century Baghdad and the atmo-
sphere of a typical  sukhf  poem by Ibn al- � ajj ā j. 

 There are, to be sure, numerous ways to parody a tradition and upset 
its hierarchy. The body is a most potent tool in this regard, as exemplified 
in the poetry of Ab ū  Nuw ā s. When scatology is combined with parody, 
the volume and the vigor with which literary and social conventions are 
violated is maximized. Scatology in particular, more often than not, ends 
up, unconsciously if not consciously, violating other boundaries and 
hierarchies and manifesting anxieties about order and its human-made 
configurations. It performs transgression and obfuscates boundaries as 
it degrades the exalted, perhaps revealing how artificial and imaginary 
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most boundaries are and that what is protected when they are policed is 
not necessarily what is officially declared or commonly believed. 

 Critics of culture and literature should not fall into the trap of posing 
as policemen along these, or any borders for that matter. But they often 
do. That most premodern critics were more tolerant of Ibn al- � ajj ā j and 
his ilk than the great majority of modern and contemporary ones is tell-
ing of the change in the way scatology and the body are perceived. While 
bequeathing many positive notions, the Enlightenment’s valorization of 
the mind over the body and the deification of the former and the more 
rigid redistribution of values with all that is negative being linked to the 
lower stratum of the body would spell trouble for scatology. The ideal 
body of the modern and productive subject/individual in a civilized soci-
ety would be more akin to a machine. Its desires and functions would 
be regulated to serve a productive and ordered life within carefully con-
structed institutions. What is wasteful and unproductive, no matter how 
natural, is to be disposed of in an orderly manner as well. Discussing it 
or its representations would certainly not fall within the realm of serious 
knowledge or inquiry, nor be taken seriously. It would, however, survive 
in popular culture and underground writings and expressions. This gen-
eral prescribed sentiment would produce the desire on the part of “good 
modern citizens,” literary scholars in this context, to silence scatology 
and dismiss it whenever possible, or neglect it completely. In doing so 
almost ritualistically, they pose as cleansing masters. 

 The Arab scholars who bothered to mention Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  sukhf  only 
to dismiss it and cleanse the cultural past were following in the footsteps 
of their Western counterparts who had done the very same with their 
great scatologues. It is a sad instance of cultural amnesia when a culture 
that celebrated the body in a relatively healthy manner and had a high 
ceiling for the most frivolous and the irreverent would become its own 
enemy. If Ibn al- � ajj ā j were alive today, he would not be allowed to make 
public the kind of poetry he wrote more than a millennium ago, or live 
as long as he did.     



     Conclusion   

   This book sets out to reinscribe Ibn al-�ajjāj and  sukhf  into the 
literary history of premodern Arabic poetry by according the 
subject the seriousness with which premodern Arab critics and 

poets approached it (and very few modern ones too). 
 Far from being an obsession with filth and scatology, when consid-

ered and placed within its proper literary and cultural context,  sukhf  
appears as a complex but very logical development in premodern Arabic 
poetry. Not unlike other rich traditions, the Arabic tradition too was 
bound to produce parodic tendencies. These were further energized by, 
and fused with, later developments, such as the changing function(s) of 
poetry itself and of the status of poets, and the emergence of various new 
genres. The wealth of material, of models to be parodied and inverted, 
and earlier scatological tendencies in  hijāʾ  (invective poetry) as well as 
earlier types of parody, were all there before Ibn al-�ajjāj’s time. The 
potential existed and there was the great Abū Nuwās, who had already 
parodied the central motifs of classical poetry, violated a host of socio-
cultural conventions and pioneered  mujūn . Ibn al-�ajjāj, however, aided 
by great talent and mastery of the tradition, as well as unique vigor, 
was able to tap into a confluence of all of the above during an age that 
was exceptionally hospitable to experimentation and creativity. His own 
metapoetic statements in his poems prove that he realized the niche he 
had found. 

 The nucleus of his style, the generative germ of  sukhf , was the deliber-
ate and studied obfuscation and crisscrossing of boundaries of all sorts 
and the toppling of hierarchies: literary, linguistic, and sociocultural. 
The latter was achieved through an unprecedented reliance on scatology 
as a device, making him notorious for it, but still admired and emulated. 
Ibn al-�ajjāj was like a precocious child who found himself free to roam 
inside the museum of poetic tradition. He misbehaved and was disor-
derly: smearing, cursing, and ridiculing everything. But only someone 
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who had understood and mastered that order could violate it so well. 
His success, with the political elite and the critics, was significant. He 
earned his rightful place in the archive of premodern Arabic poetry and 
appeared, with or without his poetry, in the major tomes. 

 Reintegrating Ibn al-�ajjāj into the study of premodern Arabic poetry 
and its history is essential if we are to gain a more holistic view of the 
range and scope of that poetry in Ibn al-�ajjāj’s period, but in later ones 
as well. Many of the poets of later centuries were emulating him and 
responding to him. Ibn al-�ajjāj’s poetry is also very illuminating for the 
cultural and social history of the Būyid period. It sheds ample light on 
the intricate political and cultural configurations of that tumultuous age, 
as well as the cultural and linguistic registers of the time. 

 Further inquiry into Ibn al-�ajjāj as a phenomenon, and into the 
manner in which he has been crossed out of cultural history, will tell us 
a great deal about the politics of cultural amnesia. The past is a cultural 
and political battlefield. It is perhaps useful to highlight figures such as 
Ibn al-�ajjāj whose mere existence is confounding to those entrenched 
on both sides of the imaginary “civilizational divide” as they continue to 
misread the past. 

 Ibn al-�ajjāj’s poetry and persona, while firmly anchored in the Arabic 
tradition and in their historical context, provide important material for 
future comparative studies of parody and scatology. There are numerous 
parallels to be drawn between Ibn al-�ajjāj and Rabelais, for example. 
In fact, the comment I usually received upon disclosing the subject of 
my book, from non-Arabists and some Arabists too, was “Ah! He was the 
Rabelais of his age.” In an ideal world, Rabelais would be called the “Ibn 
al-�ajjāj of his age.” 

  Sukhf  is, thus, also part of a “universal” tradition and, whereas Ibn 
al-�ajjāj’s counterparts in other cultures were subject to the modern 
taboo on scatological literature, they have been emerging from the silence 
and darkness as should Ibn al-�ajjāj.     
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       Appendix B   

   Excerpts from the entry on Ibn al- � ajj ā j in  A   ʿ   y   ā   n al-sh   ī  ʿ  a :  1     

 He died on Tuesday, the 27th of  Jum   ā   d   ā    al-Th   ā   niya  [May 24] and it was 
said [that his death was] when seven days had remained of [that month] 
in the year 391 [1001 CE] in al-N ī l. His coffin was carried to Baghdad 
and he was buried at the feet of the K ā  � imayn. He had requested that the 
following be written on his tomb: “And their dog stretching its paws on 
the threshold.”  2

* * *   

 Al-N ī l ī  refers to al-N ī l- a village on the Euphrates between Baghdad and 
al-K ū fa. The origin of this [name] is that there used to be a river dug there 
by [the governor of Iraq] al- � ajj ā j (40–95/661–714) [b. Y ū suf al-Thaqaf ī ] 
in that place and which used to take water from the Euphrates. He 
[al- � ajj ā j] named it after the Nile of Egypt. Both the village and the river 
are ruins today. He [Ibn al- � ajj ā j] used to live in al-N ī l and then lived in 
Baghdad in a quarter called S ū q Ya � y ā . It seems that he used to return 
to his original birthplace in al-N ī l and that is why he died there. Y ā q ū t 
[al- � amaw ī ] said: S ū q Ya � y ā  in Baghdad is on the eastern side and it refers 
to Ya � y ā  b. Kh ā lid al-Barmak ī . It was given to him as a fief by [Har ū n] 
al-Rash ī d and then it was neglected [destroyed] when the Salj ū qs came to 
Baghdad [447/1055]. It is the quarter of the poet Ibn al- � ajj ā j and he has 
mentioned it in many of his poems such as his saying:    

  My two companion, sever my halter, loosen my waist-wrap 
 and strip me of my cord! 

 [And take me] to my old home in S ū q Ya � y ā  
 For my heart will never forget its love 
 And tell the clouds: if the southern winds pass you by 
 and you return after loosening your spouts 

 Then pour down on an abode of goodness 
 until it takes its fill of pure water 
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 [Pour down] on those traces- O if I could only 
 smell the soil of their effaced features  3     

* * *

 What the  ʿ  ulam   ā ʾ   said of him: 

 Al-Shaykh al-Bah āʾī  said in  Taw   �    ī    �    al-maq   ā    	   id : On the 27th of  Jum   ā   d   ā   
 al-th   ā   niya , the esteemed ad ī b al- � usayn b. A � mad known as Ibn al- � ajj ā j 
died. He was one of the greatest poets and he was, may God have mercy 
on him, of the Im ā mate creed and rigid in his Sh īʿ ism. Ibn Shahr ā sh ū b 
mentioned him in  Ma   ʿā   lim al-   ʿ   ulam   āʾ    f   ī    shu   ʿ   ar   āʾ    ahl al-bayt al-muj   ā   hir   ī   n  
and said: Ibn al- � ajj ā j Ab ū   ʿ Abdill ā h al- � usayn b. A � mad Ibn al- � ajj ā j, 
the Baghd ā d ī  scribe and market inspector; he studied with Ibn al-R ū mi 
(221–283/836–896). He was from Persia. In  Amal al-   Ā   mil ; . . . was an 
esteemed man of letters and poet and Ibn Shahr ā sh ū b considered him 
one of the Sh īʿī  poets in  Ma   ʿā   lim al-   ʿ    ulam   āʾ  . He has a very sizable collec-
tion of poems in many volumes. He was an Im ā mite and it appears from 
his poetry that he was a descendant of al- � ajj ā j b. Y ū suf al-Thaqaf ī . This 
negates [the suggestion] that he is from Persia, but perhaps he was born 
there or he was a Thaqaf ī  by allegiance as some did that to protect them-
selves as we read in some of the anecdotes.

* * * 

 Perhaps the verses which led al-Shaykh al-Bah āʾī  to believe that he was one 
of al- � ajj ā j al-Thaqaf ī ’s descendants are the ones excerpted by [al-Tha ʿā lib ī ] 
the author of  al- Yat   ī   ma  where he says:    

  I am the son of  � ajj ā j and to him my father 
 Belongs and my hearts belongs to the Ban ū   ʿ Ukbar ā  
 In love, my body never lacks emaciation, nor my eye a tear 
 Droplets like the pebbles of  ʿ Ukbar ā  and the censors like the date seeds 
of al-Ba � ra     

 Perhaps attributing harshness to himself is due to the fact that his father 
shares al- � ajj ā j al-Thaqaf ī ’s name and not that he is [actually] descended 
from him and God knows best. 

 Al-Shar ī f al-Ra �  ī  (359–406/970–1015) took sufficient interest in Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j and this shows his recognition of his [Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s] esteem and 
his elegance. He was so interested that he collected all that was devoid of 
 sukhf  and  muj   ū   n  from his  d   ī   w   ā   n  and called it  al-   �   asan min shi   ʿ   r al-   �   usayn  
(The Fine of al- � usayn’s Poetry) He elegized him after his death. The 
author of  al-Yat   ī   ma  [al-Tha ʿā lib ī ] dedicated a special chapter to him and 
said: The seventh chapter is where we mention the praiseworthy aspects 
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of Ibn al- � ajj ā j and his peculiarities; Although he, in most of his poetry, 
does not hide under the veil of reason and bases most of his sayings on 
 sukhf , yet he is one of the magicians of poetry and the marvels of the age. 
All those insightful in literature and knowledgeable in poetry agree that he 
is unique and unprecedented in the style for which he has become famed. 
No one has competed with his way, nor has anyone in command of the 
meanings which are found in his style been seen, with the smoothness and 
sweetness of his words . . . even if they express frivolity and are tainted with 
the speech of beggars and street gangs. Were it not that the seriousness 
of adab is serious and its jest is jest, as Ibr ā h ī m b. al-Mahd ī  said, I would 
have guarded this book of mine from much of the speech of the people of 
 muj   ū   n . However, despite its defects, the respected, esteemed and lettered 
ones would amuse themselves with the fruits of his poetry and find it good. 
The reserved ones used to tolerate its extreme obscenity and foul language. 
Some of them were extreme in their liking of those anecdotes of his which 
caused laughter and enjoyment. He composed panegyrics to kings, princes, 
viziers and chiefs and none of those poems were devoid of jest and obscen-
ity. His words were acceptable amongst them and the dowry of his speech 
was high. He was successful in securing generous gifts. 

 His requests for estates and other rewards were fulfilled and that had 
him living in affluence. Throughout his life he was in control of the the 
viziers of the day and the chiefs of the time just as a boy would his family. 
He lived comfortably in their protection.

* * * 

 In  Mu   ʿ   jam al-udab   āʾ   [of  Y   ā   q   ū   t ]: 
 They said he was of the stature of Imru ʾ  al-Qays and that none like the 

two ever existed. Even though most of his poetry is  muj   ū   n  and  sukhf . The 
people of  adab  have agreed that he invented a style in debauchery and 
 muj   ū   n  which no one before him had used and no one after had rivaled. He 
was capable of expressing the meanings he desired which were extremely 
ribald together with a purity and simplicity of wordings. Nevertheless, he 
has in the serious style good poems, but they are few. His poetry comes in 
ten volumes, much of which is jest mixed with the expressions of beggars, 
rascals and vagabonds. Despite its defects, the people of  adab  would listen 
to it, amuse themselves with its fruits. They would deem his thoughts 
fine and, because they were as light as light can be, did not find them 
heavy at all. I do not say as Ab ū  Man �  ū r [al-Tha ʿā lib ī ] did: were it not for 
Ibr ā h ī m Ibn al-Mahd ī ’s saying that the seriousness of adab is serious and 
the jest is jest I would have guarded this book of mine from  muj   ū   n  such 
as this and a speech that is hurtful . . . He composed panegyrics for kings, 
princes, viziers and chiefs and despite the esteem of their status, his poetry 
for them was not devoid of jest and licentiousness. Nevertheless, they did 
not consider that to be an affront. He was accepted and listened to with a 
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precious dowry and price [for his poems]. He was in control of the senior 
men and chiefs with his unabashedness. He was never prevented from 
meeting princes or viziers despite his obscenities. They used to welcome 
him with smiling faces and generosity and reward his offenses with goods 
and gifts. Suffice it to say that here is a man who describes himself saying: 
a man who claims prophethood in  sukhf.

* * *     

  [Ibn al- � ajj ā j in Dreams]  4     

 In  Riy   ā    �    al-   ʿ    ulam   āʾ  : Sayyid Bah āʾ  al-D ī n  ʿ Al ī  b.  ʿ Abd al- � am ī d al-Najaf ī  
al- � usayn ī , in his book entitled  al-Durr al-na   �    ī   d f   ī    ta   ʿā   z   ī    al-im   ā   m 
al-shah   ī   d  Shaykh  ʿ Izz al-D ī n  � asan b.  ʿ Abdill ā h b,  � asan al-Taghlib ī  said 
that the two good shaykhs  ʿ Al ī  b. Mu � ammad al-Zarz ū r al-S ū rw ā r ī  and 
Mu � ammad b. Q ā r ū n al-S ī b ī  used to ridicule Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s poetry and 
forbid its recital. They used to chastise those who read his  d   ī   w   ā   n  because 
of all the  sukhf , profanities and unabashed invective contained in it. They 
kept doing that for some time. One day Shams al-D ī n Mu � ammad b. 
Q ā r ū n visited [the shrine of ] Im ā m al- � usayn, peace be upon him. He 
saw in his dream that he was as if in the vicinity of the honorable shrine 
and F ā  � ima, God’s prayers be upon her, the Im ā ms  ʿ Al ī ,  � asan and  � usayn, 
Zayn al- ʿĀ bid ī n, al-B ā qir and al- 
  ā diq, peace be upon them all were there. 
 ʿ Al ī  b. al-Zarz ū r was seated not far from them. He saw himself standing 
before them and he turned around and saw Ab ū   ʿ Abdull ā h Ibn al- � ajj ā j, 
well-dressed, passing through the courtyard of the shrine. He said: I said 
to  ʿ Al ī  b. al-Zarz ū r, why do you not look at Ibn al- � ajj ā j? I said: leave me 
alone, for I do not like him. F ā  � ima al-Zahr āʾ  said: he who does not like 
him is not one of us. The same was expressed by one of the Im ā ms, peace 
be upon them, but I could not tell who amongst them said it. I woke 
up surprised and terrified because of what I had committed against Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j and then I forgot this dream as if I had never seen it. I went again 
to the area around the tomb and there I saw a group of followers circling 
and reciting Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s poems and  ʿ Al ī  b. al-Zarz ū r was among them. 
When I saw him I remembered the dream and said to a friend who was 
with me: Shall I amuse you with a wondrous matter? He said: go ahead. I 
narrated the dream to him and we followed the crowd. I went up to Ibn 
al-Zarz ū r and greeted him and said: You used to chastise those who recite 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s poetry, so why are you now listening to those who recite it? 
He said: let me tell you what I saw [in a dream] about him. He narrated 
the [same] dream I myself saw and not a single letter missing. My friend 
listened in amazement. I said: I saw what you saw and God aided me so 
that I told that to my friend before listening to your words. Praise be to 
God who verified my dream and yours and guarded us from misfortune 
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in this matter of love for the family [of the Prophet]. He said: then I met 
with Shaykh Mu � amnmad b. Q ā r ū n in the shrine and he told me this 
story and pointed out the places where he saw the Im ā ms and al-Zahr āʾ , 
peace be upon them. 

 The author of  al-Riy   ā    �   said: this is in accordance with what happened 
to him during his life with al-Sayyid al-Murta �  ā .  5   When the sul �  ā n Mas ʿū d 
b. Buwayh built the wall of the shrine in Najaf, he entered the shrine and 
Ibn al- � ajj ā j stood before him and recited his poem in which he says:    

  O master of the white dome over Najaf 
 He who visits your tomb and seeks healing is healed    

  When he reached the [section in which there is] invective and  muj   ū   n  with 
Ibn Sukkara al-H ā shim ī  who had composed invectives against the family 
of Mu � ammad, peace be upon them, al-Shar ī f al-Murta �  ā  forbade him 
from finishing. That night, Ibn al- � ajj ā j saw in his dream the commander 
of the faithful,  ʿ Al ī , peace be upon him, telling him: Do not be upset, for 
we have sent al-Murta �  ā  to apologize to you. Do not go out to receive 
him! That night, al-Murta �  ā  saw [in a dream] the Prophet, peace be upon 
him, and the Im ā ms, peace be upon them, and they did not come towards 
him. This was the cause of grave concern for him, so he said to them: I am 
your slave, son and follower. What have I done to deserve this? They said: 
by offending our poet Ibn al- � ajj ā j, go to him and apologize! He went and 
knocked at his door. Ibn al- � ajj ā j said to him: O Master, he who sent you 
commanded me not to come out to receive you. He [al-Murta �  ā ] went in 
and apologized to him. He took him to the Sul �  ā n and they told him this. 
He [the   �   ul   �    ā   n ] commanded him [Ibn al- � ajj ā j] to recite the poem and so 
he did and was rewarded and commended.    

  [Premodern Censorship]  

  It was said that when al-Mustan � ir bill ā h (r. 623–640/1226–1242) built 
al-Mustan � iriyya in Baghdad he decreed that Ibn al- � ajj ā j’s  diw   ā   n  be 
taken out of its library because of all the  sukhf  in it. It so happened that 
the chief ( naq   ī   b ), Qu � b al-D ī n Ibn al-Aqs ā s ī , fell prey to the illness that 
[eventually] killed him. He was the boon companion of al-Mustan � ir and 
the caliph visited him to inquire about his condition. He said: O com-
mander of the faithful, I am certain that I will not survive this illness. 
Would you purchase me from death with whatever is possible? The caliph 
said: Were it possible we would not have spared any precious [belonging] 
for your sake. The  naq   ī   b  quoted Ibn al- � ajj ā j by saying:    

  It is death, no bribe can deflect it away once it heads towards you 
 Nor can its hours be bought with money   
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 This verse is from a poem in which he elegized Ab ū  ‘l-Fat �  Ibn al- ʿ Am ī d. 
Al-Mustan � ir was so impressed with it and decreed that his poetry be 
returned to the library. 

 * * *

We will include most of what we have found of his poetry scattered in 
books, which was collected in  Yat   ī   ma , because his  d   ī   w   ā   n  is lost as were 
many precious books of Arabic. We will divide his poetry according to 
functions avoiding what is at odds with propriety and manners. May 
God be our aid in success.     



     Appendix C   

   Ab ū   ʿ Al ī  al- � usayn Ibn al- � ajj ā j, the Baghd ā d ī  poet, said: 

 One of the chiefs ( ru   ʾ   as   ā ʾ  ) of Baghdad invited me to his house to drink. 
It was at the outset of our acquaintance. He had many [kinds] of food, 
including a well-made  qam   �   iyya ,    1   of which I had a great deal. Then the 
drinks arrived and when I drank a few cups, my stomach started to twist 
and I needed to go to the privy. But I was embarrassed to go so early when 
I had not known the man so well. I reclined, hoping that someone would 
go before me, but no one did. Then the singing started and whenever the 
singer ceased, the man, and the group of literati and high-placed ones 
who were in attendance, would converse with me. I had no choice but to 
reciprocate and indulge them in what they were saying. Meanwhile, the 
singers were singing and I could only listen and hear while I suffered pain 
and misery. God, may he be exalted, did not ordain that any of those in 
attendance should go to the privy. They were all spared. 

 When much time had passed and the pain became severe, I felt Autumn 
winds in my guts and striking swords on my sides and took leave. The host 
and those in attendance were outraged and swore that I would not. They 
turned towards me with big cups and that made it all the more difficult. 
When I saw death before me, I said [to myself ]: This can only be solved 
with trickery. I waited a bit until one of the singers sang a verse. I feigned 
ecstasy and pleasure and drank many cups. Then I pretended that I was 
intoxicated and threw myself to the ground. They spoke to me, but I did 
not respond and they had no doubt that I was intoxicated, so they left 
me. I remained in that state for short time and then rose up and feigned 
embarrassment for seeming intoxicated before them. I rose up to leave and 
they enticed me to sit down, but I did not stop and left as if I was totally 
drunk. I rode my mount and the host had a torch-bearer [walk] ahead 
of me. When they shut the door and went back in, I felt as if I had been 
revived from a grave. I hurried the mount searching for a spot to alight 
and do what I had to do. I came upon an open spot where I knew there 
was a house inhabited by prostitutes. I got off and went to a wall. The 
torchbearer remained with my mount on the other side. I loosened my 
pants, squatted down, and did it and I relieved myself a bit. 
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 As I was in that state, a bucket filled with water and attached to a rope 
came down from a window in the wall under which I was. I was amazed 
at this magnificent elegance on the part of the people in that place. I put 
my hand in the bucket and took a handful and cleansed myself. I rubbed 
it with my left hand once and then again. All of a sudden the bucket 
was back halfway up to the window. I was surprised and perplexed, not 
knowing what to do as my hands and my thighs were smeared and I was 
in a terrible condition. I heard the laughter from the window and had no 
doubt that they knew who I was because of the torch. My only resort was 
my underpants. I wiped my hands on the wall and then on the underpants 
and wiped in between my thighs. The underpants were as foul as can ever 
be. I folded them and inserted them up my sleeve and rode back to my 
house. I had stayed up so late and suffered so much pain earlier that night 
that I threw the underpants at the foot of the bed and climbed on top. 

 I had a wife and mother who, because of her modesty and my debauch-
ery, had suffered [with me]. When she saw me take the underpants out 
of my pocket, she became suspicious and had no doubt that I had done 
something on my way back. She took them as I was sleeping and unfolded 
them under the lantern light and saw the way they were. She was sure I 
had had my way with a beardless boy and [that is why] my underpants 
were smeared. She came to bed and then took my garments without my 
knowing and tore them. She tore the garment I had on me and straddled 
my chest and started to wipe my cheeks, beard and mustache with the shit 
from the underpants saying: this accursed beard and stinky mustache are 
more worthy of shit than underpants. I woke up and tried to talk to her, 
but whenever I opened my mouth to speak she would put the underpants 
in my mouth and rub my mouth with its shit saying: Eat it! It’s better for 
you. She was screaming and lost her mind. She would say: Are you done 
with ungratefulness and false promises so that you would resort to this 
abomination? You bring boys’ shit in your underpants and you expect me 
to wash it in my home!? I knew I had to excuse her and said [to myself ]: 
One can only be patient in regard to this. I was patient until she finished 
doing what she desired, in deeds and words. Then she sat aside crying, 
striking her head and tearing at her hair and clothes. I got up and said: 
Fear God and know that everything I have told you since the day we saw 
each other has been true. I am an unjust tyrant, but of this calamity, by 
God I am innocent. 

 I told her what had taken place and said: Send your slave so that he 
may see for himself the trace of my hands on the wall and the spot where I 
sat thereunder. I swore [that I was telling the truth] until she was satisfied. 
She believed me and regretted what she had done. She heated some water 
and brought me a comb and some perfume. I got up to wash my beard 
and put incense and perfume. I kept doing that until sunrise. The night 
was all spent in shit!       
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translation provided in the original manuscript. Line 23 does not fit the meter 
as it stands now.  

  31.   The editor has “ wa-‘ l-   �   ayaw   ā   n   ā ”  (and animal [flesh]), but it does not fit the 
meter. I have put “ wa-   �   ay   ā   n   ā ”  (and he revived us).  

  32.    D   ī   w   ā   n , p. 120. Ibn Baqiyya was known to have been “adroit in placing gifts.”  
  33.    D   ī   w   ā   n , pp. 235–236.  
  34.   Elsewhere, he says of his poetry: Poetry overflowing the privy/from the sides of 

my mind and thought/ Its breeze has stenchy topics/ as if I’d spoken it with my 
anus. See  Yat   ī   ma , p. 37,  Tal   �    ī   f , p. 138.  

  35.    Tal   �    ī   f , pp. 128–130.  
  36.   Ab ū   ʿ Abdull ā h al- � usayn Ibn A � mad (d. 374/984–985), B ū yid official, vizier, 

and patron of many scholars and poets, including Ibn al- � ajj ā j. See “Ibn 
Sa ʿ d ā n” in  EI   2  .  

  37.   The hero here is, of course, the penis.  
  38.   The verb  naz   ā   is used to describe how a male animal leaps upon a female. 

The image of the crying bald one is, obviously, an allusion to a penis and 
ejaculation.  

  39.   Ja ʿ far b. Ab ī   	  ā lib (d. 8/629), Mu � ammad’s cousin and  ʿ Al ī’ s brother. He was 
one of the earliest converts to Islam. He died at the battle of Mu ʾ ta. Al- 	 ayy ā r 
(the flying one) is an epithet that was added to his name because of a   �   ad   ī   th  in 
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which Mu � ammad is reported to have said: I entered paradise and saw Ja ʿ far 
flying with the angels and his wings soaked in blood.” See editor’s note,  Tal   �    ī   f , 
p. 401.  

  40.   Ibn H ā r ū n al-K ā tib was one of the grand secretaries of the B ū yids who worked 
for Ibn Muqla and Mu ʿ izz al-Dawla (d. 356/966). Ab ū  ‘l-Q ā sim al-Mu � ahhar 
(d. 369/979) was  ʿ A � ud al-Dawla’s vizier.  

  41.   Ab ū  Is �  ā q Ibn Shahr ā m was in charge of collecting the panegyrics composed 
for Ibn Sa ʿ d ā n. See  Tal   �    ī   f , p. 402.  

  42.   See  D   ī   w   ā   n Bashsh   ā   r , ed. Mu � ammad al- 	  ā hir  ʿĀ sh ū r (Cairo: Ma � ba ʿ at lajnat 
al-ta ʾ l ī f wal-tarjama wal-nashr, 1966), v. 4, p. 48.  

  43.    Tal   �    ī   f , p. 108.  
  44.   Lane:  la   ʿū   q , linctus, a syrupy or sticky preparation containing medicaments 

exerting local action on the mucous membrane of the throat. Thus, Ibn 
al- � ajj ā j means to be saying “cough syrup for anal purposes.”  

  45.   The poet employs plenty of  jin   ā   s  and   �   ib   ā   q  (antithesis). (Line 3: night’s dark-
ness/morning’s flame; Line 4: beauty/beautiful faces/ugliness/ugly; Line 7: 
decay/goodness; Line 12: incomprehensible/clear and eloquent; Line 16: 
winter/summer).  

  46.    Yat   ī   ma , vol. 3, p. 39.  
  47.   For more on the impact of the politics of the age on literary production, see 

 chapter 5 .  
  48.   Sperl,  Mannerism in Arabic Poetry , p. 9.  

   4 Sukhf as Sukhf: Abū Nuwās, Mujūn, and Ibn al-�ajjāj 

  1.   Abdelfattah Kilito,  al-Maq   ā   m   ā   t: al-sard wal-ans   ā   q al-thaq   ā   fiyya , tr.  ʿ Abd 
al-Kab ī r al-Sharq ā w ī  (Casablanca: D ā r T ū bq ā l, 2001), p. 31.  

  2.   Ibid., p. 26.  
  3.   See “sukhf ” in  EI   2  .  
  4.   This was briefly addressed in  chapter 1 .  
  5.   To quote Rowson, “Although often paired with  muj   ū   n . . . sukhf  is distin-

guished from it in referring less to hedonistic behavior offensive to the 
prudish than to gross language and comportment upsetting to the squea-
mish.“ See “sukhf ” in  EAL .  

  6.   See the section on Ab ū   � ukayma in  chapter 1 .  
  7.   A related topos is that of the phallus as fallen hero or victorious warrior. See 

 chapter 1  and below.  
  8.    Ab   ū    Nuw   ā   s , p. 54. See also p. 353.  
  9.   See, for example,  chapter 1 . An equally important and productive trope 

in the same vein is “the salivating phallus.” It will be discussed later in the 
chapter.  

  10.    Ab   ū    Nuw   ā   s , pp. 2–3.  
  11.    Tal   �    ī   f , p. 174, also in  Durrat al-T   ā   j , p. 388.  
  12.    Durrat al-T   ā   j , p. 381.  
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  15.   Philip F. Kennedy,  Abu Nuwas: A Genius of Poetry  (Oxford: Oneworld, 2005), 
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  20.    Ab   ū    Nuw   ā   s , p. 100.  
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  22.   Ibid., p. 107.  
  23.   Ibid., p. 113.  
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History) (Beirut: D ā r al-Muntakhab al- ʿ Arab ī , 1993). On the various defini-
tions of the term   ʿā   mma , see pp. 138–140, and al-Taw ā t ī ,  al-Muthaqqafu   ū   n 
wal-sul   �   a f   ī    ‘ l-   �   a   �    ā   ra al-isl   ā   miyya , pp. 29–34. On economic and social upheav-
als, see Sa ʿ d,  al-   ʿĀ   mma f   ī    Baghd   ā   d f   ī    al-qarnayn , pp. 307–324; and al-D ū r ī , 
 T   ā   r   ī   kh al-   ʿ    ir   ā   q al-iqti   	    ā   d   ī    f   ī    al-qarn al-r   ā   bi   ʿ     al-hijr   ī  , pp. 295–296.  

  30.   Mez,  The Renaissance of Islam , p. 148.  
  31.   [I]t would require an unusual amount of modesty for authors to place them-

selves in the   ʿā   mma  when they talk of the two great classes. See “al- ʿā mma 
wa’l-kh ā  �� a,”  EI   2  .  

  32.   There is a risk of overgeneralizing here, but what is important is the sense that 
a certain group has of those considered much lower in status and in learning. 
One must also distinguish between urban and rural social groups, the   ʿā   mma  
included.  

  33.   “al- ʿā mma wa’l-kh ā  �� a” in  EI   2  .  
  34.   Ibid.  
  35.   This is similar to the images of peasants (and foreign “others” for that matter 

such as the Saracens) in many premodern European representations. See Paul 
Freedman,  Images of the Medieval Peasant  (Stanford University Press, 1999). 
Freedman writes that “Medieval Europeans of the upper classes, like their mod-
ern descendants regarded rural life as appealingly simple and admirably produc-
tive but above all as a strange tableau populated with alien beings of lower order” 
(p. 1). He also notes “the proliferation of images of peasants as base, filthy, and 
stupid” (p. 133). “The peasant is surrounded by excrement and dirt symbols 
of unpleasant natural productivity and of the uncontrollable body. In common 
with other examples of polymorphous body, the obsessive scatology may indi-
cate not just the hostile regard of the superior orders but some element of the 
carnivalesque culture of the lower classes themselves” (p. 153). “The peasant 
is a laughable, reverse moral typification of bad manners and gross customs” 
(p. 173).  
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  36.   I am not suggesting that he was the first.  Chapter 1  addressed precedents and 
predecessors. Ab ū  Dulaf (fourth–tenth century) achieved a similar feat in his 
own poetry. See Bosworth, pp. 80–96. Ibn al- � ajj ā j, however, stands out in 
terms of scope, degree, and impact.  

  37.   Miller,  The Anatomy of Disgust , pp. 2, 35. Miller adds elsewhere that together 
with other emotions, disgust “work[s] to hierarchize our political order: in 
some setting they do the work of maintaining hierarchy; in other settings they 
constitute righteously presented claims for superiority” (p. 9).  

  38.   The closest analogue in contemporary popular culture is the infamous day-
time talk show The Jerry Springer Show, where participants from poor and 
working-class background appear on the show to disclose and discuss a host 
of unusual physical and psychological problems, desires and dysfunctions. 
The studio audience usually reacts with a mixture of disbelief, disgust, and 
laughter. See, for example, Maria Elizabeth Grabe, “Maintaining the Moral 
Order: A Functional of The Jerry Springer Show,”  Critical Issues in Mass 
Communicatio ,19, 3 (2002): pp. 311–328.  

  39.   “The proper functioning of the body has direct bearing on the proper func-
tioning of the body politic.” See Jeffrey C. Persels, “Straitened in the Bowels, 
or Concerning the Rabelaisian Trope of Defecation,”  Etudes Rabelaisiennes  31 
(1996): 101–112.  

   Appendix B 

  1.   Al-Sayyid Mu � sin al-Am ī n,  A   ʿ    y   ā   n al-sh   ī    ʿ    a  (The Sh ī  ʿ  ī  Notables), ed.  � asan 
al-Am ī n (Beirut: D ā r al-ta ʿ  ā ruf, 1983), vol. 5, pp. 427–431.  

  2.    Qur   ʾ    ā   n  18:16 (S ū rat al-Kahf ) “Wa-kalbuhum b ā si � un dhir ā  ʿ ayhi bi’l-
wa �  ī d.” I am using Arberry’s translation. See  The Koran Interpreted , tr. A. 
J. Arberry (New York: Touchstone, 1996).  

  3.   The first two lines appear in a panegyric to Ibn al- ʿ Am ī d. See  Tal   �    ī   f , p. 207. 
The excerpt above is also in Y ā q ū t,  Mu   ʿ    jam al-buld   ā   n  in the entry “S ū q 
Ya � y ā ,” vol. 3, p. 284.  

  4.   The titles in brackets are added.  
  5.   Al-Shar ī f al-Murta �  ā  (355–436/967–1044), the elder brother of al-Shar ī f 

al-Ra �  ī . He was from a prominent Sh ī  ʿ  ī  family claiming descent from the 
Im ā ms. Al-Murta �  ā  was an accomplished poet, scholar, and author of the 
 Kit   ā   b al-am   ā   l   ī  . See Carl Brockelmann, “al-Shar ī f al-Murta �  ā”  in  EI   2  .  

   Appendix C 

  An excerpt from Shih ā b al-D ī n A � mad al-T ī f ā sh ī ,  Nuzhat al-alb   ā   b f   ī    m   ā    l   ā   
 y   ū   jad f   ī    kit   ā   b  (The Sojourn of the Heart in What Is Not in a Book), ed. Jam ā l 
Jum ʿ a (London: Riad El-Rayyes, 1992), pp. 117–120.  

  1  .   A dessert made with peeled and boiled wheat and sugar, and mixed with 
rosewater. Al-T ī f ā sh ī ,  Nuzhat al-alb   ā   b f   ī    m   ā    l   ā    y   ū   jad f   ī    kit   ā   b  p. 117.     
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